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INTRODUCTION
Recent developments in electronics have opened new fields for the
home experimenter, the hobby man, the do-it-yourself handy man,
and others who may have never before dabbled in electronics.
Take a look at the Table of Contents. You eau see from the wide
variety of projects listed that inexpel!sive electronic devices are
capable of doing a wide variety of chores-some simple, some more
complex, but ail very useful. As an additional dividend, we have
tried to select projects which are all within the capability of anyone
with a yen for electronic dabbling, a few basic tools, and some spare
time.
Perhaps you have heard of some of the things going on in industrial
and military work with electronic brains and muscle controls. Many
of the projects in this manual are adaptations of some of these developments, made possible by new devices and their expanding application
at lower costs. The electronics industry has certainly corne a long way
in a short time.
This book then, is a unique collection of useful and intriguing circuits to delight your tinkerer's fancy, amaze your friends, and increase
your knowledge in the world of electronics. W e hope you enjoy it.
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OPERATION OF COMPONENTS
FUNDAMENTALS
ELECTRICAL THEORY

Just to make sure we're speaking the same language, let's quickly
review basic electrical theory and then move on to discuss the operatian of many of the components you'll encounter in this manual. The
circuits on the following pages employ some of the very la test electronic
devices. Even if you're an "old hand" at electronics, you may run into
some things in this book you haven't run into before.
As you know, everything around us is made up of atoms- infinitesimally tiny things, invisible, for the most part, even under the highest
possible magnification. It has been deduced, however, that an atom's
structure is that of a nucleus at the center and one or more electrons
orbiting around the nucleus.
In most materials, these orbiting electrons are quite strongly
attracted to the nucleus. Tearing them away requires a very large
force. Because electric current consists of a flow of electrons, and because it is very difficult to cause a flow of electrons in such circumstances, these materials (rubber, wood, cloth, most plastics, etc) are
called insulators.
In other materials, the electrons are rather loosely attracted to the
a tomic nucleus. In most metals, for instance, electrons appear to
"wander" rather casually from atom to atom within a given piece
of metal. If an electronic force (voltage) is applied across a piece of
metal, the electrons will flow away from the negative end of the force,
toward the positive end (because electrons have negative charges).
A relatively small amount of force will produce such a flow in metals,
a nd thus we say that metals are good conductors.
For our purposes, we can say that a negative voltage (electronic
force) exists wherever there is an excess of electrons, and a positive
voltage exists wherever there is a scarcity of electrons. Thus, the
positive terminal of a dry cell is connected within the cell to some
material which is badly short of electrons and is trying to attract
them. On the other hand, the negative terminal is connected to other
material within the cell that has a great excess of electrons and is
trying to push them out. Because there is an insulator between the
two m aterials within t he cell, transfer of electrons from one terminal
to the other can take place only through an external circuit. While the
lectrons travel from one terminal to the other through the external
ircuit, we get some useful work out of them.
IMPORTANT NOTE

Before we go on into a discussion of components, we have to Iock
h rns with a potentially confusing point. We have been talking
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about "electron flow" and "current flow" as if they were the same.
Well, they are and they aren't. A theory of electricity called electron
theory says they are the same; electron flow is current flow and current
flows from negative to positive (voltage). An older theory of electricity says that current is a flow of positive charges (remember,
electrons have negative charges), and that current flow is from positive
to negative.
Although electron theory is generally accepted as "correct" these
days, the older "positive-to-negative" theory prevailed during the
time that electrical science was growing, and most electrical and
electronic symbols plus much of the literature is based on the positiveto-negative idea. As a result, positive-to-negative current flow has
corne to be called conventional current flow, and, because it doesn't
really matter in which direction current flows (it does the same work,
regardless), symbols and circuits are still drawn and explained on the
basis of conuentional flow merely to avoid confusion.
In the following pages, should we talk about electrons going in one
direction and current flowing in the other- don't panic. W e're simply
bowing to custom and using conventional current flow.

CAPACITORS

In its simplest form, the capacitor (Figure 1) is merely two plates
separated by an insulator (called a dielectric). If a capacitor is hooked
across a voltage source, an excess of electrons (negative charge) will
pile up on one plate while a scarcity of electrons (positive charge)
will develop on the other.

PLATES

I\

-ll-

-H-- -H-(FIXED CAPACITORS)

t

DIELECTRIC

reaches the same value as the voltage source it is connected to, current
stops flowing. Thus, if the capacitor is hooked across a direct-current
(d-c; current which flows in one direction only) source, the capacitor
will "block" the d-c after it has acquired its charge. The capacitor
will "hold" its charge or voltage until it sees an external path through
which it can "discharge" or equalize itself.
When the capacitor is hooked across an alternating-current (a-c;
current which continuously reverses direction) source, the capacitor
will charge in one direction, then, when the current reverses, will
discharge and re-charge in the other direction. Hence there is continuous reversing current flow in the circuit, · and it is said that a
capacitor "passes" a-c-even though no current actually passes
through the dielectric between the capacitor plates.
The ability to block d-c and pass a-c makes the capacitor very useful. On the plate of an operating amplifier tube, for instance, there is a
high d-c working voltage (B +) and a smaller a-c signal voltage. By
'using a "coupling" capacitor, we can "pick off" the a-c signal and
block the d-c working voltage which we don't need.
Whenever you see a capacitor in a circuit, you may be fairly sure
that it is there for one of two reasons; it is being used either to (1)
block a d-c voltage and pass an a-c voltage, or (2) store electrical
energy for future use.

THE DIODE

The simplest electron tube is called a diode and contains only two
elements-an anode or plate, and a cathode (see Figure 2). The cathode
is connected to a negative voltage and is also heated, either by passing
a small current directly through it (directly heated), or by putting a
small heater underneath it (indirectly heated).
As the cathode is heated, electrons "boil" off into the evacuated
sp ace between cathode and anode. If the anode is supplied with a
positive voltage, these electrons are attracted to it, and an electron
flow occurs through the tube. (Conventional current flow is from anode
t o cathode; electrons flow from cathode to anode.)

(VARIABLE CAPACITORS)

Figure 1.

Capacitor-Elementary construction and symbols

Current flows into and out of the plates of a capacitor only while
it is "charging" or "discharging." Wh'en the charge on the capacitor
1
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( DIRECTLY-HEATED
CATHODE)

(INDIRECTLY-HEATED
CATHODE)

Figure 2.

(DUO-DIODE)

Diodes
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The diode is most useful as a rectifier- that is, a device which converts a-c to d-c. If the anode (or plate) of the diode is supplied with
a-c, the tube will "conduct" only during the positive half-cycles of the
a-c supply voltage. The output of the diode will be as shown in Figure 3
- a series of direct-current "pulses." This " half-cycle" conduction is
called "half-wave rectification. " Full-wave rectification may be
achieved by connecting a second diode as shown in Figure 4.

the flow, a positive voltage speeds it up. Most important, a small
voltage variation on the control grid produces a large voltage variation
on the anode. Y ou can put a weak signal on the grid and get a stronger
signal from the anode- the triode is an amplifier.
OUTPUT
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Figure 5.

Figure 3 .

Diode connected for half-wave rectification

Most electron-tube power supplies employ either two diodes or a
"duo-diode" connected for full-wave rectification. The "humpy" d-c
output of the diodes is usually run through a filter (consisting of
capacitors and coils or resistors) to " smooth-out" the d-c before it is
applied to the rest of the circuit.

Triode

In the process of amplifying a signal, however, an amplifier tube also
"inverts" the signal when a load is in series with the anode. That is,
when the control grid voltage swings positive, the anode voltage swings
negative, and vice versa. Hence, if you want an output waveform
which is the same as the input waveform (only larger), you must go
through two amplifiers. Y ou connect the anode of the first to the control grid of the second through a coupling capacitor as shown in
Figure 6.
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Figure 6.
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Two-stage triode amplifier

THE TRIODE

THE PENTODE

When another element, the control grid, is added to the diode, the
tube becomes a triode as shown in Figure 5. By varying a small voltage
on the control grid of the triode, we can control and vary the flow of
electrons through the tube. A negative control grid voltage slows down

Not long after the triode was invented, experimenters found that its
performance could be vastly improved by adding two more elements;
(1) a screen grid, and (2) a suppressor grid. The five-element tube is
alled a pentode, and most amplifier tubes used these days are pen-

1PAGE 6
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todes. (There are four-element tubes or tetrodes, but these have limited
application and are not common.)
ANODE (PLATE)

SUPPRESSOR GRID
CONTROL GRID
---i_SCREEN GRID

CATHODE

Figure 7 .

used primarily for converting a-c to d-c, and both operate by offering
current a low-resistance path in one direction (the "forward" direction) , and a high-resistance path in the other direction (the "reverse"
direction). The symbol for a solid-state rectîfier (or diode) is as shown
in Figure 9A.
When the diode is connected with a positive voltage on its anode and
a negative voltage on its cathode, it conducts as shown in Figure 9B. If
the diode connections are reversed, as shown in Figure 9C, the diode
does not conduct (blocks) the current. When an a-c voltage is applied
to the diode, it conducts only during the time that its anode voltage is
positive-that is, it simply blocks or cuts off the negative half-cycle of
a-c voltage, just as does the vacuum-tube diode rectifier.

Pentode
ANODE

~~/

THE COMPACTRON

Although the pentode is still just about the ultimate in ordinary
amplifier tubes, the compactron manages to outdo it. Compactrons are,
as the name implies, several tubes, miniaturized and put inside a single
glass envelope. A typical compactron may, for example, contain a
pentode, a triode, and two diodes, all within a glass envelope no larger
(and sometimes smaller) than that of an ordinary "single" tube. In one
application, two compactrons do a job which would otherwise require
either five ordinary tubes or seven transistors. Use of compactrons in
some of the electron-tube projects included in this manual permits you
to build these projects in smaller, more rugged packages.

Figure 9A.

;,,-1 :f_-- --1--1--\

t',ff---fr~-n~r
One type of Compactron

RECTIFIERS

The operation of semiconductor (or "solid-state") rectifiers (diodes)
is very similar to that of vacuum-tube rectifiers (also diodes). Both are
1PAGE 8

Solid-state diode symbol

RECTIFIER

+ ~
~

Figure 9B.

Anode positivecurrent flows

Figure 8 .

CATHODE

Figure 9C.

'

Anode negativeno current flows

Inserting a rectifier in an a-c circuit is a simple, easy way to reduce
p ower to one-half normal, and is the basis for some "high-low" lamp
switches now on the market (see Project Hl). While this method works
for resistance loads (such as incandescent lamps and heaters), it does
not work for transformers, induction motors, or fluorescent lamps. The
coils in such devices depend upon the reversal of a-c current to hold
down the amount of current which they draw. If a rectified (d-c) voltage is applied, they will draw too much current and be damaged.
Botha "straight" a-c circuit and a half-wave rectifier d-c circuit are
shown in Figure 10 along with waveforms and ohms-law d-c computat ions of current and power. Figure 11 shows a full-wave solid-state
rectifier and its associated waveforms. Although full-wave rectification
a n be achieved using only two diode rectifiers, the four-diode bridge is
t h e most common rectifier configuration used. The voltage rating of the
bridge rectifier may be raised simply by adding more series diodes in
ach leg of the bridge.
PAGE
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WAVEFORMS
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Solid-state rectifiers corne in many sizes and styles. Selenium rectifiers consist of fiat plates, square or round, which are stacked to provide
the desired voltage rating. A stack may be open as shown in Figure 12,
or enclosed in a tube as shown in Figure 13.
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l
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Figure 12.
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Selenium rectifier open stack
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Figure 11.

Selenium rectifier enclosed stack

Comparison circuits

INPUT

OUTPUT

nvv
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Silicon rectifiers are much smaller than seleniums, and the little plate
or pellet of silicon is enclosed in housings as shown in Figure 14.
Notice that ail semiconductor rectifiers have the same symbol, and
remember that conventional current flows from anode to cathode. Current can be forced to flow in the other direction, but only by high
reverse voltage. Because the resistance of the rectifier is high in the

l

(FOUR-DIODE BRIDGE)

Solid-state full-wave rectifier circuits

t
GLASS
SUB MINIATURE

TOP -HAT

Figure 14.
1PAGE
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CURRENT
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ANODE
CATHODE

SYMBOL
STUD- MOUNTING

Silicon rectifiers
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reverse direction, only a small amount of reverse current will produce a
lot of heat and rapidly burn out the diode.
If the voltage across a rectifier and the current through it in both
directions is measured and p lotted, the resulting curve looks like
Figure 15.

+

CURRENT

pellet to remain relatively cool. Low-current devices usually rely on air
circulating around their cases for cooling.
Zener diodes (see Figure 16) are diodes designed to operate in the
reverse region at a particular reverse voltage. The attraction of the
Zener diode is that the voltage across it is very nearly constant for any
current within its operating range. This feature makes it a good voltage
regulator or voltage reference element.

FORWARD

IF
VF
PRV
ANODE
NEGATIVE

1
♦

-,:;======~O""l"'"_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
+_ANODE POSITIVE
VOLTAGE

SYMBOL

REVERSE

FORWARD
CURRENT
AT LOW
VOLTAGE

Figure 16.

♦

ZENER
1 (REVERSE)
CURRENT
AT ZENER VOLTAGE

Zener diode

THYRECTOR

Figure l 5.

Solid-state rectifier characteristic curve

Notice that only a relatively small amount of forward voltage
(anode positive) is required to produce a forward current, and that
forward current increases rapidly as the anode voltage increases
slightly. On the other hand, notice that only a small amount of current
flows when the anode is negative, and that increasing the negative
voltage on the anode produces very little increase in current until the
peak reverse voltage (PRV) is reached. When peak reverse voltage is
exceeded, the diode may be damaged.
AU rectifiers have a voltage drop when conducting a forward (normal) current. The forward voltage drop (VF) for a diode vacuum tube
is about 10 to 50 volts; for a selenium rectifier, about 1.5 volts per
plate; for a silicon rectifier, about 0.8 volts; and for a germanium
rectifier, about 0.5 volts. Because voltage dropped across a rectifier
represents power lost, you can see why silicon rectifiers are popularthe loss is low and the rectifier can withstand high temperatures.
The current rating of a rectifier is determined entirely by the temperature which it can withstand. High-current devices are mounted on
stu.ds and must be fastened to a metal plate called a h eatsink. The
heatsink conducts h eat away from the device and enables the silicon

j PAGE
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The thyrector is a selenium rectifier designed for intermittent operation in its reverse direction. It is used primarily to protect other semiconductors from high-voltage reverse transients (unusual short-lived
voltages which occur when power is applied or removed, switch positions are changed, etc. ). Since it has a relatively high power dissipation
capability under transient conditions, it is ideal for surge voltage
suppression. The reverse characteristics are not as sharp as are those
of the silicon Zener diode, and it is nota very good regulator. It is sometimes used as a regulator, however, because it is less expensive than the
Zener diode.

+
I

UNIT

CHARACTERISTICS

Figure 17.

Thyrector
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SILICON RECTIFIER

The heart of a silicon rectifier is a small wafer of silicon having very
small amounts of two kinds of impurities (elements other than silicon),
one kind in the top half, and one kind in the bottom half, as shown in
Figure 18. In the center of the wafer is the junction where the "P"
type impurity meets the "N" type impurity. It is this junction which
permits current to flow from the P region to the N region, but blocks
flow in the reverse direction.

the reverse-biased junction No. 1. As long as a small percentage of the
total current is removed from the center (base) section, current will
continue to flow through both junctions. This device is a transistor.
The collector current in a transistor, therefore, is much larger than the
base current and directly proportional to it. This property enables the
transistor to amplify a signal which is applied in the base circuit and
removed from the collector circuit.
R

-

ÎNODE
p

CATHODE

N

Figure 18.

~~

R

+

COLLECTOR
BASE~

+
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Cons truction of silicon diode

Figure 20.
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When another layer of silicon containing impurities is added, as
shown in Figure 19, a sandwich is formed, either PNP or NPN. Regardless of how we connect a voltage to either of these sandwiches, one
junction tries to permit current flow, but the other junction blocks the
flow. With connections as shown in Figuré 19, junction No. 1 is
"reversed biased" or blocking, and junction No. 2 is "forward biased"
and would like to conduct but cannot.

JUNCTIONNO.I

'-.p

+

+

PNP transisfor

The major difference between NPN and PNP transistors is the
polarity of connections, as shown in Figure 21. Of course when connections are r eversed , the directiop of the current flow through the device
is also reversed. In the configuration of Figure 21, the transistor is
roughly analogous to the triode vacuum tube.
The transistor collector may be compared to the triode anode, the
base to the grid, and the emitter to the cathode. There are, however,
two major differences:
(1) In a vacuum tube, conventional current always flows from
anode to cathode. In the transistor, current flows from emitter
to collector in the PNP type, from collector to emitter in the
NPN type.
(2) The vacuum tube is a voltage amplifier controlled by grid voltage
and the transistor is a current amplifier controlled by base
current.
R

Figure 19.

PNP sandwich

TRANSISTOR

If we add connections and voltages to a PNP "sandwich" as shown
in Figure 20, current can flow through junction No. 2. Nowa remarkable thing happens; the small base current flowing through junction
No. 2 provides momentum for and causes a larger current flow through
1 PAGE- 14
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The curves of Figure 25 are called collector characteristic curves.
Like all characteristic curves, they represent a particular type of
transistor. W e can use these curves to see how a transistor functions as
an amplifier.
Suppose, in the circuit configuration shown in Figure 25, that the
transistor's steady-state (no signal applied) base current is 0.4 milliamperes (ma ), and that the transistor collector voltage is 3 volts.
From the characteristic curves, you can see that steady-state collector
current in such a situation will be about 48 ma.
Now apply an a-c signal between base and emitter. Assume that this
signal will, on its positive half cycle, drive the base current up to 0.6
ma.; on its negative half cycle, the signal drives base current down to
0.2 ma. Altogether, we have a total of 0.4 ma. variation in the base
signal.
What happens to collector current as base current varies? On the
positive half-cycle of base current, collector current goes up to 65 ma.
On the negative half cycle of base current, collector current drops to
about 27 ma. For a 0.4 ma. base current variation, then, we get a 38 ma.
collector current variation. Thus the transistor amplifies an input
signal.

Transistor symbols for both types of transistors are shown in
Figure 22. The arrow point on the emitter shows the directio_n of conventional current fiow. The most popular of the many transistor case
styles are shown in Figure 23. ln some transistors, the collector lead is
connected to the transistor case; be wary of this and don't get caught
"short"!
COLLECTOR

COLLECTOR

BASE

BASE

MITTER

EMITTER
NPN

PNP

Figure 22 .
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Transistor case styles
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You may find transistors applied in any of three basic hookups.
Either PNP or NPN types may be "hooked-up" as shown in Figure 24.
Of the three possible hook-ups, the most common is the common
emitter.
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Transistor characteristic curves
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Figure 24 .
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Transistor hook-ups

(3) COMMON COLLECTOR

A very unique transistor used in many SCR circuits is the unijunction. As shown in Figure 26, the unijunction transistor (UJT) consists
f a bar of N-type silicon with connections at both ends and a single
P-type area on the side of the bar.
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The silicon bar behaves as a resistance voltage-divider with the
latter junction tied into the center. A current flow from emitter to
BI (Base 1), through the PN junction, gains enough energy to reach
BI as though there were little resistance in that section of the bar

-------+

BASE 2

62
R2

~B2

N
EMITTER

The capacitor voltage (V0 ) begins to increase as current flows
through resistor R3. When Vc reaches 18 volts, the emitter junction
becomes forward biased and current starts to flow through it to BI,
thus reducing the interna! resistance of the UJT and reducing the
voltage drop across it. The charge stored in the capacitor is now
"dumped" into the load resistor RI. When the capacitor charge is
exhausted, the cycle repeats with the capacitor a lternately recharging and dumping.

p

E

+

BI

SWITCH

SYMBOL
BI
RI

--- - ----

BI

E©
B2
CASE

Vas=

+r

30v.

Unijunction transistor

470 OHMS

Î
Ve

Figure 26.

R2

IOK
OHMS

0 .1µfd .

T

RI

47

v,

OHMS

l
For this reason, RI is shown as a variable resistance; it is n,·,rmally
about 20 percent higher than R2, but it collapses to a very low value
when current flows from the emitter. This resistance change and the
resulting voltage drop is shown in the unijunction characteristic
Figure 27.
LLJ
(!)
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~

~

o::

Figure 28.

Relaxa·tion oscillator circuit

The wave form of the capacitor voltage (Ve) and the resistor voltage (V,) is shown in Figure 29. The repetition rate, or frequency, of
the "dumped " voltage is determined by the values of R3 and C; increasing either one m a kes the device run more slowly. The pulses
which appear across RI are very useful in triggering SCR's, and
you'll find many such UJT circuits.
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Figure 27.

Unijunction transistor characteristic
t.

0

A typical application for the ÛJT is the relaxation oscillator of
Figure 28.
When the relaxation oscillator switch is first closed, the resistance
voltage-divider action of the UJT silicon bar produces a voltage of 18
volts between BI and the N sicle of the emitter junction. At this
same moment, the emitter voltage is zero, because it is tied to the
capacitor C. The emitter junction is therefore reverse-biased, and no
current flows through it.

10

v,

l'-----"--l--IL.._l---lL_l- ~

ir - - - - u

t.

0

Figure 29.

Relaxation oscillator circuit waveforms
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Suppose we take a wafer of silicon and put in it four layers of impurities, as in Figure 30. Then, no matter what polarity of voltage
we apply, no current can flow because either one or two of the three
junctions will be reverse-biased. For the polarity shown in Figure 30,
only the center junction is reverse-biased. If we could only get a little
current to flow through one forward-biased junction, most of that
current would go through the reverse junction and on across the next
forward junction. Current through the second forward junction would
then produce more current through the reverse junction. This would
cause more current through the first junction and- away we go! The
current builds up very rapidly, limited only by the external circuit.

device behaves like a rectifier in series with a switch. Sometimes the
PNPN device is called a four-layer diode or a four-layer switch.

+
ANODE

I
e,v

CORRENT

I

__ , : ~ - ~ ~ - - - - - - -I

--t:========

1
;:!H~f--~=======+~(BR) ANODE
+ V VOLTAGE
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REVERSE
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FORWARD
BIASED ~
JUNCTION
REVERSE

BIASED /
FORWARD
BIASED

Figure 30.
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ANODE

p

N
p
N

T CATH ODE
Three-junction (PNPN) semiconductor

(If we reverse the battery polarity, we have two reverse junctions
and one forward junction, which just won't conduct current, unless
you run the voltage up too high, of course.)

Figure 31.

Three-junction (PNPN) semiconductor characteristic

This PNPN device is nota Silicon Controlled Rectifier (SCR). The
SCR is of the same construction with one notable exception-it has
a third lead by which it may be controlled. In Figure 32 is shown the
silicon wafer with the "gate" (control) lead connected to the P layer
next to the cathode. Direct a little current into the gate and the SCR
turns on to stay on as long as the forward current is above IH.

ANODE

How can we get that first little bit of current started? Two ways:
(1) raise the voltage until leakage current is high enough to trigger
the breakover; or (2) shine enough light on the right place to excite
the electrons and, when they cross a junction, it triggers! (There is a
third way, and that is to heat up the device, but that is not considered very sporting. )
If we plot the voltage / current characteristics of a PNPN device
as in Figure 31, we can see the effect of forward voltage breakover,
V BR· Notice that a small current, IER> is required to trigger the device,
and there is a minimum holding current, IH, required to keep it going.
Once forward current starts flowing, it can continue indefinitely until
something in the external circuit reduces current flow below the IH
value,
As you may have observed, the PNPN device behaves in the reverse direction exactly like a rectifier. In the forward direction, the
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TO

Silicon-controlled rectifier (SCR)

The key feature of an SCR is that a small current from gate to
cathode can "fire," or trigger the SCR so that it changes from being
nothing (an open circuit) into being a rectifier. The only way to
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change it back again, to "commutate" it, is to reduce the current
through it to a value less than the minimum holding current, IH.
Note that removing the gate current does nothing. This observation
tells us that gate current is required only long enough to build up
full anode current, about five millionths of a second (5 microseconds)
in resistive-load circuits.
Time is also important in commutating an SCR. We must wait at
least 50 microseconds, typically, before re-applying forward voltage
to be sure the SCR will not re-trigger. Even then, if the voltage is
applied too abruptly, the change will trigger the device.
Y ou recall that the center junction of the PNPN device is reversebiased by the normal operating voltage. In other words, the entire
forward voltage ("forward" for the device, as a whole ) appears across
this junction. The N and P layers on either side of the junction are ,
therefore, the plates of a small capacitor which are charged to this
voltage. If forward voltage is applied very rapidly, as with a switch,
the current required to charge this capacitor may be enough to trigger the SCR. Consequently, on the application of forward voltage,
the rate of rise must be slower than 20 volts per microsecond for
most SCR's, and less than 1 volt per microsecond for the Light Activiated SCR (LASCR).
To demonstrate the behavior of a PNPN diode or SCR, try some
of the following circuits.

GATED SCR CIRCUIT

Figure 34 is the same circuit as Figure 33 except that it uses a
type GE-Xl SCR which requires a gate signal. To turn on the lamp
touch the control wire to the gate terminal very quickly. To turn it
off, touch the control wire momentarily to the cathode terminal.
Now reverse the batteries and try it again. You should not be able
to turn it on.
LAMP

;----\

3v

+

-=

:i~:'

CONTROL
WIRE

'~c

~ - - - - - - - - O _ F _ F _ , ____ -~J

Figure 34.

Gated SCR circuit

ELECTRIC CANDLE

Want to light an electric lamp wlth a match, then blow the lamp
out? Try the circuit of Figure 35.
·

LASCR CIRCUIT

In Figure 33, a type GE-X2 Light Activated SCR (LASCR ) is
connected in series with a pair of flashlight batteries and a flashlight
bulb. A beam of light (flashlight, lamp, sunlight) directed in the glass
window (shown by the arrow) should trigger the LASCR. The lamp
won't be as bright as normal because of the voltage drop across the
switch, about one volt. To turn off the lamp, you can either break
the circuit somewhere, or you can short-out the LASCR momentarily
by touching its anode and cathode lead wires together. If you connect the LASCR in backward, nothing should happen, even with
direct sunlight on the unit.

N0.47

PANEL LAMP
56,000

OHMS
LASCR
GE-X2

A

"~Il'"
~-----------__J
Figure 35.

N0 . 47

PANEL LAMP

Electric candie circuit

GE-X2

LASCR

LASCR
GE-X2

Figure 33.
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LASCR circuit

Place the Light Activated SCR close to the lamp, hold a match
nearby and the lamp should light up. Remove the match, and the
light will stay on. To blow out the lamp, shield the LASCR with
your hand while you puff.
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It is easy enough to see why a match should turn the LASCR on,
but what keeps it on? After all, we are working from an a-c supply
and the LASCR can conduct in only one direction. Hence it must
turn off every other h alf-cycle, and we know that we must re-trigger
the LASCR if it ever turns off.
The secret is the lamp. The lamp filament cannot cool clown enough
while current is off (negative half-cycle) to go dark. On the next halfcycle it is still emitting enough light to re-trigger the LASCR. When
your hand blocks the light, the LASCR is not retriggered, and the
lamp goes out completely.
Set up the same circuit with an ordinary SCR, as in Figure 36.
GE-XI
SCR

direction between the gate and anode 1. The symbol for the Triac is
composed of two SCR symbols merged and having only one gate
terminal.
ANODE 2

A2
IHEAT SINK

SILICON
PELLET

N
p

GATE

G~

e

ANODE 1

~NO
<,
LAMP

(al PELLET STRUCTURE

(b) PACKAGE

Figure 37.
Figure 36.

A2

(cl SYMBOL

Triac, GE-Xl 2

Modified circuit

Connect one end of a 100-ohm resistor to t he anode and touch the
other end to the gate terminal. The lamp burns only as long as you
hold the resistor on the gate. Remove the gate current and the lamp
goes out. After removal of gate current, the SCR is commutated by
the next reversa! of supply voltage and cannot conduct again until
gate current is re-applied.
An interesting variation of the circuit in Figure 36 is to replace the
100-ohm resistor with a photoconductor or a thermistor. The lamp
may then be turned on and off either by light or by heat.

The characteristics of the Triac, Figure 38, are based on anode 1
as the reference point. The polarities shown for anode voltage and
current are the polarities of anode 2 with respect to anode 1. Likewise, the polarities shown for the gate are also with respect to anode 1.
I

+
QUADRANT I
(A2 POSITIVE)

THE TRIAC

In the foregoing a-c circuits, the lamp does not receive full power
because the SCR conducts current in one direction only. Providing
control of current flow in both directions would normally require
either two SCR's or one SCR and a bridge rectifier. However, a
recent development now permits the full control of a-c by one semiconductor-the Triac.
The Triac is a three-terminal semiconductor switch for a-c power.
A careful look at the pellet structure of the Triac, Figure 37, reveals
that this complex arrangement is really two PNPN switches, side by
side but in opposite directions, in the region between the power terminals, anode 1 and anode 2. The gate region is not quite so simple,
but is arranged to permit triggering by a small current in either
IPAGE 24
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Figure 38.

Triac a-c characteristic
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Notice that the Triac may be triggered into conduction in either
direction by a gate current in eith er direction. A very important
feature of t]:ie Triac is the absence of a "reverse" condition of high
voltage and high current, such as is found in rectifiers and SCR's.
If the voltage across the Triac goes too high (above V 8R), the Triac
will m erely turn on. When turned on, the Triac is capable of conducting a very high current.
A test circuit for the Triac is shown in Figure 39. Connect a 33ohm resistor between anode 2 and the gate. The lamp should turn on,
and glow at very nearly full brilliance. As with the SCR, the lamp
will be on only as long as the gate is connected.
TRIAC
GE-X12

R

6.3 VAC

120 VAC

Figure 39.

N0.47
LAMP

33
OHMS

Triac test circuit

THE DIAC
The Diac (diode, a-c ) shown in Figure 40 is a two-terminal semiconductor having an internai structure like the PNP of Figure 19.
It will not conduct current until the voltage across it reaches V BR,

+

whereupon the · reverse current through one junction causes someregeneration by transistor action which increases current and decreases voltage. Notice that this property represents a " n egative
resistance" and is very similar to the unijunction transistor emitter
ch aracteristic shown in Figure 28. The Diac can, therefore, discharge
a capacitor in a relaxation oscillator, such as in Figure 29, and can
do so with either polarity of applied voltage. The pulse of current
through the Diac, as it discharges the capacitor, is used to trigger
the Triac.
The basic a-c control circuit using the Triac and Diac is shown in
Figure 41. When the variable resistor, R2, is made very small, the
capacitor, Cl, ch arges rapidly at the beginning of each half-cycle of
the a-c voltage wave. When the voltage across Cl reaches the breakover voltage (V 8R) of the Diac (about 35 volts), the capacitor is discharged into the gate of the Triac. This triggers the Triac "on" early
in each half-cycle, and it continues to conduct current from the time
it is triggered to the end of each half-cycle. The lamp will, therefore,
have current flowing through it for most of each half-cycle and will
produce full brightness.
As R2 is increased in resistance, the length of time r equired to
charge Cl to V8 R of the Diac increases. This causes the triggering of
the Triac to occur later in each half-cycle a nd reduces the length of
time that current is flowing through the lamp. Thus R2 controls the
lamp brightness.
You will notice a "backlash " effect at the extreme low-brightness
end of the control range. This backlash is caused by differences in
the charge on the capacitor at the beginning of each half-cycle, depending on whether or not the Diac conducted on the previous halfcycle. An improved circuit, with much less backlash effect, is given
in Project HS.
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Figure 40.
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DIAC
GE-Xl3

Symbol and characteristic of the Diac (GE-Xl 3)

Figure 41 .

Basic Triac/Diac control circuit
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PHOTOCONDUCTORS

The most popular photoconductors are essentially resistors which
are controlled by light. The typical unit shown in Figure 42 uses
cadmium sulfide as the photoconductive material and is constructed
so that it can conduct current in either direction. The resistance of a
cadmium sulfide photoconductor is inversely proportional to lightthat is, more light makes less resistance. Typically, a GE-X6 has a
resistance of over 5 megohms when completely dark, 9,000 ohms
with 2 footcandles illumination, and about 50 ohms in direct sunlight.

rK·
~ 1

GE-'6A
TT

CURRENT
EITHER
WAY

CdS

Figure 42 .

K
R=--LIGHT

Typical photoconductor

j

very low power rating, its use is quite limited, but it eau control
high-power loads when used with an SCR. If a reed switch is connected between the 100-ohm resistor and the SCR gate in Figure 36,
a magnetic field will control the lamp. This simple concept may be
readily expanded to the control of very large loads, and, using a
Triac, to the control of a-c loads.
CONCLUSION

In the foregoing pages we've covered a lot of ground in a relativ.ely
short space. In places, our explanations have been a little sketchy,
not because we didn't warit to go into more detail, but simply because we di_d n't have the space. If there are questions in your mind
concerning operation of some of the components we've mentioned, or
if you'd simply like to know more about something than we've been
able to say, we recommend you investigate both the shelves of your
public library and the G-E manuals listed in the following paragraph.

THERMISTORS

A wide variety of thermistors are available, covering an enormous
range of sizes, resistances, and power levels. Thermistors have a
resistance which is inversely proportionàl to temperature (higher
temperature causes lower resistance), but the resistance change in
thermistors is much smaller per unit change than in photoconductors,
hence the need for many different types. The PTC (Positive Temperature Coefficient) thermistor's operation is opposite from the ordinary kind because its resistance is a direct fonction of temperaturethat is, higher temperature produces higher resistance.
MAGNETIC REED SWITCH

Although not a semiconductor, the glass-enclosed magnetic reed
switch, Figure 43 is often used in SCR circuits. This switch is easily
operated by a permanent magnet or by current through a coil wrapped
around the glass tube enclosure. For instance, with 1000 turns of
No. 28 wire wrapped around the enclosure, current from a single
flashlight cell will close the switch. Because the reed switch has a

MAGNET
CLOSES
SWITCH

---1-creo---+-----.
Figure 43.
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Magnetic reed switch

Essential Characteristics-ETR-15. Contains application information on receiving tubes, compactrons, TV picture tubes, capacitors, photoconductors, and reed switches. Price $1.50.
SCR Manual- ETR-3875. Contains theory and application information on silicon-controlled rectifiers, diode rectifiers, light-activated silicon-controlled rectifiers, and gate turn-off switches.
Price $2.00.
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Transistor Manual- ETR-3296. Contains theory and application
information on diode rectifiers, transistors, unijunctions, silicon
controlled switches, tunnel diodes, silicon diodes, and snap
diodes. Price $2.00.
The General Electric Company manuals contain not only all pertinent application information (pin connections, characteristics, outline drawings, etc. ) on the components they list, but also contain
example circuits , definitions of tenus, and a wealth of other information concerning application and operation of components. These
manuals may be purchased from your local G-E electronic component
distributor, or may be ordered from the General Electric Co., 3800
N. Milwaukee Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60641.

THE CARE AND HANDLING OF COMPONENTS
1. Heatsinks:
Carefully observe the r ecommended heatsinks for stud-mounted
rectifiers, SCR's and Triacs. If heat can't get out of semiconductors,
damage is likely to result. Be sure air eau circulate around leadmounted devices. Also, remember that a heatsink is no good unless
it, too, eau get rid of heat, usually to the surrounding air. Watch out
for excessive high temperature caused by other components, such as
nêarby lamps, motors, heaters, etc.
2. Voltages:
Observe voltage specifications. It is generally a good practice to
use a Thyrector or Zener diode to protect other semiconductors from
stray transient voltages which might corne in on the power line, or
which could be induced from adjacent circuits such as an automobile
ignition system. Check your power-line voltage to make sure it is
neither too high (above 120 volts) nor too low (below 110 volts).
3. Current:
Do not overload semiconductors, even momentarily-an "arc-over"
destroys them immediately. Double check circuits, polarities, component sizes, and wiring BEFORE closing the switch.
4. Mounting:
Stud-mounted rectifiers and SCR's must be fastened to their heatsinks tightly enough to assure good heat flow, yet not so tight that
the copper stud is stretched out or stripped. The best way to install
rectifiers in heatsinks is to use a torque wrench and apply 15 inchpounds maximum torque to the nut while holding the rectifier steady
by its hex. A simple substitute for a torque wrench is an ordinary
wrench and a weight or a spring scale to turn it. For example, a 2½
pound weight hanging from the end of à 6-inch wrench will produce
2½ x 6 or 15 inch-pounds torque.
1PAGE 30

The stud end of stud-mounted units normally forms part of the
electrical circuitry. Therefore, the heatsink to which the stud is
mounted is electrically " live." If a " live" heatsink presents any
safety hazard or might conceivably create a short circuit, the rectifier
stud should be electrically insulated from the heatsink. Figure 44
illustrates the proper insulated mounted procedure.
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~~~

SCR OR RECTIFIER
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MICA
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\
SEE NOTES
1 AND 2

TERMINAL

MICA WASHER
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NOTES= 1. DRILL
2.

FILE
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DRILL BURRS

TO AVOID DAMAGE

3 . WASHER, TERMINAL AND NUT ARE
SCR OR RECTIFIER DIODE ,

Figure 44.

RECEIVE

THE

TEFLON WASHER.

TO MICA WASHERS.

INCLUDED

WITH EACH

lnsulated rectifier, or SCR, mounting

In circuits where it is undesirable to place insulation between the
rectifier or SCR and the heatsink, the heatsink itself must be electrically insulated from the case. Figure 45 illustrates the proper insulated-heatsink mounting procedure.
Lead-mounted devices may be secured by soldering their leads to
a terminal strip. This fastening point on the lead should be no less
than ½-inch away from the body of the device. To bend a lead, hold
the lead with pliers between the body and the bend. A void bending
the lead too near the component body. Do not try to bend the top
terminals of stud-mounted devices .
5. Soldering:
Use a small, hot soldering iron and high-quality rosin-core solder.
f a wire is tarnished or enameled, clean it with fine emery paper
before soldering. Wrap the clean wire around the other wire or terminal once to hold it in place, then apply the tip of the iron and the
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Do not use acid flux.
When stripping insulated wire, use a dull knife; a sharp knife is
more likely to nick the wire and cause it to break.
6. Handling:
Glass tubes and Compactrons are fragile and must be handled
with care. Lay them down only after making sure they cannot roll
and fall. Although power semiconductors are more rugged than tubes,
the more careful the handling they receive, the longer they last.
A void dropping them on hard surfaces. Both the glass and ceramic
insulators, as well as the silicon pellet itself, can be fractured by
abuse, and cause eventual failure.

Œ?3?
NOTE:

Figure 45.

FILE OFF ALL DRILL BURRS
IN CASE AND HEATSINK.

lnsulated heatsink mounting

solder to the joint together. As soon as the solder appears to wet
the wires or terminal, remove the soldering iron.
Solder as quickly as possible, then blow on the joint to cool it
quickly. If possible, with lead-mounted devices, use pliers to hold the
lead between the body and the joint in order to avoid over-heating
the device. Y ou can make a "no-hands" heatsink for soldering by
using a rubber band around the grips of your long-nosed pliers, as
shown in Figure 46. This is particularly important when soldering
germanium devices.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
1. Electrical Hazards:
Ordinary 120-volt household power CAN kill. When working on
power circuits, turn the power OFF by removing a fuse, opening a
switch, or pulling out a plug. Never rely on an SCR to turn off the
power because there may be enough current flowing through the
trigger circuit and through leakage of the SCR to be most unpleasant
should it flow through you. Then, too, a stray transient might possibly turn the SCR ON.
Even a 6-volt automobile battery can be dangerous because it can
supply enough current to burn up a ring or watch band, plus the
skin underneath. Be sure your circuits are insulated, and watch out
for the usually electrically hot heatsinks.
Use fuses of proper ratings! (No slow-blow types.)
2. Fire Hazards:
Good joints, proper wire size, and adequate cooling are required to
a void the menace of fire. Keep hot components away from burnable.
material.
3. M .e chanical Hazards:
Solder splashed in an eye or dropped on an arm can be most painful. Safety glasses, along with lots of caution, are recommended.
4. NEVER WORK ON ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS WHEN ALONE.

RADIO INTERFERENCE

HERE
SEMICONDUCTOR

Figure 46.
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"No hand s" heatsink

When an SCR turns ON, it does so very suddenly the same as a
switch. The current may rise so rapidly that radio frequencies (RF)
may be present. Under certain circumstances, these frequencies can
produce radio interference either by direct radiation from the circuit
or by coupling through the power line.
The art of RF suppression is heavily dependent on specific cirumstances. If you do run into an interference problem, try the sugPAGE
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gested remedies below. All these have been found to reduce interference in some cases, but they cannot be considered positive curealls because it is just not that easy.
1. Direct radiation may be reduced by enclosing the complete circuit

in a well-grounded metal box. Use of shielded wire for leads outside the box also helps.
2. Interference conducted through the power line may be reduced by
an RF filter between the line and the SCR circuit. There are
several commercial plug-in filters you can try, or you can "roll
your own."
3. To slow down the rise of current, an inductance coil may be connected in series with the SCR. A capacitor connected across both
the coil and the SCR as shown in Figure 47 will reduce the sudden
voltage step applied to the line. Connections in the circuit of
Figure 47 should be as short as possible, particularly the capacitor
leads. Typical values are: 0.1 mfd , 400-volt paper / mylar capacitor
(G-E MAL-4Pl ), and 75 microhenrys inductance. The inductor
must carry the full SCR current, hence should be wourtd with a
large-size wire .

PULSE TRANSFORMER CONSTRUCTION
Sorne SCR and Triac control circuits require an isolating pulse
transformer between the trigger circuit (UJT) and the SCR's or
Triac. The unijunction transistor produces a very short current pulse
in the primary winding of the transformer. The secondary windings
then drive the gate circuits. Y ou can either buy a pulse transformer
or you can build your own.
To build the transformer, start with a 1-inch length of ¼ -inch
diameter ferrite rod such as the one described under RADIO INTERFERENCE, step 4. Using AWG No. 36 to No. 40 wire , single enamel coating, wind the primary coil of 100 turns, using the full length
of the core. Wrap the primary with a single layer of vinyl electrical
tape, then wind the first secondary, also 100 turns, again using the
full length of core. Wind in the same direction as the primary was
wound. Again, wrap with a single layer of tape and, if needed, wind
on the second secondary in the same manner.
Identify the start (S ) and finish (F ) wires from each winding.
Remember that if the start of the primary (S1) is positive with respect to the finish (Fl ), then the same will be true for the secondaries:
S2 positive to F2; S3 positive to F3.

TROUBLESHOOTING
C

Figure 47.

Capacitor connected to suppress RF

4. To wind your own inductance coil, start with a ferrite rod from a
loop-stick antenna (such as Superex 7" x ¼ "). These rods are
generally ¼-inch or ¾-inch in diameter, and several inches long.
To make the " long-form" coil, eut off a 3-inch length of rod (by
scoring and breaking, like glass), then wind a single, tight layer of
65 turns AWG No. 18 varnished magnet wire. Use glue or tape to
hold the wire in position. The "short-form" coil uses a 1-inch
length of rod and a coil of three layers, 16 turns per layer, with
the same size wire as specified previously. These coils should be
good for about five amperes. If they get too warm, use larger
wire but keep the number of turns about the same. The "longform" is preferable, if you have room for it, because it runs cooler
and has less capacitance between ends than does the "short-form."
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Troubleshooting is easy if you follow the course of logic, as outlined in the following steps:
1. Re-read the project write-up. Be sure you understand what your
device is supposed to do, and how it does it. Understanding is the
key to the whole thing. Y ou may even want to go back and review the chapter on fundamentals to be sure you haven't missed
a vital point.
2. Compare your circuit to the circuit diagram. Check every component and connection. Do you have polarities of all semiconductors, electrolytic capacitors, and batteries correct? Are sizes and
values correct?
Check your power source and your load to make sure both are in
working order. Remember that a battery may show proper voltage on a meter (with no other load), yet have enough interna!
resistance that it won't drive the desired load.
4. If you suspect that a rectifier or SCR has been damaged, try one
of the elementary circuits given in the chapter on fundamentals.
Semiconductors can become shorted or open, depending on what
hits them. Check both forward and reverse operation in the test
circuit.
A multimeter (volt-ohm-milliamp meter) of at least 5000 ohmsper-volt sensitivity rating is a most useful tool for analyzing circuits. Check voltages, measure resistors and capacitors.
PAGE 35 j
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6. Perhaps it works, but not quite the way it should. This usually
indicates that you have run up against the case where the normal
tolerances on component characteristics have ail piled up on one
side. The trouble is probably associated with a sensing or triggering circuit. Try changing a resistor or capacitor. Make it larger or
smaller in value, examine the effect of this change and decide
whether it is right or wrong, not enough or too much. Variable
resistors and capacitors are handy for troubleshooting, because
they enable you to adjust for the best performance.

l
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ELECTRONICS EXPERIMENTER LINE

(Commonly called X-Line)
Many of the projects contained in this .publication use as their
primary component an electronic device which is part of General
Electric's X-Line designed expressly for experimenters. These X-Line
components are separately packaged in plastic enclosed cards (Figure 48) and available at G-E electronics distributors.

;,._o_

HANDY REFERENCES
RESISTOR COLOR CODE

'!~
=::!:::i()~JLl )~
fi
Î

A

COCOR BANOS

B

C

EXPERIMENTER
UNE

----- a
IHIIAlO, lUUIIC
w....aiaw

D

* The word "Hertz" (Hz) is currently used to designate cycles per second.
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Resistance = (lOA + B ) X 10° ohms ± D
D
EXAMPLE
A, B, and C
None =20 %
Black =0
A = Red
Brown = 1
Silver = 10 %
=2
Gold =5%
B = Violet =7
Red
=2
Orange =3
C =Orange = 3
D =Silver = 10%
Yellow =4
then
Green =5
R = (20 +7 ) x l0 3 =27,000 ohms
Blue
=6
with a tolerance of * 10 % .
Violet =7
Hence, may be anywhere from
Gray =8
24,300 to 29,700 ohms.
White =9
Electrical Prefix Terminology:
Decimal
Prefix
Example of Use
Terrohm
1,000,000,000,000 =Terra
Gigacycle*
1,000,000,000 = Giga
Megacycle*
1,000,000 = Mega
Kilowatt
1,000 = Kilo
0.001 = Milli
Millivolt
Microamp
0.000,001 = Micro
Nanosecond
0.000,000,001 =Nano
Picofarad
o.ooo,ooo,000,001 = Pico
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MADE IN U .S.A.

TRANSISTOR 2N107
with Schematics for Building

(1) AUDIO AMPLIFIER
(2) RADIO RECEIVER
(3) CODE OSCILLATOR
(4)
(5)

KR79il1

Figure 48.

Typical X-Line package

The following condensed specifications are offered as a guide in

"d ntifying and possible testing of these X-Line devices. These speci{I ations establish maximum and minimum ranges only and are sub-

J

t to change without notice. They offer sufficient information for
th experienced circuit designer to incorporate proper values of prot tive components so that voltages and currents are not exceeded.
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CONDENSED SPECIFICATIONS

GE-Xl Silicon Controlled Rectifier
Peak Reverse Voltage
Average Forward Current
Gate Current to Trigger
Gate Voltage to Trigger
Supply Voltage

200
7.4
25
1.5
120 or less

volts
amps
milliamps de max
volts de max
volts rms

GE-X2 Light-activated SCR (LASCR)
Peak Reverse Voltage
25 volts
Maximum Forward Current
(Ambient Temp. = 100°F)
0.22 amp
Light Intensity to Trigger
200 to 500 foot candles
Supply Voltage
6 or 12 volts ac or de
GE-X3 Silicon Controlled Rectifier
Peak Reverse Voltage
Average Forward Current
Gate Current to Trigger
Gate Voltage to Trigger
Supply Voltage
GE-X4 Rectifier Diode
Peak Reverse Voltage
Average Forward Current
Supply Voltage

50
13
80
3.5
6, 12 or 28

volts
amps
milliamps de max
volts de max
volts ac or de

GE-X7 Reed Switch
Maximum Contact Rating
(D -c Resistive) 250 volts at 1 amp
15
Maximum Initial Contact Resistance
50
Maximum Breakdown Voltage,
60-cps rms
500
Pull-in or Operate Ampere Turns
90 ±15
Drop Out or Release Ampere Turns 35 ±10
Temperature Range of
Operation
- 65 °C to + 150°C
GE-XS

volts
amps
volts rms

GE-X5 Silicon Controlled Rectifier
Peak Reverse Voltage
50 volts
Average Forward Current
1.6 amps
Gate Current to Trigger
200 microamps de max
Gate Voltage to Trigger
0.8 volts de max
Supply Voltage
6, 12, 28 or 48 volts ac or de
GE-X6 Photoconductive Cell
Wave Length of Max.imum Spectral
Response
6100 ±600° Angstrom
Maximum Power Dissipation
250 mw
Maximum Applied Voltage
250 volts
Resistance at 2 ft.-C
9000 ohms
Resistance at 100 ft.-C
480 ohms
Ambient Temperature Range -40 C to 65 C

volts

Transistor NPN Rate Grown

Characteristics
Test Conditions
D-c Collector to Base LeakVeE = 5 volts
age Current
Collector to Emitter Breakle = 300 microamp
down Voltage
REE = lOK ohms
Forward Current Transfer
le= 1 ma
Ratio
VeE = 1 volt
GE-X9

200
20
120 or less

watts
milliohms

Limits
3 microamp max

10 volts min

15 min

45 max

Transistor PNP Alloy

Characteristics
Test Conditions
Collector to Emitter Breakdown Voltage
le = 600 microamp
REE = lOK ohms
Forward Current Transfer
Ratio
le = 20 ma
VeE = 1 volt

Limits '

9 volts min

34 min

GE-XlO Unijunction Transistor
Peak Point Current, lP
2 microamp
Valley Current, l v
8 min 18 max milliamp
Emitter Current (Collector
Open Circuited), IE
0.2 microamp
Base 1 Peak Pulse Voltage, VoEl
6 volts
Operating Temperature
- 65 °C to 125°C
GE-Xll Zener Diode
Power Dissipation, Po
Nominal Zener Voltage, ± 10%

1
8.2

watt
volts
PA_GE 39
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GE-X12 Triac Silicon Gate-r:ontrolled A -c Switch
Breakover Voltage
± 200 volts
Peak Gate Power Dissipation
5.0 watts
Rms Load Current ( 75°C case temp. )
6.0 amp max
Typical Gate Triggering Requirements
at 25°C:
Gate Current
± 50 milliamp
Gate Voltage
±3 volts
Supply Voltage
120 volts a-c
GE-X13 Diac Trigger
Breakover Voltage
Output Pulse Voltage*

± 28 to 36
±3

volts
volts min

GE-X14 -Thyrector Diode
Steady-state Stack Input Voltage
120 volts rms
Peak Input Voltage
170 volts
Maximum Leakage Current at Normal
Rated Voltage
1.2 milliamp

GE-X15 Thermistor
Operating Range
Resistance

- 30 to + 125 degrees C
1000 ohms ± 5 % at 25 ° C

GE-X16 Silicon Controlled Rectifier
Peak Reverse Voltage
Average Forward Current
Gate Current to Trigger
Gate Voltage to Trigger
Supply Voltage
120 or

GE-MIOO Type PNP
Collector to Emitter Breakdown Voltage
Collector to Base Breakdown Voltage
Collector Current
Junetion Temperature

400
7.4
25
1.5
less

4
4
3

85

volts
amps
milliamps de max
volts de max
volts rms

2Nl07 Transistor PNP
50 mw
Colleetor Dissipation at 25°C
6 volts
Colleetor to Emitter Breakdown Voltage
6 volts
Colleetor to Base Breakdown Voltage
10 ma
Colleetor Current
60 ◊ c
Junetion Temperature
20 min
Colleetor to Emitter Transfer Ratio
Transfer Ratio Cutoff Frequeney
0 .6 me
(Common Emitter)
Colleetor Current at VcR-12 (Open
10 ua max
Emitter)
2N170 Transistor NPN
25 mw
Colleetor Dissipation at 25 °C
6 volts
Colleetor to Emitter Breakdown Voltage
6 volts
Colleetor to Base Breakdown Voltage
20 ma
Colleetor Current
50 C
Junetion Temperature
Colleetor to Emitter Transfer Ratio at
0.95 min
Colleetor Current of 1 ma
Transfer Ratio Cutoff Frequeney
4 me
(Common Emitter)
22 db min
Conversion Gain
5 ua max
Colleetor Current at VcB of 5 volts
2N2160 Silicon Unijunction Oscillator
Colleetor Dissipation at 25°C
Intrinsie Standoff Ratio
Interbase Resistanee
Base to Emitter Breakdown Voltage
Base to Base Breakdown Voltage
Emitter Current
Junetion Temperature

450 mw max
0.47--0.80
4.0- 12.0 ohms
30 volts
30 volts
50 ma max
85 C

volts
volts
ma
C

* Peak pulse voltage across a 20-ohm resistor when discharging a 0.1
mfd capacitor.
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DEVICE SYMBOLS AND CONNECTIONS

DEVICE SYMBOLS AND CONNECTIONS
LOW
CURRENT
SCR

GE-Xl

gate

't'·èB"î

PINS ARE NUMBERED AS
VIEWED FROM BOTTOM OF
TUBE SOCKET .

ZENER
&
SIGNAL
D I O ~ D E anode

1••••

6AF11

cl
v~-~----

2N2868
NPN
TRANSISTOR

band

c$

GE-Xl l
l N34AS

cathode

·~·~
E

MEDIUM
CURRENT
SCR

DIAC

6JZ8
GE-X 9

GE-X3
C30B

-®-

GE-Xl3

PNP
TRANSISTOR

(no polarity)

LOW-CURRENT
SCR

TUBE BASE
PIN LOCATIONS

GE-10

GE-XB

GE-X2
GE-XS

GE-Xl6

TRIAC

NPN
TRANSISTOR

HIGH
SENSITIVITY
SCR

1N1692
1 Nl 693

cathode

1N1695
1N1696

E

SILICON
TOP-HAT
RECTIFIER

GE-Xl

·-6~
E

6T9
GE-Xl0
2N2160

SILICON
UNIJUNCTION
TRANSISTOR

"0~~:

anode

E

node

SILICON
MEDIUM-CURRENT
RECTIFIER

GE-X4

1

athode

PHOTOCONDUCTIVE
CELL

e=

----

GE-X14

GE-X6
'
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(no polarity)

~

E)

12AT7
12AU7
12AX7

(no polarity)
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Battery-Saver for Your Car
Have you ever parked your car with the headlights, or parking
lights on, and then returned many hours later to find a dead battery?
uild this little battery-saver and it should never happen again.
When you open your car door to leave, a pleasant chime sounds once
L remind you that the lights are on. Since it does not ring constantly,
lt is not a nuisance during those times when you do want to leave
Lb. lights on, but it only sounds off as a gentle reminder.
An inexpensive household door-bell chime is connected in series
with a lamp and an SCR, across the dome-light circuit as shown in
l~igure Al.l. When the driver's door is opened, the courtesy switch
on t he door energizes the dome-light and the chime circuit. This action
do s not ring the chime, however, unless the gate of the SCR is also
11 rgized . Since the SCR gate current cornes from the panel lights,
which are only on when the headlights or parking lights are on, the
l· hime will only ring when needed.
In addition to the audible chime, a visual signal can be obtained
l'r m the lamp, if mounted in a conspicuous place. The lamp serves a
difli rent purpose, however as a protective device. This chime is
Il aigned for momentary operation only, at six to eight volts. If
PAGE
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PANEL
SWITCH
(H EAOLIGHTS 1

r- 1

---

-------7
1
1

I

CRI
1 INI692
CHIME
LI SOLENOIO

1

+

=

OOOR
SWITCH

1

I2V

DOME

Il
LAMP
GE-I003

1
1

nergized from 12 volts d-c continuously, the chime would soon overheat. The lamp, having a low resistance when cold a nd a higher
l' sistance when hot, produces a high current in the chime coil when
flrst energized. It then reduces the current very quickly to a safe
1 vel.
You will be surprised how many times the Battery-Saver will catch
you leaving the car with your lights on!

LAMP

1

I

PANEL
LAMPS

RI
1 150
1 OHMS

1

1

L ____ _

FOR NEGATIVE - GROUND

PANEL
SWITCH
(HEADLIGHTS)

1

SCRI
GE-X3

r---- - -

I

- - - - - - _J

CARS

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

7

DOOR

~---------~:;-__.SWITCH

1

1

I2V

+

1

1

1
1
1

1

1

RI
180
OHMS

1
1

PANEL
LAMPS

1
1
1
1

CRI
INI692

CHIME
LI
SOLENOIO

L __ -

\

DOME
LAMP

-

-

_J

Figure Al .2

Battery-saver pictorial diagram (negative ground)

FOR POSITIVE- GROUND CARS

Parts List

CRI, CR2- G-E T yp e 1N1692
rectifier diode
Rl-150-ohm, 1-watt resistor
R2- 220-ohm, 1-watt resistor
SCR1-GE-X3 SiliconControlled
R ectifier
Figure A 1. 1
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Il - GÉ 1003 Lamp
Ll-Solenoid of Snapit Madel.
600R Chime
Ql-GE-10 NPN transistor

Battery-saver schematic diagram
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Automobile Burglar Alarm
When this trap is set, opening your car door will start the horn
blowing, and it will continue to blow until you turn it off.
Once triggered, the SCR continues to conduct as long as the current
through it is above its holding current. In this circuit, shown in
Figure A2.1, the SCR is triggered from the dome-light (courtesy light)
circuit when the front door is opened. This applies power to the
horns and the only way to turn them off is to open switch SI. Mount
this switch so that you can operate it from outside the car or you'll
never be able to get in without tripping the alarm.
After you get out of your car, close the doors and close SI. When
you corne back, open SI be/ore opening a door. This switch may be
hidden or may be a key-operated switch in the door or wherever
onvenient.
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r----------1

1

HORN_RELAY
L....,-y-r.,.,._
____ _

+
12V

=

1
1

1

1

1
1
1
1

1

DOOR
SWITCH

1

1
1

l__s~
:1

i

SCR
GE-X3

.__ _ _ _~
HORNS

~--------J

DOME
UGHT

HIDDEN OR KEY OPERATE SWITCH ON
OUTSIDE OF CAR.

HORN
PUSH-BUTTON

NOTES

"
OR ALUMINUM FIN .
1. MOUNT GE-X3 ON 3"X 3" X 1/16 COPPER
2. FOR NEGATIVE GROUNDED CARS ONLY .

Parts List

CRJ - G-E Type 1Nl692 rectifier
diode
.
Rl-1 80-ohm, 1-watt resistor
figure A2. l

S1 - SPST switch
SCR J-GE-X3 Silicon Controlled
R ectifier

Regulated Battery Charger

Automobile burglar a larm schematic diagram

Here is a simple, yet highly effective regulated 12-volt battery
harger. * This inexpensive device will rapidly charge a 12-volt leadll id battery (other voltages to 200 volts may be attained by suitable
•hoice of components) at the maximum possible design amperage
until the battery is fully charged; it will then automatically switch
ltself off. If the battery should become discharged while the charger
r mains connected, the charger will a utomatically switch itself back
on again! This particular feature makes the device ideal for maintainLlg emergency stand-by power supplies in continuous tip-top condi1,i 11. In less exotic applications- a uto a nd boat battery charging etc1,h charger allows rapid time-saving charging while preventing
hnttery overcharge damage from occurrin g.
' l'l e main ch arging circuit consists of a basic full-wave centerLt pped d-c power supply and SCRl in series with the battery acting as
1,h automatic switch. As long as the battery voltage is low, SCRl
1•t ives a gate signal via resistor R2 and diode CR2. SCRl is thus
'J'his circuit is not suited for adapting as a 6-volt battery charger.
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l PROJECT A3

120VAC

PROJECT A3

~

GE-Xl41
(OPTIONAI.!)

R2
27.n.

0-10 AMP DC
AM ME TER
(OPTIONAL)

I

able to turn on during each cycle of the supply voltage, and load
current flows to charge the battery. When the battery voltage approaches its fully charged value, however, the voltage developed
across capacitor Cl becomes suflicient to turn on SCR2 through
zener diode CRI. At this point, the available voltage at point A
(the gate of SCRl ) is suddenly dropped to a value below the battery
terminal voltage due to the voltage divider action of R2 and R3.
SCRl is thus unable to receive a positive gate signal and cannot
turn on. Battery charging then ceases until the battery becomes
discharged. The circuit is set-up for use by adjusting Rl with a fully
charged battery connected so that charging just ceases.

®
CR2
IN1692

R3
27.n.

R5

47.f\_
TRIP
POINT
SELECTOR
RI

soon

11

LINEAR

2W

+
BATTERY
UN DER
CHARGE

+Cl
-1 0 0JJf
25VDC

R4

IK

Parts List

Cl - 100-mfd, 25-volt capacitor
(G-E T yp e MTl-20 )
CRl- GE-Xll Z ener diode
CR2- G-E T ype 1Nl692 rectifi er
diode
CR3 CR4- GE-X4 rectifi er diode
CR5'-GE-X14 Thy rector diode
(optional transient voltage suppressor)
Fl - 2-amp fus e
Rl- 500-ohm , 2-watt linear potentiometer
Figure A3-1
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R2 , R 3-27-ohm, 5-watt resistor,
R 4-1000-ohm, ½ -watt resistor
R S-47-ohm, 1-watt resistor
SCR1-GE-X3 Silicon Controlled
Rectifier
SCR2- GE-X5 Silicon Controlled
Rectifier
·
Tl-Transformer: primary, 120
volts a-c; secondary, 24 volts a-c
cen ter-tapped (UTC-FTl0 ,
Tri ad F41X, or equivalent)

Regulated 12-volt battery charger schematic diagram
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High-Precision Tachometer
A high-precision tachometer can be built that operates from the
ignition system of an automobile. This tachometer uses a semiconductor timing circuit connected directly to the distributor points,
which counts the number of times the distributor points close each
minute. Since the number of current pulses is directly proportional
to engine speed, the revolutions-per-minute are indicated by the
meter. The circuit shown in Figure A4.l is designed for automobiles
with a 12-volt negative ground ignition system.
CIRCUIT

The input, marked "to points" provides a turn-on step for transistor
Ql (GE-10) each time the points open. This turn-on step causes
'the collector of Ql to drop to ground at the moment of point opening
and to remain there as long as the points are open. The meter M is
onnected so that the charging current of Cl must flow through it
nd the divider network formed by the 1000-ohm resistor and 2500ohm potent ometer. Each time a negative going pulse from Ql is
·oupled to base 2 of Q2 (GE-XlO), the unijunction transistor fires
discharging Cl. During recharge the meter M indicates the brief
PAGE
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PROJECT A4
Parts List
2000 3000 4000

1-------:::~

1000
O

ooo
~

000

RPM
GE NER AL @ EUCTAIC

No. of
Cylinders
4

Cl in mfd for 2Cycle Engine

6

1

period of charge current. SÎnce the recharge pulses are all of equal
duration, the average m eter current reading is directly proportional
to the number of breaker point closures per minute (rpm).
A Zener diode GE-Xll, rated 8.2 volts at one watt, has been included to prevent battery and generator voltage fluctuations from
affecting accuracy.

Rl- 3300-ohm, ½-watt resistor
R2, R3- 1000-ohm, ½ -watt resistor
R4- 3900-ohm, ½-watt resistor
RS-470-ohm, .½ -watt resistor
R6- 1000-ohm, )2 -watt resistor
R7-2500-ohm , 2 -watt potentiometer
RB-330-ohm, 1-watt resistor
Cl-See chart
.
C2-0.22-mfd, 400-volt capacitor
(G-E, MAL-4P22)
.
C3-0.047 mfd, 200-volt capacitor
(GE, MAL-2S47)
CRl - GE-Xll Z ener diode
Ql- GE-10 transistor .
. ,
Q2- GE-X10unijunctwn transistor
M - Meter (G-E type Cat. 5017111 lEMEMlKGP DO92,
rated 500 microamperes, calibrated 0- 6000 rpm, or equivalent)

8

0 .33 0.22 0.15

Cl in mfd for 4Cycle Engine
0 .68 0 .47 0.33

NOTE: WITH 6-VOLT NEGATIVE
GROUNO SYSTEMS, USE SEPARATE
6-VOLT ORY CELL IN SERIES WITH
AUTO BATTERY, OR USE SEPARATE
12-VOLT ORY BATTERY.
01
RI
R2
GE-10

R6
1000

R8
330
IW

R7
2500

I0-20V

CRI

B GE-XII

TO

POINTS

GENERAL AUTOMOTIVE IGNITION INFORMATION

Two-cycle
Sparks/ Rev.

4 Cyl.
4

6 Cyl.
6

40

Four-cycle
8 Cyl .
8
80

4 Cyl .
2
20

6 Cyl .
3
30

8 Cyl.

4
40
25

Sparks/ Sec. al 600 Rpm
Time / Spark al 600 Rpm

25 MS

60
16.7

Spark / Sec. al 6000 Rpm
Time / Spark al 6000 Rpm

400
2.5 MS

600
1.67

12.5
800
1.25

50
2_
00
5,0

33.3
300

400

3.33

2.5

EQUAL

EQUAL

EQUAL

HALF

HALF

HALF

90 °
180 °

60 °
120 °

90 °

Camshafl Speed lo Crankshafl Speed
Cam Degrees/ Spark
Crank Degrees / Spark

Figure A4.1
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90 °

60 °

90 °

60 °

45 °
45 °

45 °

Ultra-linear high-precision tachometer for
automotive ignition systems

[
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Capacitor Discharge SCR Ignition System*
The simple induction-coil ignition system fitted to virtually all
U.S. and foreign automobiles is fundamentally unsuited for use with
modern high-speed high-compression gasoline engines. Adequate for
the autos of 50 years ago, the so-called "Kettering" ignition has by
today's standards definite performance and maintenance limitations.
For the automobiles of today, an electronic ignition system of the
capacitor discharge type is much more efficient since it overcomes
all of the deficiencies of the Kettering system. The most serious
limitations of the Kettering ignition are:
1. The high inductive currents interrupted by the contact breaker
points cause arcing, burning and excessive wear at the points. This
introduces gross timing errors, with consequent loss of engine power.
Points need to be adjusted frequently and replaced often.
2. The moving arm of the contact breaker tends to "float" or ride
over the cam lobes at high speeds, effectively shortening the pointsclosed time during which primary current in the coil builds up. This
shortened close time results in reduced current which means a lower
coil output voltage to the spark plugs, since output voltage is proportional to the current switched. High voltage is required to fire plugs
under high compression conditions.
*Reprinted by courtesy of POPULAR SCIENCE rnonthly.
Copyright 1965, Popular Science Publishing Co ., Inc .
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3. The inductive tÎine constant ( L ratio) of the coil prÎinary circuit

R

Cl
IOMFD
200V

u
(NOTE 3)
NOTE'
1- MOUNT QI AND Q2 ON THERMALLOY
NO. 2210 A HEATSINKS
2- ALL RESISTORS 1/2 WATT EXCEPT
AS NOTED
3- SEE TEXT FOR CHOKE MODIFICATION
4- SEE TEXT FOR WINDING INFORMATION

COil(-)

Sl(4 POT)
CHANGEOVER
SWITCH POSITIONS
ELECTRONIC

-~
Parts List

Cl - 10-mfd, 200-volt electrolytic
capacitor (G-E QTl-6)
C2- l.0-mfd, 400-volt capacitor
(G-E QTl-1 )
_
C3- 0.033-mfd, 400-volt capacitor
(G-E MAL- 4S33)
C4- 0.1-mfd, 50-volt capacitor
(G-E MPC-2Pl )
C5- 100-mfd, 25-volt electrolytic
capacitor (G-E QTl-23)
CRl, CR2, CR7, CR9- G-E Typ e
1Nl692 rectifier diode
CR3, CR4, CRS, CR6-G-E Typ e
1Nl693 rectifier diode
CRB, CRl0-G-E Type 1Nl695
rectifier diode
.
Ll- 250-millihenry choke with a
.025-inch air gap-modified 0.5henry choke (Triad C36X or
equivalent)
Figure AS. l

Ql, Q2- G-E Type 2N2868 transistor , or Type 2N2192A
Rl- 100-ohm, ½ -watt resistor
R2-5600-ohm, ½ -watt resistor
R 3-47-ohm, 3-watt resistor
R4- 100-ohm, ½ -watt resistor
RS-22000-ohm, ½-watt resistor
R6- 10-ohm, ½ -watt resistor
Sl-3PDT change-over switch or
4PDT
SCR1- GE-X16 Silicon Controlled
R ectifier
Tl - Transformer (Ferroxc ube*
595F425 bobbin on two 206F440-3C5 E cores). See text for
winding procedures
Heats ink** - Thermalloy No.
2210A , or equivalent

,,

is prohibitively long, preventing full current build up at moderate to
high engine speeds. This also results in lower spark voltage.
4. Relatively slow build-up of coil secondary voltage lÎinits system's ability to fire fouled plugs. The slower the plug voltage rise
time, the more potential spark energy is lost as current flows through
the low resistance fouling deposits. Plugs need to be replaced frequently to maintain performance.
5. The system is highly inefficient at low engine speeds, when excessively high currents flow in the coil prÎinary.
The capacitor* discharge SCR ignition system, shown by the schematic diagram in Figure A5.l, overcomes these many lÎinitations of
the conventional Kettering system and is very efficient at all engine
speeds. In the capacitor discharge ignition, energy is stored at high
voltage in a capacitor, and then dumped as a short-duration, highamplitude current pulse into the ignition coil prÎinary winding by
triggering an SCR. Because the only current that flows in the coil
prÎinary during this process is the capacitor charge and discharge
currents (no d-c), the system is very efficient, drawing less than one
ampere from the car battery at maxÎinum rpm; less than ½ ampere at
idle. Because the output voltage pulse developed across the coil secondary rises in a few microseconds to a high peak value that is relatively
independent of engine speed, the system is able to fire plugs that
would misfire and have to be discarded with conventional ignition
systems. Engine tÎining errors are minÎinized since the only current
the points must handle is a low power SCR trigger signal that is
insufficient to cause contact arcing and erosion. ** As a final bonus,
because the original automobile coil points and condenser are retained
foi use with the electronic system, conventional ignition operation
an be restored at any time simply by throwing a switch. Either
positive or negative grounded 12-volt automobile electrical systems
an be accommodated.

CIRCUIT OPERATION

This electronic ignition (Figure A5.1 ) includes an inverter and
· ridge rectifier circuit to provide the necessary capacitor charging
voltage of 175 volts d-c, a resonant circuit which includes the storage

Capacitor discharge SCR ignition system schematic diagram
(for negative ground automobiles}

• Reference U.S. Patent 2899632.
* Available from: ELNA FERRITE LABS, P.O. Box 395,
Woodstock , N . Y.
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**Available from: THERMALLOY Co., 4417 North Central
Expressway, Dallas, T exas.

"' 111

ln newer auto designs, the contact points can b e removed entirely. The
CR is triggered by the pulse output from a magnetic pickup coil
nergized by a rotating pole piece driven by the engine distributor.
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capacitor C2, and an SCR triggering circuit for discharging the
storage capacitor through the primary of the ignition coil.
The inverter, consisting of transistors QI and Q2 and transformer
Tl, converts the battery 12 volts d-c to high-voltage a-c in the secondary of Tl. This is a very efficient saturating-core square-wave inverter that operates continuously at about S,000 cycles per second.
The a-c output from the inverter is rectified and smoothed to 175
volts d-c by the bridge recti:(iers CR3-CR6 and capacitor Cl. Due to
resonance between capacitor C2 and choke Ll , C2 charges to approximately twice the d-c voltage on Cl, through Ll , R4 and the coil
primary. The resultant charge on C2 is prevented fromJeaking off
by diode CRlO.
When the distributor contact breaker points open, current flowing
from the battery through r esistor R3, CR7, and the SCR gate triggers
SCRl and charges capacitor C4. When triggered, the SCR conducts
suddenly and connects C2 across the ignition coil primary winding
causing C2 to discharge through the SCR and the coil primary. The
discharge current flowing in the coil primary induces high voltage
in the coil secondary by transformer action. This high voltage p ulse
is fed to the appropriate spark plug via the regular auto distributor.
Because capacitor C2 and the primary inductance of the ignition
coil forma second (much higher frequency) oscillatory circuit, capacitor C2 over-swings in voltage, and this r everse voltage turns off the
SCR. Any excess energy remaining as negative voltage on C2 is fed
back via the coil primary and bypass diode CRS to charge C2 in the
forward direction once again. R6 and C3 limit the rate of rise of
voltage across the SCR within safe limits.
When the breaker points close, C4 is discharged through R5 and
CR9 in readiness for the next cycle. A relatively long discharge time
constant is provided for C4 to minimize the possibility of the SCR
being re-triggered by point bounce when the points close. Resistor
R4 further inhibits false triggering by clamping SCRl's gate negatively whenever charging current is flowing from the main d-c supply
(through R4, the coil primary and choke Ll ) to charge C2.
This circuit will deliver approximately 23,000 volts peak output from
a 12.6-volt d-c input (standard coil), and will operate successfully
down to 6½ volts d-c input for good cold weather starting. Output
voltage is essentially constant up to approximately 5500 rpm with a
VS four-stroke gasoline engine. Of course the results are just as satisfying when used with less critically tuned ignitions of other engines,
such as six and four cylinder types, including foreign as well as domestic
makes.
Unlike most other capacitive discharge ignition systems, this SCR
ignition can be used on cars with positive ground electric systems.
The positive ground version of the circuit, shown in Figure A5.2, is
similar to the standard negative ground circuit except for connections .
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-+------_;-12V

C4
0.1 MFD
50 V
R5
LI
22K
(NOTE 3) CRIQ

RI
100
OHM
CRI

CR
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CR
4

COil(-)
(ORSW)
SCRI
GE-Xl6
Cl
IOMFD
200V
CR9

CR
6

CR2

R4
IOOOHM

R6
10
OHM

C3
0.03
MFD
400
COil(+)

..__

_
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_

___. CHASSIS

NOTE:

GROUND

1- MOUNT QI AND 02 ON THERMAllOY
NO. 2210A HEATSINKS
2-All RESISTORS 1/2 WATT EXCEPT
AS NOTEO
3-SEE TE XT FOR CHOKE MODIF ICATION

(OR'c s"l

Sl(3PDT)
CHANGEOVER
SWITCH POSITIONS
ElECTRONIC

\_
REGUlAR

4 -SEE TEXT FOR WINDING INFORMATION

Parts List

Cl- 10-mfd, 200-volt electrolytic
capacitor (G -E QTl-6)
O2- 1.0-mfd, 400-volt capacitor
(G-E QTl-1)
O3- 0.033-mfd, 400-volt capacitor
(G-E MAL-4S33)
O4-0.1 -mfd, 50-volt capacitor
(G-E MPC-2Pl)
5- 100-mfd, 25-volt electrolytic
capacitor (G-E QTl-23)
Rl, CR2, CR7, CR9-G-E Type
1Nl692 rectifier diode
R3, CR4, CRS, CR6- G-E Type
1N1693 rectifier diode
RB, CRl0-G-E Type 1N1695
rectifier diode
ll- 250-millihenry choke with a
.025-inch air gap-modified 0.5henry choke (Triad C36X or
equivalent)
Figure AS .2

,1,

Ql, Q2-G-E Type 2N2868 transistor, or Type 2N2192A
Rl- 100-ohm , ½-watt resistor
R2-5600-ohm, ½-watt resistor
R3-47-ohm, 3-watt resistor
R4-100-ohm, ½-watt resistor
RS-22000-ohm, ½-watt resistor
R6- 10-ohm, ½ -watt resistor
Sl-3PDT change-over switch or
4PDT
SCR1-GE-X16 Silicon Controlled
R ectifier
Tl - Transformer (Ferroxcube*
595F425 bobbin on two 206F440-3C5 Ecores). See text for
winding procedures
Hea tsi nk** - Th ermalloy No.
2210A, or equivalent

Capacitor discharge SCR ignition system schematic diagram
(for positive ground automobiles)

Available /rom: ELNA FERRITE LABS, P.O. Box 395,
Woodstock, N. Y.

**Available /rom: THERMALLOY Co. , 4417 North Central
Expressway, Dallas, Texas.
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CONSTRUCTION

WIND CLOCKWISE

The square-loop transformer Tl must be assembled with great
care if optimum inverter efficiency is to be attained. For assembly
and winding instructions follow exactly the following procedure :
1. Drill the bobbin on one face only, using the dimensioned sketch
(Figure A5.3) as a reference.
FINISH
START

~START

;~'j
3"

32

[jii{rFINISH

•

3
64

6

r - + - - + ~ ~ - ~ - - -" D1Al4 HOLES)

@ SECONDARY

WINDING
(4 LAYER$)

@

FEEDBACK(SINGLE LAYER)

3"
32

WIND CLOCKWISE
NO. I
~-~.....,LOOP

---te.

1
1
1

1
1

L: ________
·~--+---~'
_J

J..:'
8

1"
~ -~ - - - ~ - + --'-D1Al2HOLES)

32

NOTE 1- ALL HOLES ARE EQUI-DISTANT
FROM CENTER UNES
2- DRILL HOLES IN ONE FACE
ONLY

Figure AS .J

Transformer bobbin drilling dimensions

2. Wind 140 turns of No. 30 A WG G-E Formvar (or equivalent)
insulated wire in four complete la y ers only, starting and finishing as
shown in Figure A5.4 (a ). Insulate the completed secondary winding
with one layer of 1 mil mylar bound tightly around the top layer of
the coil.
3. The nine-turn feedback winding goes on next. Starting and
finishing as shown in Figure A5.4 (b ), wind on nine turns (actually
8¾ turns) of No. 30 Awg G-E Formvar (or equivalent) insulated wire
in one layer only.
4. Take a six-foot length of N o . 20 Awg G-E Formvar (or equivalent)
wire and double it in two. Insert each free end into the bobbin as
shown in Figure A5.4 (c), leaving a 3-inch long loop protruding from
the bobbin. Take the free ends of this wire together and wind both
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BIFILAR WINDING
TECHNIQUE

@

Figure AS.4

Transformer bobbin winding instructions

PRIMARY(2 LAYER$
BIFILAR)

nds simultaneously (side by side) nine times (actually 8¾ times) in
t wo layers around the bobbin, finishing as shown in Figure A5.4 (c).
This procedure is called "Bifilar" winding, and is done to achieve
maximum coupling between the two separate halves of the primary.
Finish off the bobbin by tightly wrapping two or three layers of
Mylar tape around the completed primary windings. Cut the loop
at the start of the primary winding and identify the start and finish
of each half winding for wiring purposes. An ohmmeter is useful for
t his purpose.
5. Slip the bobbin over the center leg of one core E member. Add
t he second E member, and bind both È's together tightly (to minimize
the air gap) with Mylar tape. Fabricat e a U-shaped aluminum bracket
t o hold the transformer securely down to its mounting place on the
main circuit board.
The choke Ll is a standard commercial item (Triad C36X av'ailable
:f:rom most electronic distributors) modified to obtain a lower inductance. Carefully pry open the channel frame holding the choke
t ogether and pull off the I section of the core. Remove the existing
PAGE
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paper air gap and replace with about 0.025 inch of paper spacersfive layers of ordinary writing paper will give about a 0.025-inch gap.
Replace the I section, refit the channel frame, and the modification
is complete.
Assembly of the electronic ignition system is quite straightforward.
Layout and mounting of parts should follow the pictorial of Figure
A5.5 as closely as possible. The circuit is wired initially (less changeover
switch and terminal block only) on a piece of standard perforated
"Vectorboard" (No. 64AA18 available from Allied Radio, Chicago)
using Aldon No. 651T terminais (available from Aldon Products,
Brockton, Mass.). The transistor heatsinks are each bolted to L-shaped
aluminum brackets, which in turn are bolted to the vectorboârd.
Connect leads between terminais on the underside of the vectorboard
by following the wiring pictorial of Figure A5.5. When wired, the
completed circuit board is bolted into a 3 x 4 x 5 inch aluminum
Budd minibox, or similar, on four ½ inch long standoffs. The changeover switch S1 and terminal strip are added, and wired to the circuit
board to complete the assembly. Either a 3-pole or 4-pole switch may
be used depending on whether or not you want to switch the positive
12-volt supply. A burglar prevention feature may also be added by
using a center OFF position switch.

BOTTOM VI E W OF
VECTORBOARD
C

COLL ECTOR

BAS
EMITTER
TRANSISTOR
CONNECTIONS

~
~
E

CHECKING OUT THE INVERTER

Before connectirrg the ignition permanently into the auto electrical
system, its operation may be checked as follows:
1. Connect a 2500-ohm 10-watt resistor across the filter capacitor
Cl.Connecta 120-ohm 1-watt resistor to the terminal marked BATT.
Connect the other end of the 120-ohm resistor to + 12 volts (negative
ground systems) or -12 volts (positive ground system). Ground the
minibox. If the inverter is functioning properly a distinct singing
should be heard from the inverter transformer and a meter check
across Cl should reveal a small d-c voltage output. If no sound is
heard, and /or no d-c output is recorded, try reversing the connections to the transformer feedback winding and recheck. Once this
check has been completed satisfactorily, the 120-ohm resistor can
be removed, and the BATT terminal connected directly to the 12-volt
supply. The d-c voltage across Cl should rise to about 170 volts.
Remove the 2500-ohm resistor, and the unit is ready for final installation.

ANOOE

A ' r E ~ATHODE

FINAL INSTALLATION

Hook up the completed ignition to the car's electrical system as
follows. For negative ground versions, disconnect the wire from the
COIL + terminal of the ignition coil and reconnect it to the terminal
1PAGE 66

Figure AS.5

Capacitor discharge SCR ignition system pictorial diagram
1
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marked BATT on the ignition package. Similarly, disconnect the wire
from the COIL -terminal on the coil and reconnect it to the POINTS
terminal on the minibox. Connect wires from the COIL + and COIL terminals on the minibox to the COIL + and COIL - terminals of
the coil. Ground the minibox to the car frame and installation is
complete.
For positive ground versions, follow the same general procedure,
but make wiring connections to agree with the schematic as shown
in Figure A5.2. Install as follows. Disconnect the wire from the CB
terminal of the ignition coil and reconnect it to the terminal marked
POINTS on the minibox. Disconnect the wire from the SW terminal
on the ignition coil, and reconnect it to the BATT terminal on the
minibox. Ground the minibox. Run wires from the COIL - and
COIL + terminals on the minibox to the SW and CB terminals
respectively on the coil. This completes the installation.
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Magic Lamp
Nothing is more fascinating to children- of ail ages- than magic,
and the magic lamp has long been a favorite in wizardry. Although
the lamp described here does not produce a " genie" with the rub of a
hand, it will produce light with the touch of a "magic wand." The
secret of the lamp lies in the GE-X7 reed switch, which is included
in the General Electric "Electronics Experimenter Line."
Operation of the reed switch is more easily understood with reference
to Figure El.l. The biasing magnet, which is also made available
through the "Experimenter Line," is taped to one of the reed switch
leads. In this position, the biasing magnet is not capable of closing
the switch alone; however, once the switch has been closed with the
aid of an external magnet (such as the one shown in the wand) the
biasing magnet will hold the switch closed upon removal of the external magnet.
By studying the lines of flux drawn in Figure El.1, it can be seen
that the wand magnet either "aids" or "bucks" the field produced by
the biasing magnet- depending upon which side of the reed switch
air gap the wand is positioned and the relative polarity of the two
magnets.
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RELEASE POSITION

After socket-removal has been completed, one of the two line cord
leads should be eut at approximately two inches from the base of the
socket. The eut lead should be shortened to allow ,room for the reed
switch.
Attach the eut line cord wire to the lead of the reed switch, on
which the biasing magnet is to be placed, by wrapping it around
the reed switch lead very close to the glass seal-leaving the fiat
portion of the reed switch lead completely bare. Solder this connection
with a short application of heat so as not to crack the glass seal.
The biasing magnet is attached to the fiat portion of the reed
switch lead with electrical tape. At this point, proper operation of
the reed switch should be checked using the magnet intended for the
wand.
The wand magnet should be strong enough to cause the reed switch
to operate and release at a minimum distance of one inch, when moved
in the directions indicated in Figure El.1. All uninsulated areas on
the switch should be taped for safety and rigidity. The reed switch
and magnet assembly -connected to the lamp lead is shown in Figure
El.2 taped-up before reassembling the lamp.

1

1

t
1

1

1

LAMP
REED
SWITCH
MAGNET

1

/

P~ rts List

GE-X7 reed switch
Two magnets-one for biasing and
one for the wand (one magnet
is included in the GE-X7 reed
switch package)
Lamp (maximum of 15 watts)
Figure El .1

Magic lamp operation and schematic diagram

Polarity of the magnets is not important, since it will only détermine
at which end of the reed switch the wand must be placed to produèe
closure or opening of the switch. By reversing either of the magnets,
the operate and release positions will be interchanged. However, by
reversing both magnets, the positions will remain as indicated.
Construction is simple. The author converted a plastic Christmas
candle, manufactured by Beacon Electric Co. Modification begins
with removal of the lamp socket. A ·safe method is to push the socket
out by inserting a small dowel in the bottom end of the candle.
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Figure El .2

Assembled reed switch and magnet connected in line cord

Upon reassembling the lamp, operation is possible when the wand
is brought close to certain areas of the lamp. To eliminate repeated
hunting for these more sensitive areas, symbols such as stars, moons,
etc, can be placed on the lamp to indicate the location of the areas
of best operation.
The magic wand can take on many configurations. If one chooses,
a magnet can be used alone, but a simulated magician's wand adds to
the mystery of the lamp. The magnet used in the original wand is
the same type used for the biasing magnet. However, many types of
round bar-type magnets can be found in hobby stores.
Although a plastic Christmas candle was used in the original
"magic lamp," many different types of lamps can be modified to
operate in the same manner. Do not use a lamp with an iron or steel
body which will magnetically shield the reed magnet.
The maximum advisable lamp load is 15 watts, which is the rating
of the reed switch.
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ln-Flight Aircraft Receiver
Of ail services using radio communications, perhaps none are more
interesting to the casual listener than the VHF communications of
commercial airliners. These brief, often cryptic transmissions between
aircraft and the ground contain vital information and add much
pleasure on a visit to the airport or while riding aboard a plane as a
passenger.
The bulk of these communications between air traffic control,
approach control, ground control and aircraft occupy frequencies
between 110 and 135 megacycles. While airborne, not only signals
from your own aircraft are received, but many times you can hear
scanning radars and as many as five have been heard while cruising
at 30,000 feet.
This miniature, pocket-size receiver is passive (does not radiate a
signal) and has sufficient sensitivity to receive signals at a distance
of approximately 400- 500 feet from the transmitter. It uses a broadband, untuned diode detector with two stages of amplification enclosed in a small plastic box. The signals are picked up on a threeturn loop antenna wound around the base of the box; broadly resonant
at the desired frequency range. A 1N34AS diode detects the signals
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which are amplified by two transistorized stages (GE-10) and received
on a crystal earphone. The audio level is controlled by a miniature
volume control and knob mounted on the box cover. Inexpensive
transistors greatly simplify the receiver circuit shown in Figure E2.1
while no compromise is made in performance. '

I

made by heating the wire and quickly pushing it through the plastic
wall. The volume control-ON / OFF switch and phone jack are
mounted on the box cover as shown in Figure E2.2.

l
SI

EARPHON~
JI

LI

9V
BATTERY

L00P
(SEE TEXT)

CRI
IN34AS RI
5K

=

C2

0.01,.1

Parts List

Cl, C2, CS- 0 .01-mfd, 50-volt
(General Electric MPC-4 S1)
CRI - 1N3 4AS diode
Jl - Subminiature phone jack and
plug
Ll- 2 turns insulated copper wire
QI , Q2- GE-10 transistor
Rl- 5000-ohm subminiature potentiometer (Philmore PC-52 or
equivalent)
R2- 470000-ohm, ½-watt resistor
R3, R4- 5600-ohm, ½-watt resistor
RS- 470000, ½-watt resistor
S1 - SPST switch (Part of Rl )
Battery- 9 volts, snap-on type
with 2-pole clip
Figure E2.1

ln-flight aircraft receiver schematic diagram

AH components, except the earphone, are mounted in a 2½" x 2"
x l" plastic box.* The loop antenna consists of two turns of No. 24
A WG wire wound around the base of the box. This antenna length
is not critical, the center top connects to the cathode of the 1N34AS
diode. Holes through the box for the ant enna connections can be

*

Althor Products, 2301 Benson Avenue, Brookly n 14, N.Y. Catalog No.
H-18, or equivalent.
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Figure E2.2

lnterior view of in-flight aircraft receiver

The pdnted circuit board eau be mounted to the box with four
No. 2-56 machine screws or cemented with an application of General
Electric RTV-103 silicone rubber. To hold the battery securely in
place, cernent two pieces of foam rubber or plastic above and below
the battery which will compress against the battery when the lid is
closed. A miniature crystal earphone is used in the circuit shown.
If a high impedance dynamic earphone is selected, remove resistor
R4 (56K) from the circuit. Mount and connect all components as
shown in the wiring diagram Figure E2.3 . If the printed circuit board
used in this receiver is not in stock at your authorized G-E distributor,
send one dollar to Don Steeb Inc., 955 Milstead Way, Rochester,
N.Y., and he will send you the circuit board in return. Please specify
board Number G .E.l in your order.
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R3

o.o93MFD

Q2

5.6K
QI

R2
470K

R5

470K
R4
5.6K

BOARD
MT HOLE

ANT. TRAP---11-<1

9 V.
BATT

CRI IN81----<

Ci,2
0.01 MFD

~

POTEliTIOMETER

BOARD
MT HOLE

SWITCH
SI
PLUG OR
PHONES
Figure E2.3

Circuit board layout of in-flight aircraft receiver

Flasher /Light Contrai
This project, actually three different devices, uses the same basic
transistor circuit to provide a flasher , light target, or a triggered
light source. The basic circuit is a two-stage, direct-coupled amplifier
connected as a free-running multivibrator. The flash duration and
flash interval both are varied by turning the single potentiometer.
In its simplest configuration, the flasher (Figure E3.1), one canuse
the completed unit as an attention or warning light. lt can mark your
car in a large parking lot, ideI,J.tify your house. for guests arriving
after dark, mount on a bicycle for night safety and serve many other
useful fonctions.
When used as a light target (Figure E3.2), a photoconductive
cell (PCl) is added and the flasher will now flash each time the photocell is illuminated. The sensitivity control should be adjusted so
that the flasher just stops flashing. If a steady light falls on the photocell, the target light will then flash periodically, just as if it were a
regular flasher. -This characteristic, together with the desirability
of increasing the skill required to hit the target, makes it desirable
to have a triggered light source to actuate the photocell of the light
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target. The diagram for the triggered light source is shown in Figure
E3 .3.

RI
R4
1.2 K

100 K

SI

TRIGGER

sw.

Q2

GE-X9

R2

5.6 K

R3
1.2 K

♦

;... 6V

RI

02

100 K

GE-X9

QI

♦

GE-X8

R3

Il
#1850

5 .6 K

LAMP

R2

Il
# 1850

5 .6 K

LAMP

Parts List

Cl- 20-mfd, 6-volt (General Electric MTl -10)
11- 6-volt, General Electric No.
1850 lamp and socket
Ql-GE-X8 transistor
Q2- GE-X9 transistor
Figure E3 . l

Rl-100000-ohm, 2 -wa{t potentiometer
R2, R3- 5600-ohm, ½-watt resistor
R4- 1200-ohm, ½-watt resistor
Battery-6-volt dry pack

Flasher light schematic diagram

Parts List

Cl - 20-mfd, 6-volt (General Electric MTl-10)
11- 6-volt, General Electric No.
1850 lamp and socket
Ql - GE-X8 transistor
Q2- GE-X9 transistor
Figure E3.3

PC 1

Triggered light source schematic diagram

All components are mounted on a thin, rectangular piece of insulated board approximately 4 " x 3 " as shown in Figure E3.4. The
placement of components is not critical and interconnections are

R2
1. 2 K

GE-X6

Rl- 100000-ohm, 2 -watt potentiometer
R2- 5600-ohm, ½ -watt resislor
R3- 1200-ohm, ½ -watt resistor
S 1- Push button trigger switch
Battery- 6-volt dry pack

♦

;...6V

QI

GE-X8
Il
# 1850
LAMP

Parts List

Cl-- 20-mfd, 6-volt (General
Electric MTl-10)
11-6-volt, General Electric No.
1850 lamp and socket
PC1- GE-X6 photoconductor
Ql-GE-X8 transistor
Figure E3 .2
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Q2-GE-X9 transistor
Rl-10000-ohm, 2 -watt potentiometer
R2-1200-ohm, ½-watt resistor
Battery- 6-volt d,:y pack

Light target schematic diagram

Figure E3.4

Light flasher assembled on circuit board
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-7•
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-

1
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Q-2

1

1ç_7
1

1

+6V.
-6V.

BOARD
5 .6K 5.6K
3
2
100 K R
R 1851 MT HOLE
POTENTIOMETER
LAMP
FLASHER
BOARD MT HOLE

made at the bottom of the board. This project can also be built
using a printed circuit board as shown in Figure E3.5. In this case,
mount the components on top of the printed circuit board at the locations as shown for the particular device and make the soldered connections to the printed circuit on the other side. Since the flasher is
designed to bang on the battery, the two large battery wires support
the chassis board when the unit is operating. Kv battery switch is
required since the flasher is removed from the battery when not in
use. To maintain correct polarity, the two large wires should be
clearly identified at the board ( + ) and ( - ) when connecting the
flasher to the battery posts.
If the printed circuit board used in this project is not in stock at
your authorized G-E distributor, send one dollar to Don Steeb Inc.,
955 Milstead W ay, Rochester, N .Y. , and he will send you the circuit
board in return. Please specify board Number G.E. 2-3-4 in your
order.

5.6K
2
R 185 1
BOARD
LAMP MT HOLE
100 K POT
TRIGGERED LIGHT SOURCE

TRI G SW.

BOARD MT HOLE

Q-2

Q -1

+6V
-6V.
IOK
PHOTO SENS 1851 BOARD
CELL CONTR LAMP MT HOLE
LIGHT TARGET

Figure E3.5
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Parts location on printed circuit board
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Battery-Operated
Flashing Buoy Light
Here is a small, battery-powered flasher for use in isolated locations,
such as buoys, piers, or towers which are far from a convenient 120volt source. The flasher is fully automatic- it starts itself operating
at night and shuts off at dawn. A long cycle conserves battery power
and lamp life.
With daylight on the photoconductor PCl, its resistance is very
low, hence very little voltage appears, at the gate of the SCR. When
PCl is dark its resistance is higher, and current through R2 can charge
capacitor Cl to about 1 volt, then current through Rl and into the
gate of the SCR will cause it to fire, turning the lamp on. Light from
the lamp also illuminates the photoconductor, thus lowering its
resistance. Capacitor Cl can then charge through PCl and the SCR
to about 5 volts, with the polarity shown in the diagram. The flasher
lamp has, built into it, a small bi-metal switch which opens when the
lamp heats up and closes when the lamp cools. Therefore, after the
lamp has been on for a second or two, this interna! switch opens,
turning off the lamp and the SCR, and thereby making PCl dark
again. When the bi-metal switch recloses, about ½ second later, we
find that the SCR cannot turn on because the gate voltage is about 5
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volts negative as a result of the charge on Cl. Current flow through
R2 into Cl then slowly reverses the charge on Cl, reaching firing
voltage of 1 volt positive on the gate in about 5 seconds. The SCR
then fires and the cycle repeats until daylight is again strong enough
to disable the system.

R2
47K

SCRI

GE -X5
RI

2. 2K

+

6V

BI

+

:

Cl

IOO}Jf
GVDC

+-----------+------------

Parts List

Cl - 100-mfd, 6-volt electrolytic
capacitor (G-E TypeMTl-18)
Bl- 6-volt lantern battery
11 - G-E No. 107 flasher lamp
PC1-GE-X6 cadmium suifide
photoconductor
Rl-2200-ohm, ½-watt resistor
R2- 47000-ohm, ½-watt resistor
SCR1-GE-X5 Silicon Controlled
R ectifier
Figure E4. l

Battery-operated flasher schematic diagram

This circuit, therefore, greatly spreads out the normal cycle of the
flasher lamp, and also provides automatic ON-OFF by daylight.
When constructing this circuit, place the photoconductor so that it
receives as much lamp light as possible without interfering with visibility of the lamp. All of the components are lead-mounted and are
easily fitted into a small, weather-proof metal box. As is usual with
lead-mounted devices, avoid excessive bending and flexing of the
leads.
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High-Power
Battery-Operated Flasher
Want to build your own navigational beacon for pier, boat, or
plane, or mark your driveway at night? Ever h ad the urge to make
like a rookie cop? A minimal investment in two SCR's, a unijunction
transistor and a few other small parts can realize your fondest dreams!
Plus features of this superior flasher are its generous 36- 40 watt output, variable flash rate up to 60 flashes / minute, independent control
of on and off times, and photoelectric daylight control. This latter
feature is a real battery saver- it turns the flasher on at night and
shuts it off during the day; untouched by human hand!
SCRl and SCR2 forma basic d-c flip-flop as described on page 111 ,
in the G-E SCR Manual, 3rd Ed. The lamp load, however, is connected in the cathode leg of one SCR so that one side of the load may
be at ground (negative ) potential- required in some applications.
Flip-flop timing is controlled by a coiwentional UJT oscillator arrangement (Ql, Rl, C3, etc ) as explained in the Theory section of this
publication. Potentiometer R2 and diode CRI are added however,
to give the required on / off timing independence. Cadmium sulphide
photoconductor PCl locks out the UJT firing circuit during hours of
daylight.
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R9
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R7
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INI692

R5
BI
47K ~
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B2 B2
E

QI
GE-XIO

R6
47K

CR2
IN I692

BI

Ci
15 TO 201.d AT
350 VOLTS AC

C2
.22,,. f
150 V

+

Il
GE N0.1125 LAMP
(12 V, 3A)

R4
47fl

C3
10,,.1
25V

RB
IK

RIO
220fl

R3
47 K

GND
/
SYMMETRY
ADJUST

1000-Watt Flasher
With Photoelectric Contrai

R2
500K
,(,( PC 1
GE-X6

Paris List

Bl- 12-volt battery
Cl - 15- to 20-mfd at 350 volts a-c
(G-E Type NPQT-4)
C2-.22-mfd, 150-volt capacitor
(G-E Type MPC-2P25, or
equivalent)
C3-10-mfd,25-volt capacitor (GE Type MTl -5, or equivalent)
CRl, CR2, CR3-G-E Type
1N1692 rectifier diode
11-G-E No. 1195 lamp
PC1 - GE-X6 cadmium sulfide
photoconductor
Ql-GE-Xl0 unijunction transistor
Figure ES.1
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Rl- 1-megohm, 2-watt potentiometer
R2--:-500000-ohm, 2-watt potentwmeter
R3, R5, R6- 47000-ohm ½watt resistor
'
R4-47-ohm, ½-watt resistor
R7-100-ohm, ½-watt resistor
RS-1000-ohm, ½-watt resistor
R9-680-ohm, ½-watt resistor
Rl0-220-ohm, ½ -watt resistor
SCRl, SCR2-GE-Xl Silicon
Controlled Rectifier

High-power battery-operated flasher schematic diagram

This control can be used to actuate warning lights on towers,
piers, or construction hazards. Attention-getting lights for advertising
signs or alarm systems, as well as Christmas and other decorative
lighting arrangements can also be controlled. The controlled devices
may consist of motors, sirens, neon signs, incandescent lamps, etc
up to a total power load of 1000 watts. Operation of the control may
be by its photoelectric cell which could start the lamp (or other load)
flashing after sunset and turn it off at dawn. In addition, a highly
sensitive remote control of the flasher is available by merely adding a
neon lamp to actuate the photoelectric cell from an isolated source.
(See Projects E4. and E5 for battery-operated flashing controls.)
Rectifiers CRI, CR2, CR3, and CR4 forma bridge circuit with the
SCR across the d-c legs. With light falling on the photoconductor
PCI, capacitor Cl charges through resistor RI to the peak of the
supply voltage, about 150 volts d-c. Since the resistance of PCI is
low when illuniinated, very little voltage appears across it or capacitor
C2. When PCI is dark, C2 charges through R2 and R3 toward 150
volts, however when it reaches about 90 volts, the neon lamp NI
fires, discharging C2 into the gate of the SCR. The SCR then conPAGE 87
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ducts, turning on the load. This also starts discharging Cl through
Rl and the SCR. The discharge current from Cl provides, for a time,
a continuous current through the SCR that is above- its holding current. The SCR cannot, therefore, turn OFF until Cl is almost completely discharged.

CR 3
GE-X4

~~

RI
10 K

PC I

R3
IMEG .O.

Cl
50 µ,f
150 VDC

R3

-B

CRI
GE-X4
R2
33 K

CR 4
GE-X4

sensitive remote control is thus obtained that is completely isolated
from the load circuit. For low-voltage remote control, a flashlight
lamp m ay be used, instead of N2 , and operated at about ½ its normal
voltage thus giving exceptionally long life.
The performance of the photoelectric control may be inverted
(that is, made to flash when the photoconductor is illuminated ) by
merely interchanging PCl, and R2 as shown in Figure E6.2.

Figure E6.2

CR2
GE-X4

'\/V\.

1•2
lnverted operation of 1000-watt flasher

I 1,
1000 WATT
LAMP OR
OTHER
L OAD

- -- --?-N>-----tU
SI

R4
IOOK

OPTIONAL REMOTE
CONTROL Cl RCUIT

Parts List

Cl - 50-mfd, 150-volt electrolytic
capacitor (G-E Type QTI-17)
C2- 0.5-mfd, 100-volt capacitor
(G-E Type MPC-2PS)
CRI, CR2, CR3, CR4- GE-X4
rectifier diode
CR5- GE-X14 Thyrector diode
(optional transient voltage suppressor)
11-1000-watt lamp or other load
Nl-G-E Typ e NE-2H neon
lamp
N2-G-E Type NE-2 neon lamp
(optional)
Figure E6.1

PC1-GE-X6 cadmium sulfide
photoconductor
Rl-10000-ohm, ½ -watt resistor
R2- 33000-ohm, ½ -watt resistor
R3-1-megohm, ½ -watt resistor
R4-100000-ohm, ½-watt resistor (optional)
S1-SPST switch
SCRl- G-E Type C30B Silicon
Controlled Rectifier
Note : For 300-watt maximum
load, use GE-Xl SCR.

1000-watt flasher schematic diagram

Sensitivity to light in either the normal or inverted modes can be
decreased by partially masking PCl, and can be increased by increasing
resistor R2 to about 470 K ohms. To increase on time, make Cl
larger. To increase off time, m ake R3 larger.
When constructing the control, mount rectifiers CR2 and CR4 with
insulating hardware on a 2½ " x 3 " x 1 / 16" aluminum plate. Rectifiers
CRl and CR3 and the SCR are mounted directly on a 5 " x 3" x 1 / 16"
aluminum plate. These two plates serve both as heatsinks and electrical connections to the studs. The studs (cathode ) of CR2 and CR4
must be insulated from the aluminum plate since there is no electrical
connection between them as there is between the studs of the other
set of rectifiers (CRl and CR3 ) and the stud (anode) of the SCR.
Mount the plates vertically, with room for air to circulate around
them, and insulate well from ail other metal parts and chassis. The
other components may be mounted on terminal strips. A void repeated bending or flexing of leads on all components, particularly
Nl, N2 and PCl. The entire device may be mounted in a weatherproof metal box, with a small plastic window for the photoconductor.
The box itself should be grounded, as a safety precaution.

When current from Cl drops below holding current, the SCR turns
OFF during the interval line voltage is near zero. The full supply
voltage then appears across the bridge and Cl charges again to a
high voltage. The voltage on C2 also starts rising until the neon lamp
fires and the cycle repeats. Thyrector CR5 protects the circuits from
transient voltage surges.
An alternative remote control can be made by adding a second neon
lamp, N2, and masking the photocell so that it sees only N2. A very
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p
Unijunction Organ (Unitone)
Persons wishing to experiment with electronic organs must start
with some form of oscillator or tone generator. UNITONE can be
used for this purpose. Both simple and economical it produces one
octave of sharp sawtooth tones which can be shaped, or voiced, at
the output. The basic generator can be built for either the diatonic
or chromatic scales, whichever the builder prefers. Table 1 shows
resistor values for both scales. Standard five percent resistor values
are used, but selected 10 percent values can be used, if desired. No
other critical components are required.
UNITONE produces single organ tones of acceptable musical
quality. Chords are possible by simultaneously keying two, or more,
UNITONE circuits. These can be powered from the same supply, but
the keyed portion of the circuits must be isolated from one another.
The resistor R3 in Figure E7.1 does this effectively.
A unique feature of UNITONE is a movable octave. It can be
moved up or down by merely adjusting R2. In other words, R2 allows
the generator to span 130.81 cycles (C below middle C) to 1046.50
cycles (C above middle C ). Needless to say , this gives the experimenter
a versatile tone generator, using only a single unijunction transistor.
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SI

~=

C

9
B2 -=-TO

NOTE,
WATT, 5%
1. ALL "RT"RESISTORS
( SEE TABLE I l
2 CIRCUIT SHOWN HAS 13 KEYS
FOR CHROMATIC $CALE.
3. FOR DIATONIC SC ALE, ONLY
8 KEYS ARE REQUIRED .

:: 25V

½

Parts List

Bl- 9- to 25-volt battery
Cl - 0.1-mfd, 10 volts (G-E Type
MPC-2Pl, or equivalent)
Ql- GE-Xl0 transistor
Rl - 5000-ohm potentiometer
(Mallory MLC53L, or equivalent)
.
R2 - 25000-ohm potentiometer
(Mallory U29, or equivalent)
Figure E7.1

R3-1-megohm, ½ -watt resistor
R4--300000-ohm, ½-watt resistor
RTl-22000-ohm, ½ -watt resistor
RT2 through RT13-See Table 1
for resistance values, all ½ watt 5% resistors
S1- SPST switch

THUMB TACK KEYER

THUMB
TACKS

Unijunction organ schematic diagram

Feeding an output signal from UNITONE into an amplifier, or
the audio portion of a radio, will allow the operator to play in any key
within the middle musical range from C below middle C to C above
middle C. Keying is readily accomplished with push switches, mercury switches, or with a simple "thumb tack keyer" such as shown in
Figure E7.2.

Figure E7 .2

Assembled and partially assembled views of unijunction
organ showing construction details

Although a 9-volt b attery is shown in the photographs, supply
voltages up to 25 volts can be used. A ± 15 percent change in the
9-volt supply has little effect on tuning. The total battery drain at 9
volts is 1.5 milliamperes.

CIRCUIT

A basic unijunction relaxation oscillator is the heart of UNITONE.
With the RT values given in Table 1, and using the GE-XlO, UNITONE will cover three complete octaves.
Closing a key causes timing capacitor Cl to charge. The rising
voltage reaches a point, determined by the unijunction's emitter
characteristics, that causes the unijunction to trigger al)d discharge
Cl. A sawtooth wave is thus produced at the unijunction's emitter.
By selecting values of RT to meet the frequency requirements of
Table 1, tones corresponding to the musical scale are generated.
Once Rl is calibrated the frequency intervals making up the octave
from C to C' become fixed. As long as Rl is not moved, UNITONE
will produce a musical scale determined by the setting of R2.
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TUNING

A piano, guitar tuner, audio generator, or oscilloscope can be used
to initially tune UNITONE. If these instruments are not available,
it can be tuned by ear. It can also be tuned with any other musical
instrument. The comparison or beat frequency method is used. It is
only necessary to adjust Rl to its correct value. This is done as
follows:
1. Set Rl to mid-range (2.5K ). Strike key of C on UNITONE
and beat generated tone against second toue of known frequency (261.6 cycles) at same time adjusting R2 for beat note.
2. Strike C (above middle C ) on UNITONE and beat with known
generated tone (523.3 cycles) by adjusting Rl.
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 several times. Once adjusted, Rl should
not be removed until the organ is retuned.
PAGE 93
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As previously m entioned , the output signal of UNITONE is a
raw sawtooth wave. Shaping is therefore n ecessary if organ tones are
to be produced. Shunting the output with a 500 to 1000 pf capacitor
helps filter out some of the harmonie content and thus some of the
harshness that accompanies raw sawtooth waves. AU of the electronic
components, except for one potentiometer R2 and switch Sl, are
mounted on one insulated board. The author used a printed circuit
board shown in Figure E7.3 and constructed his own keyboard from

TABLE 1
Rr RESISTOR VALUES USED IN UNITONE
Chromatic Scale
Musi- Fre- Time
cal quency M
Tone Cycles Sec

Diatonic Scale
RT
No.

(All R-r Values in Ohms)

C'

523.3

1.91

B

493.9

2.03

1500

1500

2

A#

465.0

2.15

1500

*

3

A

440.0

2.27

G#

414.9

2.41

1800

G

392.0

2.55

1800 (3000 +300 ) =3300

6

F#

327.3

2.70

2000

7

F

349.2

2.87

2200 (3900 +300 ) =4200

8

E

329.6

3.04

2200

9

D#

310.5

3.22

(2200 +47 ) = 2247

D

293.7

3.41

C#

277.0

3.61

C

261.6

3.83

* Not used

I

See Figure E7.1

See Figure E7.1

(1500 + 150) = 1650 (3000 +150) =3150
*

*

2200

Rl+
RTl

4
5

*

10

(2000 +470) = 2470

4700

11

(2000 +470 ) = 2470

*

12

for diatomc scale.

3000 (3900 + 1500) = 5400

13

Figure E7.3

Unijunction organ circuit board showing
mounted components - Di atonie

wood and metal as shown in Figure E7.2. The octave adjusting potentiometer R2 and switch are mounted to the keyboard cover. Placement of components for both the chromatic and diatonic octave
organs is shown in Figure E7.4.

If the printed circuit board used in this unijunction organ is not
available from your G-E distributor, send one dollar to Don Steeb
Inc., 955 Milstead Way, Rochester, N .Y., and he will send you a
board in return. Please specify board Number G.E.-7 in your order.
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COMMON KEYER
CONNECTION
OUTPUT
OUTPUT AND
GROUND

TO R2
25K POT AND SW
+9 TO 25V

RTI
22K

-9TO-25V

G#

c'
CHROMATIC

OCTAVE

261.6~
C

Madel Railroading With SCR Contrai

B '
C -523.'3DIATONIC OCTAVE
NOTE: USE POTENTIOMETER SHAFT
NUT AS MOUNTING DEVI CE .
Figure E7.4
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Circuit board layout of unijunction organ

Serious model railroaders have been continuously plagued with
pro blems of staggering magnitude from the ear liest days of the development of this fine art.
The control of a train which the hobbyist could not sit on (without
crushing ) was nearly impossible before the advent of electronics.
When electric trains appeared, a new and fascinating era had begun.
The control of the train became simple, if not realistic, but scale
speeds were difficult to obtain accurately and smoothly. Starting and
stopping were really headaches. The truly serious hobbyist cringed
at the thought of turning up that rough, hot dial and watching his scaletons of steel suddenly jounce up to a scale speed of several hundred
miles per hour.
Then appeared the SCR, and another era had begun. Model trains
could be controlled coolly, simply and inexpensively.
The secret of the SCR's success is the ability to apply power to
the engine in pulses, and to control the width of these pulses. Correct
scale speeds are practical, and ultra-smooth starting and stopping are
no longer an unattainable fantasy. Simple control is shown in Figure
E8.l.
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~
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The bridge (CR1-CR4) supplies pulsating d-c to the firing circuit
(Ql, Rl-R5, Cl ) which phase controls the SCR. The SCR is in series
with the train power and thereby controls the amount of current it
receives. For a more detailed explanation of the unijunction triggersee Fig. 26 in the Theory section of this publication. With the components specified, maximum continuous current to the train load
should not exceed 1.2 amperes.

R3
1.5 K

CRI
IN1693

CR2
IN169 3

Cl
0.5p.f

R5
10011

SCRI
GE· XI

Parts List

Cl - 0.5-mfd, 200-volt capacitor
(G -E Type MPC-2P5)
CRl, CR2, CR3, CR4, CRSG-E Type 1Nl693 rectifier
diode
Fl - ½ -amp fus e
Jl-Output j ack
Pl-Output plug to track connections
Ql- G-E T ype 2N2160 unijunction transistor
Rl-50000-ohm, 2-watt potentiometer
R2- 10000-ohm, 2-watt potentiometer
R 3- 1500-ohm, ½ -watt resistor
R4- 470-ohm, ½ -watt resistor
R5- 100-ohm, ½-watt resistor
R6- 1000-ohm, ½ -watt resistor
R7- 5-ohm, 20-watt resistor or
two 10-ohm, 10-watt resistors in
parallel
S1- DPDT switch
S2- SPST switch (on RI )
SCRI-GE-Xl Silicon Controlled
R ectifier
Tl - Transformer: primary, 120
volts a-c; secondary, 25 volts a-c
(Stancor P-6469, or equivalent)
All resistors 10% tolerance
Minibox- Aluminum , 6" x 5" x 4"

Figure E8. l
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Figure E8.2

Pictorial diagram of model railroad speed control

Model railroad speed control schematic diagram
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Two-Compactron Stereo Amplifier
Would you like to put together a stereo amplifier that is simple in
design, low in cost, and small yet easy to work on? Then the twocompactron stereo amplifier* is for you. Designed for one purpose,
to play stereo records, it has a minimum of controls and thus an
uncomplicated circuit. Since it is small, the amplifier will take up
very little room on a bookshelf and the power supply can be tucked
away in some less accessible spot. The two compactrons will produce
enough power to fill a room with stereo music. In spite of its small size,
assembly and wiring of the amplifier are easy because the power supply
is separate, and there are relatively few parts in the amplifier unit.
This amplifier will provide 1.9 watts of power at 5,000 cycles, and
2 percent harmonie distortion. I t has a frequency response of from
50 to 15,000 cycles at the 1-watt level.
CIRCUIT

A 6T9 compactron triode-pentode is used in each channel of the
amplifier as shown in the circuit diagram of Figure E9.l. The triode
* Reprinted by permission of

Popular Electronics magazine.
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E9

R6

section of each one is used as a resistance-coupled voltage amplifier,
and pentode section as a power a mplifier. A ganged tone control is
incorpora.t ed between the triode and pentode stages. No balance
control is included, to simplify the amplifier, since balance may be
achieved by adjustment of the individual gain controls. No special
potentiometers are used in the gain or tone controls ; all potentiometers
are readily available audio taper or standard controls.
The amplifier was d esigned to be driven by a stereo cartridge having
an output of three volts, and a voltage divider is provided in the input of each channel (Rl , R3 in one channel and R2, R5 in the other)
to prevent overload of the input stage. If lower output cartridges are
used, the circuit may be modified as described under " Operation."

Vl- 8

½6T9

- - ~--

RIOA

I

Tl

RII

Rl2

CONSTRUCTION

Drill all holes in the " U " -shaped portion of the box used to house
the amplifier. Mount all parts but the two output transformers (Tl
and T2 ). Refer to Figures E9 .2 and E9.3 for orientation of parts.
CR3 CR4

6 .3V

Parts List

Cl - 35 mfd, 6 volts (G-E Type
MTl-1 3) capacitor
C2, C3- 0.005-mfd (G-E Typ e
MPC-6D5) capacitor
C4, C5- 750 pf, mica capacitor
C6- 20-mfd, 20-mfd, 450 volts
(G-E T ype QT2-6) capacitor
C7 and C8-0.001 -mfd, 600 volts
(G-E Type MAL-6Dl ) capacitor
CRl, CR2, CR3, CR4-G-E
1N1696
Jl, J2, J 3, J4- phono jacks
J5- 4-prong tube socket
Ll-8-henry, 75 milliamperechoke
(Stancor C1355, or equivalent)
Pl - 4-prong tube-base type plug
Rl- 470 K, ½ -watt resistor
R2- 470 K , ½ -watt resistor
R3-470 K, ½ -watt resistor
R4- 1.2 K, ½ -watt resistor
R5- 470 K, ½ -watt resistor
R6- 270 K, ½-watt resistor
R7- 270 K, ½-watt resistor
R8-470 K, ½-watt resistor
R9- 470 K, ½-watt resistor
Rl0- Dual, 1-megohm potentiometer, linear taper (Clarostat
AD47-1 Me1<-S or equivalent)
Figure E9. l
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Rll - 1-megofim potentiometer,
audio taper (Clarostat A47-1
M eg-Z or equ ivalent)
R12 - 1-megohm potentiometer,
audio taper (Clarostat A47-1
M eg- Z or equivalent)
R13- 270-ohm , 1-watt resistor
R14- 270-ohm, '1-watt resistor
R15-250-ohm, 5-watt resistor
S1 - SPST toggle switch
T l , T2- Output transformer5000 ohms to 6-8 ohms voice
coil (Stancor A-3337 or equivalent)
T3-Power transformer: primary;
117 volts, 60 cycles : secondary
1; 6.3 volts, 3 amperes: secondary 2; 480 volts, center tapped,
70 milliamperes (Stancor PM8419, or equivalent)
Vl, V2-6T9 General Electric
Compactrons
Two ETR-2976 Compactron sockets
Amplifier chassis box, 3" x 4" x 6
(LMB 141, or equivalent)
Power supply chassis box 2½ "
x 3" x 5¼" (LMB 780 or
equivalent)

Two-compactron stereo amplifier schematic diagram

11

Figure E9.2

Under-chassis view of stereo amplifier showing orientation
of parts and tube sockets
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Orient the compactron sockets as shown in Figures E9.2 and E9.4,
to make sure the grid leads of the two input stages are kept short.
Wire the entire amplifier except for .the output transformers, taking
care that no resistors or capacitors will be in the way when later
mounting the transformers. Refer to the pictorial of Figure E9.4 for
wiring information. Twist heater leads together to minimize hum.
Now mount and wire the transformers into the circuit. If you wish,
the transformer leads may be left long enough to allow the transformers to be unbolted and pulled aside for future access to the compactron sockets.

Figure E9.3

I

outputs of the amplifier should be fed to speakers having 6- to 8-ohm
voice c9ils. Although phono-type jacks are used for the speaker outputs, it is not necessary to use shielded wires with these; any twisted
pair or parallel cord may be used.
As mentioned previously, a voltage di vider is provided in each
channel to prevent overload of the input stages when very high out-

Under-chassis views of both amplifier and power supply

The cable between the amplifier and the power supply should be
made by twisting together four lengths of stranded hook-up· wire.
The wires that carry the heater current (Pins 1 and 4 on the connection plug) should be 18 gauge; the other two may be smaller gauge.
The total cable length should be not more than six feet .
Construction of the power supply is quite simple, and again there
is no problem with extreme crowding of components. Of course, care
must be taken to mount CRl, 2, 3, and 4 and R15 in the clear to
avoid possible short circuits.
OPERATION

The amplifier is intended to be driven by a crystal stereo cartridge,
which should be connected to the input jacks with shielded wire. The
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Figure E9.4

Pictorial diagrams of amplifier and power supply
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put pickup cartridges are used . If insufficient gain is obtained with
your cartridge, omit Rl and R2, and connect Jl directly to the junction of R3 and pin 4 of one compactron socket and J2 to the same pin
of the other socket.

One-Compactron Receiver - Ali Bands
Most of today's short-wave receivers are truly sensitive and reliable
devices, but they are also rather complex and expensive for the beginner to construct. Here's a simple receiver*, using one compactron
tube, that will give you long-wave, broadcast-band , and short-wave
reception. If you are considering putting your first receiver together,
this one is for you. If you have an amateur-band-only receiver, this
unit will fill in some of the " hales" in the spectrum. Finally, if you
already have a general-coverage receiver, this set will make a good
"auxiliary" to tuck away on a corner of the desk just in case your
"big" one quits.
Use of a compactron allows a lot ofreceiver to be contained in a small
box without undue crowding. The frequ ency range covered is from
250 kc all the way to 16 me; and since plug-in coils are used, it's
possible to extend the range in either direction. Plenty of headphone
volume is provided, and many signals will operate the built-in speaker
in a very satisfactory manner.
* Reprinted by permission
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Parts List (Con!.)
VIA,s,c,GAFII
BLU

12

J3 GNO -

T3

u

~°l
C

oJ2

r°J2

rJ3

~J3

THREE POSSIBLE
ANTENNA CONNECTIONS

Parts List

Cl, C2- 400-mmfd variable capacitor (Allied 61 L 009 or
equivalent)
C3-17.5-mmfd variable capacitor
(Hammarlund HF-15 or equivalent)
C4-250-mmfd mica capacitor
C5-500-mmfd mica capacitor
C6-2-mfd, 150-volt electrolytic
capacitor (G-E Type MTl-1)
C7- 0.1-mfd, 400-volt paper capacitor (G-E Type MPC-4Pl )
CS, C9- 0.01-mfd, 1000-volt capacitor (G-E Type MPC-16S1,
or equivalent)
Figure ~l 0.1
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CJ0-0.05-mfd, 400-volt paper
capacitor (G-E Type MPC-4S5,
or equivalent)
Cll, C12-0.001 mfd, 1000-volt
capacitor (G-E Type MPC16Dl, or equivalent)
C 13-20-mfd, 250-volt electrolytic
capacitor (G-E Type QTl-9, or
equivalent)
C14a / C14b- Dual. 20/20 mfd,
150-volt electrolytic capacitor
(G-E Type QT2-5, or equivalent)
Dl, D2- G-E 1N1696 diode
Jl, J2, J3- Insulated binding
post

One-compactron receiver and power supply
schematic diagram

J4- "Closed and transfer" phone
jack (Mallory 703B or equivalent)
J5-5-prong socket
Ll, L2, L3- Plug-in coil-see
text for details
L4-20-henry, 15-ma choke (Chicago-Stancor C-1515 or equivalent)
Pl-5-prong plug
Rl-2.2-megohm, ½-watt resistor
R2-100000-ohm potentiometer,
linear taper
R3-120000-ohm, ½-watt resistor
R4-1000-ohm, ½-watt resistor
R5-100000-ohm, ½-watt resistor
R6-500000-ohm potentiometer,
audio taper
R7-180-ohm, 1-watt resistor
RS- 6800-ohm, 1-watt resistor
S1-SPST toggle switch
SPKR- 2½" PM speaker, 3.2ohm voice coil
Tl - Interstage transformer, 1:3
turns ratio (Chicago-Stancor
A-53 or equivalent)

T2- Output transformer; primary,
10000 ohms; secondary, 4 ohms
(Stancor A3879 or equivalent)
T3- Power transformer; primary
117 volts a-c: secondaries 250
volts CT @ 25 ma and 6.3
volts @ 1.0 amp (Stancor PS8416 or equivalent)
Vl-6AF11 tube
Compactron Socket, G-E Type
ETR2976
4-Six-prong coil forms, 1 ¼" in
diameter, 2¼" long (Allied
71 H 724 or equivalent)
1- 6" x 5 " x 4 " chassis box (LMB
T-F781 or equivalent)
1- 5" x 2¼" x 2¼" chassis box,
gray hammertone finish (Bud
CU-2104-A or equivalent)
1- 6-pin socket
Misc- Dial knobs, aluminum for
chassis, wire for coils, hookup
wire, socket for Vl, line cord
and plug, 5-conductor power
cable with 5-pin socket and
plug, hardware, solder, etc.

CIRCUIT

The 6AF11 compactron contains two triodes and a pentode. One
triode is used as a regenerative detector, the other as an audio voltage
amplifier, and the pentode as an audio power amplifier. Schematic
diagrams for the all-wave receiver and its companion power supply
are included in Figure El0 .1.
Plug-in coils co.ntaining primary (Ll ) secondary (L2) and tickler
(L3) windings determine the frequency range. Tuning is done with a
relatively large variable capacitor (C2) to allow covering a wide
range of frequencies with a minimum of coils. For fine tuning, a small
variable capacitor (C3) is connected in parallel with the larger one to
actas a vernier.
The antenna coupling circuit is purposely designed for versatility.
Straight inductive coupling, series tuning, or parallel tuning are possible, depending on the connections to jacks Jl, J2, and J3 (see antenna
hookup diagram in Figure El0.1). This can be quite helpful in increasing the selectivity of the receiver and in tuning out the dead spots
that afll.ict most regenerative receivers.
For maximum audio output, the headphones are operated from the
pentode section of the compactron, and the phone jack (J4) is arranged to disconnect the speaker when the phones are not in use.
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RECEIVER

All parts of the receiver, with the exception of the spare-coil rack,
and the trap door for coil changing (Figure El0.2) are mounted on the
portion of the chassis box used to form the front panel and sides (Figure
El0.3). As the photos show, this makes all parts of the receiver readily
accessible to the builder. In addition, since no electrical components
are mounted on the removable portion of the box, all the testing that
is necessary can be clone before the cabinet is "buttoned up."
To reduce sheet metal bending to a minimum, the chassis proper is
a fiat· plate, eut to make a fairly snug fit, and then fastened in place
with four small angle brackets. All mounting holes should be eut in
this plate and the chassis box before the plate is bolted in place.
The sicle, top, and bottom views of the receiver box and chassis
(Figures El0.3 and El0.4) will help in the location and placement of
parts.
After the holes have been drilled , all of the parts should be mounted,
since they are all readily accessible for wiring in any sequence. In
mounting the 400 mmfd antenna tuning capacitor (Cl), fiat washers
should be used between the panel and the capacitor frame to insure
that the screws don't extend through the frame far enough to interfere with the rotor.
Wiring of the receiver isn't especially critical, and the r eceiver is
compact enough to allow component leads to furnish many of the
connections. However, be careful to wire the coil socket exactly as
shown, since proper wiring h er e is just as important as on the tube
socket. For best results, follow the pictorial diagram, Figure El0.5,
when wiring and making connections.

Figure El 0 .2

Completed receiver showing trap door for coils

POWER SUPPL Y

A separate entity, the power supply (Figure El0.6) is built on a
5"x2¼"x2¼" chassis box. Holes for the various parts should be drilled
in the box a nd all parts mounted before any wiring is clone. Again, the
wiring isn't critical, although care should be taken in connecting leads
to the output socket (J5 ) to make sure that the proper socket contacts
are used .
The power cable which connects the power supply to the receiver is
made from a length of five-conductor, plastic-covered cable. This cable
allows the power supply to be placed in some convenient spot away
from the receiver. If the plastic-covered cable isn't available, individual
stranded insulated wires can be used to make the cable, with bands of
tape fastened at intervals to keep it together. Be sure that the wires
used for the heaters are at least #20 gauge. Before testing the receiver, double-check to see that all of the plugs and sockets are correctly
wired so that the voltages from the power supply arrive at the right
points in the receiver.
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Figure El 0.3

Side view of receiver showing chassis mounted in place
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BLU

Ll,L2, L
SOCKE

Figure El 0 .5

Figure El 0.4

One-compactron receiver pictorial diagram

Top and bottom views of receiver showing
location of components

Figure El 0 .6
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Power supply with cover removed
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Since power requirements are comfortably low (about 150 volts d-c
at 25 ma and 6.3 volts a-c at 1.0 ampere ), you may be able to "steal"
the power from an existing receiver or amplifier and thus save yourself the trouble of building a separate supply.
COILS

Before the receiver can be tested, at least one of the plug-in coils
must be wound. Start with the broadcast coil, since it covers the range
where results are easiest to obtain.
Winding data for the receiver's four plug-in coils appear in Figure
El0.7. All of them are close-wound, except for the long-wave coil
(250-600 kc ) at far right; full information on how to wind this particular coil appears later in text. Vary spacing (d2) on the first three coils
by sliding L3 back and forth on the form until regeneration seems
"smoothest," then apply cernent to hold coils in place.
The polystyrene forms will call for some cautious handling- when
drill~ng, too m1:ch pressure may crack them; and, when soldering, excessive heat w1ll soften them. Lightly filing the ends of the coil form
pins to remove the plating will make soldering easier. Remember
r3:pi~ soldering_is required to prevent softening of the form. Start b;
wmdmg the pnmary, followed by the secondary, and then the tickler.

COil WINDING DATA
Range
L1

d 1 (spacing)
l2

COil 1
4.8 16.0 MC

COil 2
1.75- 6.1 MC

COil 3
5 10- 1750 KC

COil 4
250- 600 KC

5 turns
Na. 26 enomeled

8 turns
No. 26 enameled

18 turns
No. 30 enameled

30 turns
No. 28 DCC *

¼ inch

3/ 16 inch
25 turns
No. 22 enameled

1/s inch
1 00 turns
No. 30 enameled

200 turns
No. 28 DCC*

3 / 16 inch
4 turns
No. 26 enameled

1 / 16 inch
8 turns
No. 30 enameled

10 turns
No. 28 DCC*

8 turns

No. 22 enameled
d2 (spacing)
L3

*

¼ inch
3 turns
No. 26 enomeled

none

none

Oouble-cotton-covered w1re.

LI

dl

L----d2-,
L3
.

L2

2

Figure El 0.7
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One way to make a neat job is to push the wire through the starting
hole ' in the form and into the pin and then solder it in place. Then
unwind the amount of wire from the spool that you think will be required, but don't eut the wire just yet. Instead, clamp the spool in a
vise and walk away until the wire is under slight tension.
Wind the coil by turning the coil form in your hands as you walk
slowly toward the vise. If you have underestimated the wire needed,
or if your workshop is small, hold the coil in one hand to prevent the
wire from slipping, remove the spool from the vise, unwind more
wire, reclamp the spool, and continue winding. If you take your time,
you should have a professional-looking winding job with the wire
tightly wound and uniformly spaced.
When the proper number of turns has b een wound on, eut off the
wire (leaving a lead of about 6 ") , put the wire throu gh the proper hole
in the form, place your thumb over the hole to hold the wire in place,
remove the insulation from the wire, push the wire through the proper
base pin and solder it in place.
Incidentally, it's especially important that the secondary a nd tickler coils (L2 and L3, respectively ) be wound in the same direction.
If they're not, the regenerative detector won't operate properly. In
the event that you experience trouble in getting the set to oscillate,
try reversing connections to either L2 or L3- not both!
Although information on the other coils is given in Figure El0.7, it
will probably be b etter for you to skip over to the "Operation" section,
read that material, a nd try the receiver. Then you can corne back and
wind the other coils.
Three of the coils are single-layer affairs, and are all wound in the
same manner (one being the broadcast-band coil described above) .
However, it's impossible to place enough wire in a single layer on the
250-600 kc coil, so a different winding style is used for this one.
To wind the 250-600 kc coil, drill all of the holes in the form, but
wind the secondary coil (L2 ) first. Solder one end of the wire in place
and make several large looping turns up to the hole at which the secondary coil will end. N ow start back down the coil and wind in the
same manner, reaching t he hole in the form where the coil started in
only a few turns. Continue winding up and down the form until the
specified number of turns is in place. The purpose of this winding
method is to make as many of the turns as possible cross at angles
rather than lie parallel and thus reduce the distributed capacitance.
After the secondary has b een completed, wind the primary (Ll )
and tickler (L3 ) coils at the proper ends of the form. These coils
should be scramble-wound, with the turns touching the ends of the
secondary. Strips of plastic cernent or coil dope can be run vertically
at ½" intervals around the forms to hold the wires in place.

Winding data for the receiver's four plug-in coils
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OPERATION

Check the wiring, connect the power supply to the receiver with the
power supply cable, and plug in the broadcast coil. Connect an antenna
to the ANT 1 binding post (Jl ), and a ground to the G ND binding
post (J3). Set the REGEN control (R2 ) in the extreme counterclockwise position. The ANT (Cl ) and GAIN (R6 ) controls in the extreme
clockwise position, and the VERNIER control (C3) in the center of
its range.
Turn on the power supply. After warm-up, turn the REGEN control clof kwise until a hissing sound is heard in the speaker. Now back
off the control until the hiss just stops; this is the most sensitive
point for reception of AM stations.
If you have trouble separating strong local stations, turn the ANT
control counterclockwise. This increases the selectivity by decreasing
the coupling of the antenna to the receiver. With extremely strong
local stations, it may be necessary to use a very short antenna to
limit the signal strength.
When you use the short-wave coils, you'll find that adjusting the
tuning and regeneration controls is more critical. Tuning is best done
by adjusting the main dial to the vicinity of the station you wish to
hear and then doing the fine tuning with the VERNIER capacitor.
Set the regeneration control to the point where the hiss starts to receive c.w. signals; and just below this point to receive phone signals.
If the receiver refuses to oscillate at certain dial settings, change the
antenna coupling by means of the ANT capacitor, or try the alternative antenna connections shown in the diagram.
With the long-wave coil in place, the receiver should handle about
as it does on the broadcast band. And don't forget that additional
coils to extend the range in both directions can be wound in a cutand-try fashion.
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High-Low Switch
Two-level operation of small a-c le;ads can easily be achieved by
using a silicon rectifier diode and a three-position switch. This is very
handy for use as a:
- Lamp Dimmer: Off-Low-High
--Soldering Iron Life Extender and Economizer
--Small Electric Oven Control
- Two-speed Control of Small Power Tools
A diode inserted into an a-c circuit in series with the load will block
half, or one polarity, of ail the half-cycles available from the supply
line. As a result the load (lamp, motor, etc) sees only the halfcycles of line frequency that are not blocked by the diode. This amounts
to a reduction of the applied rms voltage of about 30 % (about 85 volts
instead of the full 120 volts supplied ). One must be sure, however,
that the the load will take this type of voltage waveform which contains a d-c component. Because of the d-c component, this type of
operation is all right for incandescent lamps, resistance heaters, d-c
motors, and universal motors (commutator motors that work on both
a -c or d-c). It is not to be used for transformer loads of any type, or
fluorescent lamp ballasts.
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Figure Hl.1 shows a simple high-low-off circuit that can be conveniently assembled and wired in a small aluminum Minibox. The
three-position switch is mounted on top with the line cord on one side
and the output receptacle on the other. The diode is mounted between
the proper switch terminal and the output receptacle as shown.

FULL ON

SI
0

OFF

1

REDUCED
OUTPUT

1

1

1
1

12OVAC

CRI _

~"°'"""

OUTPUT
RECEPTACLE

TO
LAMP
HEATER ,
MOTOR

=[)=:1

1 GE -Xl4

Parts List

CRl - G-E Typ e 1N1693 rectifier
diode for 130 watts output
- GE-X4 rectifier diode for
higher output
CR2- GE-X14 Thyrector diode
(optional transient voltage suppressor)
S1- SPDT, 3-amp, 125-volt a-c
switch with center "off" position
Figure H 1 .1

High-low switch schematic diagram

Use a G-E type 1N1693 "top hat" diode for an output rating of up
to 130 watts. This device is lead-mounted and has an overall length
of about 3 inches. It can be wired directly between the switch and the
receptacle-point to point. The GE-X4 should be used if a larger output rating is desired . Unlike the 1N1693, this is a stud-mounted device,
but it has a higher rating. It should be mounted electrically insulated
from the Minibox. One end of a fuse clip, or a similar clamp, taking the
¼" stud of the GE-X4 rectifier diode can be conveniently used.
It is recommended that a Thyrector diode be wired into the circuit
as indicated in the schematic. It is shown dotted because its presence
is not essential to the operation of the circuit. However, it is a good
idea to use the Thyrector to protect the silicon diode against voltage
transients that may be present on the supply line.
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X-Line Night Light* .
While away on your vacation, the X-Line Night Light will automatically turn a lamp on when night falls, and turn it off again at
dawn. Or if you just like to see a light burning in the window when
you return home after dark, the night light will take car~ of it for ~ou.
Built around the GE "Experimenter Line" X-7 magnet1c reed sw1tch
and X-6 photoconductive cell, it's both compact and inexpensive.
See 'Figure H2.1.
Resistor R3 and coil Ll are wired in series, and both are in parallel
with photocell PCl as shown in Figure H2.2. As night falls, the light
striking the sensitive surface of PCl decreases, increasing the res~stance of the cell and thereby reducing its shunting effect on Ll, causmg
more current to flow through it. When the light level is sufficiently low,
the field generated by Ll becomes strong enough to cause switch S1
to close as the magnetic switch is mounted in the coil. When the
switch operates, it closes the 117-volt circuit to the socket, turning on
a small lamp. The lamp should be no larger than 15 watts.
* Reprinted by permission of Popular Electronics magazine.
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Conversely, a n increase in a mbient light will decrease the current
drawn through coil Ll, deactivate the switch, and cause the circuit to
open.

SI
Cl

4µ.f.
200 V
Parts List

The coil is available from GE distributors as "GE Reed Switch
Coil C-2." However, if you prefer, you can wind your own on the
form supplied with the X-7 switch. You will h ave to wind on 10,000
turns of No. 39 m agn et wire, with the aid of a small winding jig and
a drill. The coil wire is very fine, however, and care should be taken
to avoid kinks or breaks.
When the coil is completely wound, terminate the lead wires by
soldering a length of hookup wire to each of the two coil wires, and
carefully tape the entire body of the coil to prevent unraveling. Then
place the reed switch inside the coil (use a heat sink when soldering te
it), and mount the coil assembly in place, holding it firmly with a
plastic cable clamp.
Check the wiring visually for errors, then plug the unit into a convenient outlet. Plug a small lamp (not over 15 watts) into the socket; ·
with light falling on PCl, the lamp should go out. Cover the photocell
with your finger to simulate darkness, and the lamp will go on. Now,
place the unit in a window, and let night fall!

Cl - 4- 8 mfd, 200-uolt electrolytic capacitor (GE-QTl-2 )
Dl- GE -504 diode or equiualent
Ll- 10000 turns of No. 39
enameled wire on ¼ " form 2 "
long or G-E reed switch coil C-2
PCl - Photoconductiue cell (GEX6 or equiualent)
Rl- 10-ohm, 1-watt carbon resistor
R2- i0000-ohm, 5-watt carbon
resistor
R3- 3300-ohm , 1-watt carbon resistor
S1- Magnetic reed switch (GEX7) or equ iualent)
1-1%" x 2½ x 3¼ " aluminum
minibox
Misc-Line cord, a-c receptacle,
terminal board, cable clamp,
grommet, hardware, wire, solder
Figure H2. l

Night light schematic diagram. Switch 51 is glassencapsulated reed type

The power circuit is a simple half-wave rectifier that provides d-c
voltage to the electromagnetic coil. The nominal value of capacitor
Cl is 4 uf, although a greater value can be used if convenient. Less
capacity might cause chattering of the switch.
The wiring is not at all critical, and all components are assembled
on a terminal board, except the PCl. The photocell is mounted to the
Minibox through a rubber grommet. As r esistor R2 dissipates quite
a bit of h eat, it should be mounted away from PCl. Mount the terminal board securely inside the m etal box, making certain that no
connections touch the box.
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The Watch Box
One of a watch dog's greatest services to man is to sound off in
case of smoke, fire, or intruders. The "Watch-Box" uses a semiconductor to do the same thing, and needs only to be fed a few electrons
to keep it going.
The basis of this circuit is the GE-X5 SCR driving a small speaker
or earphone in a simple relaxation oscillator circuit, shown in Figure
H3.l.
Capacitor Cl is charged by current through resistor Rl, and is
discharged by the SCR into the speaker voice-coil, producing a click
or pop sound. The SCR is fired by gate current, derived from the
pot R2. As gate bias current increases, a point is reached where the
SCR triggers. This point is determined by the setting of potentiometer
R2 and the voltage across Cl.

If the pot is set for a bias current just below the firing level, a
very small increase in current will cause the SCR to fire the discharge
Cl. The voltage across Cl is then small, therefore the bias current is
very low. As Cl recharges, the voltage and gate current rise until
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the firing level is reached. With a higher current setting of R2, the
capacitor is discharged at a lower voltage, producing a faster clicking
rate in the speaker.

BI

22·1/2V

r

RI
IOOK

SCR
GE-X5

Cl
l)Jf

Figure H3.1

near infrared, such as produced by flames. A lead sulfide cell, although much more expensive, covers the visible spectrum and extends well out into the infrared region, reaching the emission from a
hot soldering iron. An inexpensive plastic lens, of one-inch diameter
or more, can be used with any of the photoconductors to greatly
improve the sensitivity in one direction. The sharper the focusing,
however, the more narrow becomes the field of view.

4 TO 8 .Jl.
SPEAKER OR
EARPHONES

Basic relaxation oscillator schematic diagram

0

By inserting a GE-X6 cadmium sulfide photoconductor, PCl, in
series with the pot, as shown in Figure H3.2, the clicking rate can
be made dependent on light falling on the photocell. If R2 is adjusted
to a point just below the threshold, a slight increase in light on PCl
will cause the speaker to start clicking. More light will make the
clicking faster and faster. By setting the clicking rate fast enough
to produce an audio toue, very small changes in light level are easily
and quickly detected. A pictorial view is shown in Figure H3.3.
The cadmium sulfide does not, however, respond well to infrared.
By using a cadmium selenide cell, good sensitivity is obtained to the
SI

RI
IOOK

PCI
GE -X6

SCRI
GE-X5

+

R2
~----~500K

BI

22-112v

Cl
lµf

25V

4 TO BJ'I.
SPEAKER OR

SENSITIVITY
ADJUST

EARPHONES
Parts List

Cl - 1-mfd, 25-volt (minimum )
capacitor (G-E MTl-1)
PC1 - GE-X6 cadmium sulfide
photoconductor
Rl- 100000-ohm, 1-watt resistor
R2- 500000-ohm, 2 -watt potentiometer
Figure H3.2
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BI
22 1/2 V

S1 - SPST switch (on R2)
SCRl- GE-XS Silicon Controlled
R ectifier
SPKRl- 4- to 8-ohm spealier
Bl- 22½-volt battery
Minibox- Aluminum, 6" x 5" x 4"

Light-sensitive oscillator schematic di~gram

Figure H3.3

Watch box pictorial diagram

Another method of detecting long-wave infrared, and ambient
temperature as well, is to use a high-resistance bead-type thermistor
in place of the photoconductor. The thermistor should have a resistance
on the order of 100,000 ohms at room temperature. By carefully
mounting the bead at the focal point of a good flashlight reflector,
fairly respectable sensitivity to hot objects may be obtained. Since
the thermistor is also sensitive to ambient temperature, it also serves
to warn of overheating in the room.
The variable-resistance type humidity sensors can be used, in
place of photoconductors, to provide warning of high humidity. To
PAGE 125 j
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invert this fonction, that is to sense lowering of humidity, light or
temperature, place the sensing element in parallel with the pot R2,
and add a fixed 100,000 ohm resistor, R3, where the sensor would
normally be, as shown in Figure H3.4. For best results, R3 should be
made variable.

I

An alterna te metn.od of smoke detection is to use the inverted circuit
of Figure H3.4 and place the photoconductor at the bottom of the
chimney, looking up at the lamp. It will be necessary to place an
aperture disk near the lamp, however, in order to reduce light on the
cell to a low level, such as in Figure H3.7. The smoke in this case will
absorb light, thus raising resistance of the photoconductor.

R3

PCI
GE·X6

...

T

BLACK

C~'.MNEY
6 DI A.

____ ... ,

15 WATT
LAMP

ABOUT
3
FEET COLLAR
lO"DIA

Figure H3.4

Reverse mode connection for light-sensitive oscillator

The Watch-Box may also be used for indication of noise level by
connecting a high-output ceramic or crystal microphone from gate
to cathode of the SCR, as in Figure H3.5.

_l

CUP
8" DIA .

Figure H3.6
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AIR FLOW
·ic:.__

_

... - - -

_ _--'>I

Cross-section view of
smoke detector

4" DIA. DISC
WITH 1/8" DIA.
HOLE ( APPROX.l
IN CENTER.

Figure H3 .7

- ...

Alternate arrangement
for smoke detector

For multiple input signals m one, diodes may be used for proper
mixing, Figure H3.8.
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Figure H3.5

Sound or vibration-sensitive control for oscillator

A ceramic contact microphone or phonograph pickup connected
in the same place and placed on the floor, or on a wall, will give an
indication of vibration, such as footsteps.
To detect smoke, the cadmium sulfide detector of Figure H3.2 can
be used in an arrangement shown in Figure H3.6. The inside surfaces
of the chimney, collar, and cup should be painted a fiat back, preferably by spray, or may be lined with black velveteen to reduce reflected
light to as low a value as possible. Heat from the lamp creates a
gentle air flow up the chimney, thus continually moving the room air.
Smoke in the air will reflect light from the lamp back into the photoconductor to actuate the Watch-Box. The photoconductor should be
shielded from direct light and heat from the lamp.
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CR 1, 2,3,4,5-G-E TYPE IN 1692

Figure H3.8

Multiple detector input circuit .

You can now build your Watch-Box just as simple or as complex
as you desire. The circuit of Figure H3.2 can be built in a little plastic
case with PCl exposed, and used as a portable fire alarm in your
bedroom or hotel room. If you leave the blinds open slightly, the
little gem will awaken you with the birds in the early dawn.
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For greater peace-of-mind when using an intercom as a baby-sitter,
the full complement of light, smoke, heat, sound, and humidity
detectors can be employed. Just place the Watch-Box speaker near
the intercom, or run out separate wires for a remote speaker.
Should an input signal get so high that the system hangs up, a
push-button switch to momentarily short out the SCR should bring
it back into operation. In normal operation, the SCR is commutated
(turned off) by the tendency of the capacitor, Cl, and inductance of
the speaker coil to oscillate. A large drive on the SCR gate can cause
it to fail to commutate and thus hang up. The push-button switch
is also handy to check out the system to be sure it is ready to operate.
Y ou may want to try some of the hundreds of other variations of
these circuits, such as replacing the speaker with a relay, or using the
pulse developed across the speaker to drive a larger SCR and so
control lamps, larger relays, motors, fans, etc. Y ou can replace the
speaker with a pulse transformer and use the secondary of the transformer to drive a Triac or an SCR. Reduce the capacitor size to 0.1
mfd for faster operation.

oro1ec1
0041
Plug-ln Speed Contrai
For Tools or Appliances
Many of the standard household appliances and portable tools can
be adapted to variable speed operation ,by use of the simple half-wave
SCR phase control. A single "black box" of this type, see Figure
H4.l, can be used as the speed control unit for any one of the following
typical loads provided they employ series universal (brush type )
motors.
- Drills
- Food mixers
- Fans
- Sewing machines
- Food blenders
- Lathes
- Saber saws
- Movie projectors
- Vibrators
- Portable band saws
- Sanders
(Do not use this on other type a-cor d-c motors such as found in
washers, dryers, refrigerators or vacuum cleaners. )
In each of these applications, speed control permits optimized
matching of the tool to the specific type of load. The main advantage
of this circuit lies in the fact that no rewiring of the motor is necessary.
This "black-box" can be plugged into a 120-volt outlet, and the tool
or appliance canin turn be plugged into the "black-box" directly.
A circuit diagram is shown in Figure H4.2. The circuit uses the
counter emf of the motor armature due to residual field as a feedback
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signal of motor speed to maintain essentially constant speed characteristics with varying torque requirements. There will be some variation in the effectiveness of speed control from one motor to another
depending on the magnitude of the residual field for the particular
motor.

120
VAC

SCR 1

RI

R2
SPEED
CONTR OL >o>-i...-+----ft---0
5 00.fl.

J

SI

CR 3
GE-X14

OUTLET
RECEPTACLE

FULL
SPEED

R3
200./1..
TRIMMER

OUTPUT
RECEPTACLE
FOR MOTOR
PLU G

CR2
INl6 93

CRI

CR2

Pictorial view of plug-in spee d control

During the positive half cycle of the supply voltage, the arm on
potentiometer R2 taps off a fraction of the sine wave supply voltage
and compares it with the counter emf of the motor through the gate
of the SCR. When the "pot" voltage rises above the armature voltage,
current flows through CRI into the gate of the SCR, triggering it,
and thus applying the remainder of that half cycle supply voltage
to the motor. If load is applied to the motor, its speed tends to decrease, thus decreasing counter emf in proportion to speed. The sine
wave "pot" voltage thus causes current to flow into the SCR gate
earlier in the cycle. The SCR triggers earlier in t h e cycle, and additional voltage is applied to the armature to compensate for the increased load and to maintain the preset speed. The particular speed
at which the motor operates can be selected by R2. Stable operation
is possible over approximately a 3 to I speed range.
Normal operation at maximum speed can be achieved by switching
SI to FULL SPEED, thus bypassing the SCR. Rectifiér CRI prevents
excessive reverse voltage on the gate of SCR. CR2 prevents the inj PAGE 130
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Figure H4. l
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Parts List

Cl-2 mfd, 50-voltcapacitor (G-E,
MTl-1 )
CRI, CR2- G-E Type 1N1693
rectifier diode
CR3- GE-X14 Thyrector diode
R2- 500-ohm, 2-watt potentiometer
R3- 200-ohm, 1-watt potentiometer
R4- 1000-ohm, ½-watt resistor
S1 - SPDT switch
Minibox- A luminum, 4" x_2¼ "x 2¼"
Figure H4.2

Plug-in speed control schematic diagram
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ductive field current in the motor from "free-wheeling" in the SCR
gate circuit. CR2 also reduces wattage requirements of resistors Rl,
R2, and R3. R3 can be used to set the minimum motor speed at a
stable non-hunting level. R4 and Cl also improve stability by bypassing commutator hash around the gate of the SCR.
Careful attention should be given to proper heatsinking of the
SCR. For intermittent duty applications typical for most tools, it
will generally suffice to attach the SCR to an internai projection of
the metallic enclosure case by means of the mica washer insulation
kit provided with G-E SCR's. The enclosure will thus serve as a
heat sink for the SCR. A 1 ½" x 1 ½" slug of aluminum or brass with a
tapped hole for mounting the SCR also makes an excellent heatsink
provided it is electrically insulated from the case.
ln applications where stalling of the motor is unlikely, such as in
sabre saws, the smaller SCR type GE -Xl will suffice. When stalling
is likely to occur, such as in drills, a larger SCR G -E type as indicated
in the parts list is recommended. ln small hand drills under stalled
conditions the motor current may reach 10 amperes rms. Such high
currents for periods in excess of one second may result in overtemperature of the small silicon pellet and eventual destruction of the smaller
GE -Xl type SCR.
The transient protection selenium Thyrector GE-X14 is definitely
recommended where there is a possibility that the "black box" would
remain plugged into the a-c outlet for an extended period of time.
This transient protection of the SCR is a good insurance against
trouble from line surges such as caused by opening and closing of
furnace contactors, lightning, etc.

Time Dependent Lamp Dimmer
Many useful functions can be performed by a "soft-on," "soft-off"
lamp dimmer which automatically increases or decreases brightness
of a lamp over an adjustable period or time.
After you have put the kids to bed, how many times have you
heard the forlorn request, "Please, leave the lights on"? If you leave
the bright lights on, sleep will be slow in coming, and they will be
restless and easily disturbed. Also, a small night light will not be of
much comfort because it is too dim to light-adapted eyes. A "soft-off"
dimmer provides the ideal solution to this problem. Just actuate
the switch on the dimmer, and the bright lights will fade away slowly
and indiscernibly over a period of 15 to 20 minutes. This duplication
of a slowly deepening twilight is a good sleep inducer too.
The "soft-on" feature of the dimmer can eliminate the blinding
shock of turning on a light when your eyes are accustomed to darkness. When you are showing slides or home movies, turn on the dimmer
as you approach the end of the show, and the room lights will corne
up slowly. This lends a very professional touch to the show and your
audience will appreciate the smooth transition. After the show, the
dimmer can go back to the bedroom. Y ou can even connect it to a
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dock radio to turn the light on slowly in the morning. This is particularly useful in the winter when you must get up before the sun
rises.

CRI
tNl693

CR2
IN1&93

R7
IMEG
CR7
INl692

••
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4 .7 1<
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S2

••

2 .2K

••

470
OHMS

120VAC

CR3
IN 1693

CR4
IN 1693

LOAO

A

TO

1:S-LAMP

Parts List

CJ- 100-mfd, 15-volt electrolytic
capacitor (G-E Type QTJ-22)
C2-0. l-mfd, 15-volt capacitor
(G-E Typ e MPC-2Pl )
CRI , CR2, CR3, CR4- G-E Type
1N1693 rectifier diode
CR5, CR6- GE-Xl 1 Zener diode
CR7- G-E Type 1N1692 rectifier
diode
Fl - 3-ampere fuse
Ql, Q2- G-E 10 transistor
Q3- GE-X 10 unijunction transistor
Rl- 3500-ohm , 5-watt resistor
R2, R4-4700-ohm, ½ -watt resistor
R3-5-megohm, 1-watt potentiometer
R5, R7- 1-megohm, ½ -watt resistor
R6-2200-ohm, ½ -watt resistor
RB- 470-ohm, ½ -watt resistor
S1-SPDT switch
S2, S3- SPST switch
Tl - Sprague 35ZM923 pulse
transformer, or equivalent
GE-X12- Triac
Minibox- Aluminum, 4" x 2¼ "
x2¼ "
Figure HS. l

Time-dependent light dimmer schema-tic diagram

A circuit for thé time-dependent lamp dimmer which can handle
lamp loads up to ½ kilowatt is shown in Figure H5.1. The d -c driving
voltage for the trigger circuit is derived from the zener diodes, CR5
and CR6, which clamp the pulsating d-c voltage (from the full-wave
rectifier bridge) to approximately 15 volts . The unijunction transistor,
Q3, delivers a trigger pulse to the Triac power control device . Depending on whether the trigger pulse is delivered late or early in the cycle,
the output to the load is varied from full-off to full-on.
The trigger circuit is designed so that a tirne-dependent output is
obtained after initially energizing the circuit. Slow turn-on or turn-off
is obtained after the position of switch SI is changed. When the switch
is placed in the UP position, capacitor Cl begins to charge through
R2 and R3. For time periods shortly after switching, the capacitor
voltage is low. This holds the base of QI down and thus the emitter
of Q2 is held at a low voltage below the peak point voltage on the unijunction transistor. Simultaneously, C2 is charged during each half
cycle through R7. The time constant of R7-C2 is rather long compared to a half cycle of the line voltage. This time constant is selected
so that the capacitor voltage just barely reaches the peak-point
voltage at the end of the half cycle with zero voltage on Cl. As the
voltage on Cl rises, the voltage on C2 also rises and the R7-C2 charging curve starts from a slightly higher voltage at each cycle. This
means that the voltage on C2 reaches the peak-point voltage of the
unijunction transistor slightly earlier during each cycle thus gently
increasing the output. The double emitter follower configuration (QI -

OUTLET
RECEPTACLE

Fi911re HS.2
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Time-dependent light dimmer pictorial diagram
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Q2) provides an extremely high impedance so that the charging and
discharge currents to Cl are not shunted away from it.
When the switch is moved to the DOWN position, capacitor Cl
discharges through R2 and R3. The operation proceeds as before but
1n reverse.
The speed of turn-on and turn-off is variable by means of R3.
For the circuit components shown, the time duration from full-on
to full-off or vice-versa, can be as long as 20 minutes. A by-pass
switch, S2, and resistor, R4, provide for a fixed, fast turn-on and off.
All components can be placed in a small minibox as shown in
Figure H5.2 with the a-c outlet and switches on opposite ends of the
box. Two 5-lug solder terminal strips parallel spaced in the center of
the box serve as tie points for the components.

pro1ec1

00~
Battery-Operated Fluorescent Light *
There is often a desire to use a fluorescent lamp in applications
where a low-voltage battery is the only source of power. The advantages of these lamps over incandescent lamps are: higher efficiency
(you will get about four times the light frorn the same battery current),
better light distribution and less heat dissipation. This high-frequency
inverter will find many useful applications for lighting in trucks,
yachts, houseboats, buses, mobile homes, camp trailers and aircraft.
The circuit diagram is shown in Figure H6.1. When switch S1
is closed, a pulse of current flows through Tl, CRI, Ll, charging up
C2, C3, a nd C4. This charge is prevented from discharging by CRI.
The pulse of current in the primary winding of Tl induces a high
voltage across the secondary winding which is applied to the fluorescent
lamp via C6 and the lamp lights. Meanwhile, the voltage across C2
is applied to the emitter of the unijunction transistor QI via R3 and
R4 to charge capacitor Cl. When the voltage across Cl reaches
approximately 5 volts, Ql conducts and transmits the charge of Cl
into the gate of SCRl. Rectifier SCRl then turns on and rapidly
discharges C2, C3, and C4, via the small reactor Ll.
*Reprinted by courtesy of POPULAR SCIENCE mon thly .
Copyright 1965, Popular Science Publishing Co. , Inc.
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Additional current is now demanded from the battery to charge the
capacitors and another pulse of current flows through the transformer
primary. The current pulses are only about 200 microseconds apart,
so there is no flicker from the lamp.
Fuse Fl is included· so that a component failure will not discharge
the battery at a high rate. Capacitor C5 and resistor R5 by-pass the
high frequency transients which would otherwise cause uncontrolled

I

triggering of SCRl. Capacitor C7 allows the use of long (100-foot)
battery leads by by-passing the lead inductance.
Resistor R3 may be shorted out by switch S2 to give a higher frequency of operation with a brighter light but at the cost of higher
battery current. With S2 open, the battery current drain is approximately ½ ampere; with S2 closed, the current is one ampere.

I I G·E FS L AMP
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FI
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+~
RI
220
OHMS

CR I
GE-X4
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R2
47
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TO R4

R4
IOOK

+
C7
60µ.f
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Figure H6.2
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Parts List

Bl- 12-volt battery
Cl, C5- 0.01-mfd capacitor, 200volt (G-E MAL-4Sl )
C2, C3, C4- 1-mfd capacitor,
200-volt (G-E QTI-1 )
C6- 0.04-mfd capacitor, 600-volt
(G-E MAL-6S4 )
C7- 60-mfd tantalytic capacitor,
15-volt (G-E 29F481 )
CRJ- GE-X4 rectifier diode
Fl- 5-amp fuse, Type AGX2
Il-G-E F8 fluorescent lamp
LJ- Coil: 11 turns of No. 22
insulated wire on core No.
980157-2 made by The Arnold
Engineering Co., P.O. Box G,
Marengo, Illinois
QÏ- GE-XlO unijunction transistor
Rl- 220-ohm, ½-watt resistor
Figure H6.1
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R2- 47-ohm , ½-watt resistor
R 3-150000-ohm, ½-watt resistor
R4- 100000-ohm, ½-watt resistor
R5- 68-ohm, ½ -watt resistor
SI, S2- SPST switch
SCR1- GE-X16 Silicon Controlled
Rectifier)
Tl - Autotransformer: 35 turns
of No. 22 wire and 220 turns of
No. 28 wire (wound in same
direction) on No. 930157-2 core
made by The Arnold Engineering Co. , P .O. Box G, Marengo,
Illinois
Lamp Fixture-Cat. No. MS8
with 60-cycle ballast and starter
·removed. Made by Inwood Elec.
Mfg. , Inwood, Long Island,
N ew Yorlz, or equivalent. Dimensions 15" x 1¼ " x l ".

Battery-operated fluorescent light pictorial diagram

The inverter will draw about 5 amperes with the lamp out of the
circuit Do not run the inverter for long periods in this mode since
the fuse will blow after a few minutes.
Connect both pins together at each end of the lamp. In cold weather,
the lamp may be difficult to start with S2 open. Start with S2 closed.
A good heatsink must be used otherwise the fuse may blow repeatedly.
Attach SCRl and CR-1 directly to a metal block. Electrically insulate
the block from the ground; not the semiconductors from the block.
The cores of Tl and Ll emit a certain amount of high-frequency
noise. This noise may be made inaudibte if both components are embedded in some non-hardening substance such as silicone rubber
(G-E RTV).
Make provisions for carrying a spare fuse especially on camping
trips.

Battery-operated fluorescent light schematic diagram
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Static Long-Time-Delay Power Switch
Have you ever forgotten to turn off your soldering iron or clothespressing iron? You can eliminate these fire hazards with a simple
modification of the time-dependent lamp dimmer described in Project
H5 which changes the dimmer to a time-delay power switch. With a
properly located switch, when the iron is placed in its holder, the
time-delay power switch will start timing the turn-off. If the iron
should stay in the holder for five or ten minutes, the iron will automatically turn off. If the iron is picked up within that time, however,
t h e timing is instantly reset so that it will require the same time to
t urn off when next put aside. In this way, your iron is always hot as
long as you use it every five m inutes or less, but if left alone, it will
go off by itself. You can also take advantage of this feature with the
porch or garage light. After turning the switch, you can drive away
before the light goes out. When you return that evening, turn on the
outside lights when you arrive and after you are safely in the houseout goes the light.
This delayed power switch and the time-dependent light dimmer
can also be operated in combination with each other. With a lamp
plugged into the dimmer and the dimmer connected to the delayed
PAGE 1411
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power switch, the lamp will slowly start brightening with predeterrnined delay after turning the equipment on.
Figure H7.1 shows the time-delay power switch circuit. This circuit
as shown can handle lamp loads up to ½ kilowatt. The d-c driving
voltage for the trigger circuit is derived from the zener diodes, CR5
and CR6, which clamp the pulsating d-c voltage (from the full-wave
rectifier bridge) to approximately 15 volts. Note that, unlike the
time-dependent dimmer circuit, capacitor C2 is charged only by the
double emitter follower. When the voltage on C2 just reaches its
peak' point, the SCR is triggered at some point in the cycle, probably
late. When the SCR is triggered, the voltage across it collapses. The
interbase voltage on the unijunction transistor is reduced and for all
succeeding cycles the SCR is triggered at the beginning of the cycle.
In order to initiate the time delay, change the position of the Delay
ON / OFF switch, Sl. With S1 in the ON position, capacitor Cl
charges through R3 and R5; in the OFF position, it discharges through
R4 and R5. When the charge on Cl is sufficiently high to bring the

Parts List

Cl, C3- 100-mfd, 12-volt electrolytic capacitor (G-E QTl -22)
C2-0.l-mfd, 12-volt capacitor
(G-E MPC-2Pl)
C4- 0.l-mfd, 200-volt capacitor
(G -E MPC-2Pl)
CRI, CR2 , CR3, CR4-GE-X4
rectifier diodes
CRS, CR6- GE-Xl 1 Z ener diodes
CR7-G-E Type 1N1693 rectifier
diode
CR8-GE-X14 thyrector diode
Fl - 3-amp.fus e
Rl- 3500-ohm, 5-watt resistor
R2, R12- 100-ohm, ½ -watt resis tor
R3, R4-5-megohm potentiometers
RS-4700-ohm , ½ -watt resistor
R6- 1-megohm, ½ -watt resistor
R7- 2200-ohm, ½-watt resistor
RB-10000-ohm, ½ -watt resistor
R9-220-ohm, ½ -watt resistor
RJ0-470-ohm, ½-watt resistor
Rll- 6800-ohm ½-wattresistor
Ql, Q2-G-E -10 transistor
Q3-GE-X10 unijunction transistor
S1-SPDT switch
S2-SPST switch
SCRJ - GE-Xl Silicon Controlled
Rectifier
Minibox- Aluminum, 5" x 4" x 3"
Figure H7. l

Static long-time-delay power switch schematic diagram
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SEE "GARE AND HAND LING OF COMPONENTS" FOR INSUL ATED MOUNTING OF DE VIC ES ON
HE ATS IN K.

Figure H7.2
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Static long-time-delay power swi tch pictorial diagram
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emitter of Q2 above the peak-point voltage of the unijunction transistor, a trigger pulse is delivered to the SCR. Note that R3 and R4
provide independent control of "turn-on" and "turn-off" delay
respectively.

Continuously Variable AC Contrai
A single SCR in an a -c circuit will deliver "half-wave" control. Output voltage, in other words, can be varied from zero to about 70 % of
full line voltage (up to about 84 volts from a 120-volt a-c line) . Figure
H8.l illustrates this type of control.
If, howevel', the SCR is "putto work" on every half-cycle of applied
line voltage it will control the a-c load from zero to essentially 100 % of
line voltage. Figure H8.2 uses the Triac and Diac to accomplish fullwave control with a minimum number of components _
Half-wave Circuit- Figure H8.1. With S1 in position LAMP the
SCR is controlled by potentiometer Pl. An incandescent lamp plugged
into the load receptacle will be controlled by Pl from zero brightness to
about 30% of its normal visual light output. By-pass switch S2 is
closed when the SCR is fully on (lamp control in its zero resistance
position). This action turns the lamp on to its full brightness since
switch S2 then by-passes the entire control.
When S1 is switched to position MOTOR and S2 is open, the SCR is
controlled by a slightly different circuit b etter suited to universal
motor operation. This circuit incorporates a "feedback" feature which
tends to maintain constant motor speed as the load on the motor is
1 PAGE
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incr eased. F eedback is particularly important with power hand tools,
and the circuit of Figure HS.l is especially recommended for this type
of use over the circuits of Figure HS .2.
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Parts List

Figure HS . l

R 4--10000-ohm, 2-watt potentiometer
RS- 500-ohm, 2-watt potentiometer
R6- 200-ohm, 2-watt potentiometer
Sl- SPDT, 3-amp switch
S2- SPST, 3-amp switch (on
speed and lamp adjust potentiometers)
SCRJ- GE -Xl Silicon Controlled
R ectifier mounted on 3" x 3" x
1 / 16" copper cooling fin
M inibox- 6" x 5" x 4" aluminum

Combination half-wave motor speed and lamp control

The trimmer potentiometer allows adjustment for smooth minimum
speed control for a particular motor. Due to variations between
differerit motors it is quite likely that various power tools will work
best with different settings of the trimmer. The best setting can be
determined experimentally.
CAUTION : Do not use the circuit of Figure HS .l for controlling
fluorescent lamps, transformers, or a -c type motors (e.g.,
capacitor-start, induction, or shaded pole motors). Check
to see that the motor used has a commutator as found in
d-c or a-c-d-c universal motors. Use the circuit of
Figure HS.2 for a-c type shaded pole motors.
Full-wave Circuit-Figure HS.2. This circuit, in contrast to that of
Figure HS.l, gives full symmetrical control from zer o to 100 % over an
1 PAGE 146
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Cl- 1 .0-mfd, 400-volt capacitor
(G-E QTJ -1)
C2- 2.0-mfd, JO-volt capacitor
(G-E QTJ -1)
CRJ- G-E Type GE-X14 thyrector diode (optional transient
voltage suppressor)
CR2- G-E Typ e 1N1695 rectifier
diode
CR3, CR4- G-E Typ e 1N1693
rectifier diode
Fl- 5-amp fuse and holder
Rl-3900-ohm, 2-watt resistor
R2- 330-ohm, 1-watt resistor
R3- 1000-ohm, 1-watt resistor

PC
GE-X6

- C2
2.0µf
I0 V

Cl
1.0 µf
400V

/

DIA C
GE-Xl3

SI

n-__.f--...--...-~v

R3
IK

CR4
INl693

R4
2 50K

SI
LAMP

[IN CRE ASE Î
SPEE D
ADJUST

R2

120 VAC

CR2
IN1 695

Pl

TRIAC
GE - X12

68K
47K

R2
330 !l

1
1
1
1

4700

T0600

HEATERS }WATTS
MOTORS-TO 2 AM PS

1

:

R3
RI

Parts List

Cl - 0.1-mfd, 50-volt capacitor
(G-E MPC-2Pl)
C2- 0.1-mfd, 200-volt capacitor
(G-E MPC-2Pl)
PC- GE- X 6 cadmium sulfide
photoconductor
Figure HS .2

RJ- 68000-ohm, ½ -watt resistor
R2- 47000-ohm , ½ -watt resistor
R 3-4700-ohm , ½ -watt resistor
R4- 250000-ohm , 2-watt potentiometer
Triac- GE-X12
Diac- GE-X1 3

Combination full-wave lamp dimmer, lamp sentine) and
a -c motor control

a -c load. It therefore does a more complète job of dimming lamps, and
is suitable for controlling a -c motors. However, the circuit does not
have the desirable feature of feedback for motor control as in Figure
HS.1.
When the load is a shaded-pole fan motor, the speed range that can
be expected is about 4 to 1 depending on the condition of the fan and
the amount of voltage r equired to start it. For fan or blower operation,
it may be desirable to place a 100-ohm, 1-watt resistor in series with a
0.1 mfd capacitor directly across the Triac to improve its performance . •
Closing switch S1 will make the lamp dimmer operate as a Lamp
Sentinel. S1 connects a cadmium sulphide ph otoconductor across part
of the control circuit. When no light shines on the photoconductor, its
electrical resistance is high and the control circuit is unaffected. When
light shines on the device, however, its resistance is low and, as a
result, it tends to reduce the output of the control. Placed near the
window of your home, the control box will automatically turn on any
lights plugged into its receptacle as it becomes dark. Would-be prowlers
will be discoura ged from entering a home equipped with a Lamp
Sentinel!
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Best operation is achieved when the Sentinel (switch S1 closed) is
set_ up in the brightest part of the day. The control potentiometer is
adJusted so that t h e lamp plugged into the outlet is just off. Then as it
gets darker, the light wîll turn on.
'
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Thermistor Thermometer
and Temperature Alarm
This thermistor thermometer will take the outside temperature
remotely by the flip of a switch and a glance at a meter instantly
from inside the house. It will indicate the temperature inside your
deep freezer without opening the door and placing a thermometer
inside the enclosure. Perhaps in your dark room or workshop you
would like to take an eye-level temperature reading of solutions or
developers without the use of immersion-type thermometers. This
remote-reading thermometer placed in any convenient location uses
the thermistor, a temperature-sensitive resistor encased in an epoxy
probe, as the detection component at the temperature source. The
thermistor thermometer gives fast, accurate, portable temperature
indications on a microammeter. When the temperature increases, the
thermistor resistance decreases thus producing an unbalance in the
simple bridge circuit which causes meter deflection. This deflection
is calibrated to indicate temperature in Fahrenheit (or Centigrade)
degrees.
Designed for either of two temperature ranges, the thermistor
thermometer will measure temperature between +32 to +122 F or
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-40 to +32 F. Each temperature range is determined by the values
of the resistance used in each leg of the bridge as shown in the parts
list.
The circuit, shown in Figure H9.1, eau be enclosed in a small box
large enough to contain the meter, switch, battery and calibrating
potentiometers. A small plug and jack can be used to connect the
thermistor probe to the circuit or the two extended wires from the
probe can be directly soldered to the resistance bridge.

If another 50-microampere meter is substituted for the General
Electric DW-91 meter (1500 ohms resistance), the total resistance
of the meter and R5 in series should agree with that shown in the
parts list. The resistance of R5 should be increased or decreased depending upon the resistance of the substituted meter. Resistor values
in the bridge are critical for accurate readings and care should be taken
to select values as close as possible to those shown on the parts list.
CALIBRATION (+32 TO + 122 F SCALE)

R7
50 OHM

5W

+

-1.35V

R2

RI

BATTERY
R6

470

SI

OHM

T
R3
GE-Xl5
THERMISTOR

NOTE:

SEE PARTS LIST FOR VALUES OF
RI, R2, R4 AND R5
Parts List

High lemperature range ( +32 to
+122 F)
Rl-1000-ohm, ¼-watt resistor
R2-1000-ohnt, ¼-watt resistor
R3-GE-X15 thermistor
R4-5000-ohm, 5-watt potentiometer
R5-9500-ohm, ¼-watt resistor
R6-470-ohm, ¼-watt resistor
R7-50-ohm, 5-watt potentiometer
S1-SPST toggle switch
M-50-microampere d-c meter
(G-E Type DW-9i)
Battery-1.35-uolt mercury cell
Figure H9.1
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Low temperature range (-40 to
+32F)
RJ-7300-ohm, ¼-watt resistor
R2-7300-ohm, ¼-watt resistor
R3-GE-X15 thermistor
R4-50,000-ohm, 5-watt potentiometer
RS-4850-ohm, ¼-watt resistor
R6- 470-ohm, ¼-watt resistor
R7-50-ohm, 5-watt potentiometer
S1 - SPST toggle switch
M-50-microampere d-c meter
(G-E Type DW-91)
Battery-1.5-uolt mercury cell

Thermistor thermometer schematic diagram

1. Immerse the thermistor in a jar of crushed ice ( +32 F) with a
small amount of water to fill the air spaces between the ice particles.
Adjust R4 for zero current on the meter which will represent +32 F
(0 C). A small piece of tape or dab of fingernail polish can be placed
on the box adjacent to the pointer knob of R4 to fix this calibration
point.
2. Replace the thermistor with the low-resistance test resistor supplied with the GE-X15 thermistor. Adjust the meter deflection to
full scale by turning R7 and place a corresponding mark on the box to
fix this point. The meter is now calibrated to the full-scale value of
+122 F (50 C) .
3. Remove the test resistor and save it for future calibrations or
battery adjustment, Tape the resistor to the inside of the box with a
small piece of adhesive or masking tape.
4. Replace the thermistor in the circuit and calibrate the meter
between the high and low points by the most accurate means available
to you. A good mercury thermometer in a water bath will give satisfactory results. Ice can be added to the water to lower the temperature
and heat applied to raise the temperature. When changing the temperature of the calibrating bath, perform the changes slowly since the
thermistor is more sensitive than a mercury thermometer and the
meter will deflect much faster than the mercury can change. Prepare
a simple graph showing meter readings in microamperes versus temperature or a table to compare temperatures at each 5 or 10 microampere scale divisions on the meter.
CALIBRATION (-40 TO +32 F SCALE)

1. Use the high-resistance test resistor supplied with the GE-X15
package in place of the thermistor probe and adjust R4 for zero current on the meter which will represent approximately -40 F. Mark
this calibration point on the box adjacent to the potentiometer knob.
2. Remove the test resistor and save it for future calibrations. Tape
the resistor to the inside of the box with a piece of adhesive or masking
tape.
3. Insert the thermistor in the probe circuit and immerse the probe
in a jar of crushed ice mixed with a small amount of water. With the
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thermistor in the crushed ice, adjust R7 for full-scale meter deflection
which represents +32 F. Mark this calibration point on the box.
4. Calibrate the balance of the meter scale using a thermometer and
the most accurate check point temperature available in this range.
Placing· a mercury thermometer and the thermistor probe only in a
refrigerator followed by a deep freezer will obtain several calibration
points for the lower temperature scale readings.
5. Plot a chart or graph of temperature versus meter readings.
ADJUST ABLE TEMPERA TURE ALARM

An adjustable temperature alarm that will ring a bell, actuate a
buzzer, or turn on a light can be used to detect a high temperature
in hazardous locations. In the home, this device can be used in the
attic to .determine when the ventilating fan should be turned on. Any
temperature from approximately 115 to 165 F may be detected by
the thermistor at which point the alarm will sound.
This circuit, Figure H9.2, uses the GE-X15 thermistor to actuate
a GE-X7 reed switch which closes the alarm circuit. Both the coil

form for LI and the bias magnet are included in the package with
the reed switch. A pre-wound coil (C-1) available at G-E distributors
can be used for LI. When the temperature of the thermistor increases,
the voltage across coil LI builds up to a value required to operate the
reed switch. This trip point is established by the spacing of the bias
magnet as it is moved toward or away from the center of the reed
switch coil. If the switch does not operate, reverse the polarity of
the magnet. After the proper spacing has been determined, secure
the magnet in this position. The approximate spacings are given below
for various temperatures:

Magnet Spacing from Coil
(inches)

Alarm Temperature
(degrees F )

I½

117

1

129
¾

138
149

-=-

12 VOLT
BATTERY

Tl

SEC

½
PRI

SPACING
BI
BELL BUZZER

NOTE: BATTERY CIRCUIT CURRENT APPROXIMATEL Y
10 MILLIAMPERES. SELECT SUITABLE BATTERY

Parts List

Battery- 12 volts
Ll-7000 turns of No. 38 wire
(440 ohms). This is General
Electric C-1 coil available at
G-E distributors
Rl- GE-Xl5 thermistor
S1 - SPST toggle switch
S2-GE-X7 magnetic reed switch
(magnet supplied with reed
switch)
El - Standard bell or buzzer
Tl - Standard 12 /24-volt a-c bell
transformer
Figure H9.2
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After the alarm operates, it can not be turned off until the temperature is reduced or the battery switch opened. The circuit shown uses
an a-c operated bell or buzzer but the 12-volt battery could be used
to make a self-contained d-c operated alarm. This alarm system
would then operate in the case of a power failure .
CALIBRATION
1. Immerse the thermistor in the temperature medium at which
point it is desired to sound the alarm.
2. Turn ON battery switch SI and adjust the bias magnet for the
proper spacing to sound the .alarm and secure magnet in this position.
3. Remove the thermistor from the temperature medium and OPEN
battery switch to turn off the alarm.
4. Move the thermistor to its permanent location and reconnect the
voltage to energize the battery and the alarm circuits at the remote
location.
5. When the temperature reaches the trip point previously established, .
the alarm will operate.

Thermistor operated temperature alarm schematic diagram
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Direct-Current Meter Protection
Low current, low cost, low voltage silicon rectifiers, such as the G-E
Type 1N1692 are easily usable as a protective shunt for d -c meter
movements where heavy fault currents are possible.
In a large majority of applications (where unusual accuracy is not
required), the following simple circuit is all that is needed. The silicon
rectifiers, Figure Wl.1, will not begin conducting heavily until the
voltage across them exceeds 0.5 to O. 7 volt. When the voltage across the
meter, which is the same as the voltage across the rectifiers, exceeds 0.5
to 0.7 volt, the rectifier which is forward biased will shunt most of the
current around the meter, thereby very effectively protecting it.
For a typical multitester with a meter movement resistance of 1200
ohms and a full-scale current rating of 50 µa, the rectifiers will introduce less than 1 % error into the meter reading, and at the same time
will limit the meter movement current to less than one milliampere for
a one-ampere fault current. This is a long way below the destructive
value for most multi-tester meters.
Where higher fault currents may flow, higher-current rectifiers, such
as the General Electric Type GE-X4 can be used for CRI and CR2.
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METER

CRI

CRI ,CR2 G-E TYPE IN1692

CR2

Figure W 1.1

Me ter protection rectifiers

p
Apply Heat With Precision
With the turn of a knob, you can bring your soldering iron up to the
temperature you want and keep it there. Or perhaps you want a tub of
tepid water, or.to turn on a fan when the room gets too hot, or to turn
on the furnace when it gets too cold. These things plus innumerable
others are possible with simple SCR temperature-controlled circuits.
The basic temperature-operated relay is detailed in Figure W2.1 and
W2.2. Transformer Tl has two 12.6-volt secondary windings, Wl
furnishing voltage to the relay MRl through SCRl; the other winding
W2 furnishing a-c voltage to the trigger circuit of SCRl. Temperature
sensing thermistor Rl is electrically connected into a bridge formed by
it and R2, R3, and adjusting potentiometer R4. When the resistance of
thermistor Rl equals the resistance setting on R4, the bridge is
balanced and none of the a-c voltage introduced into the bridge by
winding W2 is applied to the gate of SCRl. Hence, relay MRl remains
de-energized and its normally closed contacts apply power to the heating elements connected to the load receptacle. If temperature increases,
the resistance of thermistor Rl decreases, unbalancing the bridge in a
direction such that trigger current flows to SCRl while its anode is
positive. This turns on SCRl and energizes the relay, thereby discon-
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necting power from the connected load. Below the preset temperature
setting, Rl unbalances the bridge in the opposite direction so a negative signal is applied to the gate of SCRl when its anode is positive,
thus inhibiting it from firing a nd allowing power to continue to flow to
the heating elements.
MRI COil

CR2

CRI
IN 1693

INl 693

RI

LOAD
RECEPTACLE

R2

T (JI - SEE DETAIL)

IK

I

This circuit will control the temperature at thermistor Rl within
approximately one degree over the temperature range from 20 F to
150 F. For most precise temperature contrdl in this and other ranges,
SCRl should be kept at a relatively stable ambient temperature. For
other temperature ranges, thermistor Rl should have approximately
1000 ohms resistance in the center of the desired control range.
SCRl is rated to handle ½ ampere maximum and the contacts of
relay MRl are rated for 5 amperes at 120 volts a-c. Heavier loads can
be handled by using MRl as a pilot relay to pickup a larger contactor.
Alternately, 6-volt coils or other loads requiring currents of several
amperes can be directly controlled by SCRl if a larger device than the
GE-X5 is used. For instance, the GE-Xl can control at least 4 amperes

R5

4 70fl

SCRI
GE -X S

MRI
NC

ÇONTACT

R4

2 .5K

R3
IK

CR3
!Nl693

TEMPERATURE
AOJUST

A,
~

JI

~

Cl
0 .05~f
200V

(

, ,
',,

TWISTEO PAIR OR

SHIELOEO

LEA□

~ R I
'-------10303
Pl

T
THERMISTOR

Parts List

CRl - 0.05-mfd, 200-volt capacitor (G-E MPC-2S5)
CRI, CR2, CR3-G-E Type
1Nl693 rectifier diode
Fl- 1-amp fuse
Jl - Temperature probe jack
MRl-Relay, DPDT, 5-amp contacts with 6-volt d-c GPD coil
(Patter & Brumfield GP 11, or
equivalent)
Pl-Temperature probe plug
Rl-G-E Type 1D303 thermistor,
0.3-inch dia, 1000 ohms at
approximately 70 F
Figure W2. l

R2, RS- 1000-ohm, 2-watt resistor
R4- 2500-ohm, 4-wattwire wound
potentiometer
R5- 470-ohm, 2-watt resistor
SCR1- GE -X5 Silicon Controlled
Rectifier
Tl - Transformer: primary, 120volt a-c; secondary, Wl, 12.6
volts and W2 12.6 volts (UTCFTI0, or equivalent)
Minibox- Aluminum, 6" x 5"
X

4"

Basic temperature-operated relay schematic diagram

Locating the thermistor (Figure W2.2) on the soldering iron, in the
bath water or in any other zone that must be temperature controlled
will provide the necessary feedback information. If the thermistor is to
control a cooling system such as a fan or air conditioner rather than a
heating system, opposite action can be secured by either connecting
the load to a normally open contact on the relay or by reversing the
leads on the secondary winding W2.
1PAGE 158

Figure W2.2

Basic temperature-operated re lay pictorial diagram
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directly if adequately cooled. However, since its gate triggering sensitivity is inadequate for the previous circuit, a stage of transistor
amplification is necessary as shown in Figure W2.3. Two separate
single-secondary transformers can be substituted for Tl.
RELAY OR
OTHER LOAD

120 VAC

CR2
GE-X4
Tl
LOAD
RECEPTACLE

MRI
NC
CONTACT
(IF ANOTHER
RELAY 1S
THE LOAD)

i~'

CRI
GE-X4
R6
IO!l

R2
IK

oro·ec

R5
470!l

@

Tl @
R3
IK

Il

~.V2

@)

R4
2.5K

CR3
TEMPERATURE IN1693
ADJUST

R7
220!l

w~

Parts List

CRl, CR2-GE-X4 rectifier diode
Ql- GE-10 transistor
R6- 10-ohm, 2-watt resistor
R7-220-ohm, 2-watt resistor
SCRl- GE-Xl Silicon Controlled
Rectifier)
(Other parts same as preuious list)
Figure W2.3

Temperature-operated control for higher current loads

Other types of sensing resistors can be substituted for Rl. For
instance, a cadmium sulfide light sensitive photoconductor in this
control will turn on a lighting load when the ambient light drops below
a preset level.

Remote Contrai for Lamp or Appliance
To control the power for a lamp or appliance from a remote location
often requires an isolated, low-voltage, control circuit to eliminate
danger of shock or fire, and permits use of inexpensive wiring and a
small control switch.
This remote-control circuit, Figure W3.I, uses the primary-winding
current of a small filament transformer to trigger a Triac and control
loads up to 500 watts . When the switch, SI, on the six-volt secondary of
the transformer is open, a small "magnetizing" current flows through
the primary winding. The magnetizing current may be high enough to
trigger the Triac, therefore a shunting resistor, R I , is required to
prevent this . Resistor, RI, must be adjusted for the highest resistance
that will not cause triggering with SI open.
When remote switch SI is closed, this shorts t h e secondary of the
transformer, causing a h igh current to flow through the primary
winding thus triggering the Triac and energizing the load. When the
Triac conducts, current through the primary stops and prevents burning out the transformer.
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CAUTION: If Rl is too low in resistance, or shorted, the Triac
cannot be triggered and the transformer will be overheated by the high current.

"FILAMENT"
TRANSFORMER

LOAD RECEPTACLE
500 WATTS MAX

FI
5 AMP
"3 AG"
FUSE

120VAC

6.3V
la
120V

GE-Xl2
TRIAC

RI
50 OHMS
2 WATTS

NOTE
MOUNT GE - Xl2 ON A
3"x 3"x 1/16" COPPER OR
ALUMINUM COOLING FIN.

LOW VOLTAGE
"BELL'.' WIRE
SI

REMOTE
SWITCH

Enlarger Phototimer
Parts List

Fl - 5-amp, 3AG fuse
Rl- 50-ohm, 2-watt potentiometer
S1 - SPST switch
TR1 - GE-X12 Triac
Tl - Transformer: primary, 120
volts a-c; secondary, 6.3 volts;
1-amp (min) "Filament" type
Figure W3. l
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Remote control circuit for lamp or appliance

This is a precision " solid-state" time delay relay, that can readily
replace those troublesome clock-operated and other electro-mechanical
timing devices in common use around the darkroom. In addition, its
versatile 5 amp relay output makes it ideally suited for switching far
higher power loads than a darkroom lamp, if so desired. Both delayed
"off" and delayed "on" switching fonctions are interchangeably available, by the simple expedient of interchanging relay contacts. The
circuit can be used as a print-exposure timer and time delays from a
fractio11. of a second up to nearly one minute are easily attainable with
the values of Rl and Cl shown in Figure W4.1. Depending on the
quality of the electrolytic timing capacitor Cl employed, tim,ing
repeatability can be better than two percent.
The GE-X5 SCR fonctions as a very sensitive relay in this circuit;
its purpose is to supply sufficient current to energize the output relay
coil while it is being triggered by a few microamps output current available from the very high impedance timing network, Rl and Cl. With
switch S1 on RESET, capacitor Cl quickly charges up to the peak
negative value of the input supply voltage (about 165 volts) through
diode CR2 and resistor R2 . In this position the lamp load is off. When
S1 is thrown to TIME , however, the lamp cornes on and capacitor Cl
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starts to discharge toward the positive peak supply voltage through
CRl, Rl, and R3 at a rate determined by the setting of potentiometer
Rl. Since the time constant associated with the Cl, Rl network is
numerically long, and current only flows for part of each cycle, this
charging process takes m any complete cycles of the supply voltage. In
practice, the voltage across Cl never attains its ultimate value, since
once it has become positive enough (about +2 volts ) to trigger SCRl,
SCRl energizes the relay and terminates the cycle.

120 VAC

RI
250 K
TIME
AOJUST

MRI
CONTACT
{USE NC}

R2
3,3K

R3
3.3K

MRI
COil

120 VOLT

ENLARGER
LAMP

CRI
IN1693

CR3
IN 1693
SCRI
GE- X5

Cl
100),lf
3 00 V

Parts List

CI - 100-mfd, 300-volt capacitor
(G-E Type QTl-.5)
CRI, CR2, CR3- G-E Type
1N1693 rectifier diode
CR4- G-E Type 1Nl692 rectifier
diode
Rl-250000-ohm , 2 -watt potentiometer
R2, R3- 3300-ohm, ½-watt resistor
R4- 1-megohm, ½ -watt resistor
MRl - 24-volt a-c relay (Patter
& Brumfield No. MR5A, or
equivalent)
S1 - DPDT switch
SCR1 - GE-X5 Silicon Controlled
R ectifier
Tl - Filq.ment transformer: primary, 120 volts a-c; secondary,
12.6 volts a-c center-tapped
(TRIAD F25X, or equivalent)
Figure W4. l
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Precision Temperature Regulator

R4
1 MEG

,

Enlarger phototimer schematic diagram

A simple, low-cost, control for the precision regulation of temperat ure eau be built for eontrolling ovens, hot plates, fluids, air, and gases,
using a circuit that offers all the inherent advantages of solid state
design. A thermistor (temperature-sensitive resistor) probe is used as
a temperature detector in a unijunction transistor-controlled regulating
circuit for a power switching Triac (semiconductor switch for a-e
power* ). This temperature regulator has fast response, adjustable gain
(bandwidth ), adjustable temperature, and built-in protection against
transient voltages. It eau control 600 watts of power over the full range
with as little as a 2°C change in thermistor temperature.
Accurate temperature control of any device requires optimum
matehing of the regulator charaeteristics with the thermal propertie~
of the deviee. If the regulator has a high control gain, so that a very
small change in thermistor temperature produces a large change in
h eater power, thermal lag in the control device eau result in an unstable
system that continually cycles from too hot to too cold.

*

For additional information concerning Triac and pulse transformer operation see the "Basic Component Operation" section of this manual.
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The circuit shown in Figure W5.l overcomes this difficulty by providing adjustable gain which assures a stable system. Gain is esse1:1tially
constant over the full range of heater power from zero to maxrmum.
UJT
TRIGGERING
LEVEL~
.,,,,.--:--...
COOL.j _ ~A~P \
PEDESTA L t +- ~
-)
HOT ----- 1
UJT
\ TIME /
EMITTER
'--, -'
VOLTAG E

LOAD

/

600-WATT
HEATER
RI
2 .2K
2W

1

/
~tEG /
(GA IN)/

CRI

CR2

CR3

CR4

120
VOLTS
60
GPS

Parts List

Cl- 0.1 -mfd, 30-volt capacitor
(G-E MPC-2Pl)
CRl, CR2, CR3, CR4- G-E Type
1N1693 rectifier dwde
CRS- Two GE-Xll Zener diodes
in series
CR6- G-E Type 1Nl692 rectifier
diode
QJ - GE-Xl0 unijunction transistor
,
R l , R2-2200-ohm, 2-watt resistor
R3-5-megohm potentiometer
R4- 10000-ohm wirewound potentiometer
R5-G-E 1D103 Thermistor, approx 5000 ohms at operating
temp
R6- 100000-ohm, ½-watt resistor
R7-1000-ohm, ½-watt resistor
Tl -Transformer : Sprague 35ZM923, or equivalent
TRJ - GE-X12 Triac
figure WS . l
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Precise control can be achieved by adjusting the gain control to provide
a fast r esponse or in other words shortep.ing the temperature ra n ge
between the hot and cool limit points. The cool limit point is the voltage level at which the unijunction transistor is triggered.
Power is connected across the- device heater element in series with
the Triac (switch). The Triac turns on and off the a-c power applied t o
the heater load. The Triac is triggered by a unijunction transistor and
voltage divider network t hat is sensitive to, and changes resistance
with, changes in temperature sensed by the thermistor.
To be more specific, full-wave rectified and clamped d -c is provided
by Rl, R2 and CRl through CR5, for driving the unijunction transistor, Ql. The emitter capacitor, Cl, is charged rapidly at the beginning of each half cycle to a " pedestal" voltage (determined by the
temperature-sensiti ve voltage di vider R4 and R5 ). After reaching the
"pedestal" level, Cl continues charging slowly along the ramp. Th e
Triac, TRl, is triggered into conduction by a pulse from the unijunction transistor Ql, whenever the voltage on Cl (UJT emitter voltage)
reaches the unijunction triggering level. Raising the "pedestal" (by
cooling the thermistor) causes the ramp to reach triggering level earlier
in the cycle and provides more power to the h eater . As more heat goes
to the therm~stor, the process is reversed, thus providing the regulating
fonction.
The regulator may be constructed in a small box or chassis with two
terminal connections or leads that connect to the h eater element and
one power lead, and two other leads that connect to the externally .
located thermistor R4 heat detector. The two potentiometers R5 and
R6 can be mounted so that the control knobs are on top of the box.
To prevent a shock hazard and to protect the circuit, the thermistor
and its connecting wires must be electrically insulated. Since the
thermistor is connected to the power line, it should not be electrically
connected to ground or other conductor.

Precision temperature regulator schematic diagram
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Solid-State VTVM Adapter for Multimeter
Many low voltage measurements often require the use of a highimpedance voltmeter that does not draw significant current through
the meter. Normally, this would require the service of a vacuum-tube
voltmeter (VTVM ), but without this equipment, most hobbyists
probably have a multimeter containing a 60 to 100 microampere basic
movement meter. This adapter (Figure W6.1 ), using high-gain silicon
transistors, offers an inexpensive method of obtaining low-voltage d-c
measurements (one volt and 10-volt scales) at high impedance by
using the meter movement only from the multimeter.
This multimeter adapter draws only one microampere from the
measured circuit for full scale deflection. It therefore, has a meter
"sensitivity" of one megohm per volt, adequate for most high impedance test measurements.
The adapter is a two-stage differential amplifier with a zero adjust
and full-scale adjustments for both scales as shown in Figure W6.2. It
has high temperature stability and does not experience warm-up zero
drift common to vacuum-tube voltmeters. With a stand-by battery
current of only several tenths of a microampere from the two 1.5-volt
batteries, no ON / OFF switch is required.
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R2-RANGE AOJUST (IOV
SCALE)
R9-RANGE AOJUST ( 1V
SCALE)
Rl5-ZERO AOJUST

Parts List

Battery- Two 1.5-volt size D
cells
Ql to Q4-GE-10 transistors
Rl, R5, R6, R12, R14, R16100000-ohm, ½ -watt
R2-1-megohm, 2-watt potentiometer
R3-9-megohm, ½ -watt resistor
R4-800000-ohm, ½-watt resistor
Figure W6. l

R7, R13- 20000-ohm, ½ -watt,
±5% resistor
R B, Rll-10000-ohm, ½ -watt resistor
R15-10000-ohm, 2-watt potentiometer
S1-SPDT toggle switch
S2 - Single-pole push-button
switch

Solid-state VTVM multimeter adapter schematic diagram

Construction details are shown in Figure W6.2. Although the adapter
shown uses leads to plug into the multimeter (Triplett 630 series), two
banana plugs correctly spaced on the box can be mounted so that the
adapter plugs directly into the multimeter. The two voltage test leads,
with alligator clips, extend into the adapter through a rubber grommet.
Turn the multimeter selector to the 60 (or 100) microampere position and plug the adapter leads into the corresponding jacks on the
multimeter. With batteries connected and power applied to the
adapter, depress push button S2, and zero the meter by slowly turning
R15 (lOK) away from the center of rotation. The 1-volt scale is now
ready for calibration. Connecta 1.5-volt battery a nd potentiometer as
shown in Figure W6.3. Adjust the potentiometer until the battery output voltage is exactly one volt as m easured on the multimeter. Set S1
on the adapter to the 1-volt scale; apply the one volt to the test leads
and adjust R9 (2K ) until the meter reads full scale, or one volt. To
calibrate the 10-volt scale, use a 12-volt car battery, or other suitable
voltage source, with the potentiometer to obtain the required 10 volts.
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Figure W6.2

Multimeter adapter construction details

Turn selector switch S1 on the adapter to the 10-volt scale and turn R2
(1 meg ) until the meter reads full scale, or 10 volts.
The plug-in feature of the adapter does not tie up the multimeter
~rom its normal use. Just unplug the adapter; plug the regular test leads
mto the multimeter and you are ready to use the basic test instrument.
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Figure W6.3

Voltage calibration source for adapter
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Aurai Continuity Checker
An ohmmeter is often used in tracing wirmg in a chassis. This
usually necessitates keeping one eye on the meter pointer and the
other on the points in the circuit where the test leads are placed-a
difficult task for most hobbyists. A dry cell in series with a headphone
or an audio-oscillator headphone combination may also be used. With
these systems, it is difficult to distinguish a capacitive from a continuous circuit. However, a buzzer and dry cell in series will distinguis}
between a capacitive and a continuous circuit but the high current
required by the buzzer may damage some circuit components.
The aural continuity checker*shown in Figure W7.1 allows continuity readings to be made without watching a meter. It will distinguish between a large electrolytic capacitor and a continuous
circuit, operates with a very small current through the circuit under
test and even provides a rough indication of the magnitude of the
resistance of the circuit being checked.
This model of the aural continuity checker was built on a piece of
pegboard with rubber feet attached to the corners. Thus, it may be
* Reprinted by permission of Popular Electronics Magazine.
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placed on the bench or hung on the wall. Of course, any style of construction may be used including the more elaborate minibox packaging technique.

T2

C2
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I

Tl

VIB
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R2

SINGLE
EARPHONE

~Ill

R2

Cl

4-5

9

6.3
VOLTS ,---.-i-o-i-ar--.----t---,

SINGLE
EARPHONE

RI

TEST LEADS

Parts List

TESTLEADS

Parts List

Cl -25-mfd. 25-volt electrolytic
capacito}'" (G-E QTl-11)
C2-0.005-mfd capacitor (G-E
MPC-6D5)
CR1 - 1N34AS diode
Rl-150 ohms, ½-watt carbon
, resistor
' R2-470K ohms, ½-watt carbon
resistor
R3-250K ohms, potentiometer
(any value between 200K ohms
Figure W7. l

and 1 M ohms will be satisfactory)
Tl-Filament transformer, 12.6
volts at 0.15 amperes, or 6.3
volts at 0. 3 amperes
T2-Audio transformer, Stancor
A-4711 interstage or equivalent
Vl-GE 12AX7, 12AT7, or
12AU7
M iscellaneous- Headphone, line
cord and plug, test leads, 9-pin
tube socket

Figure W7.2

and 1 M ohms will be satisfa ctory)
Tl-Filament transformer, 12.6
volts at 0.15 amperes, or 6.3
volts at 0.3 amperes
T2-Audio transformer, Stancor
A-4711 interstage or equivalent
Vl-GE 12AX7, 12AT7, or
12AU7
M iscellaneous-Headphone, line
cord and plug, test leads, 9-pin
tube socket

Continuity checker modification using 6-volt transformer

Continuity checker using 12-volt transformer

This is a true " junk-box" unit and neither parts nor layout are at
all critical. Almost any twin triode will do for Vl and any audio
transformer for T2. If a 12.6-volt filament transformer is not available, a 6.3-volt transformer may be substituted, although this will
also require another General Electric 1N34AS and filter capacitor.
Figure W7.1 shows the circuit using a 12.6-volt transformer while
the 6.3-volt transformer circuit is shown in Figure W7.2.
For simplicity, no power switch is included· and the single phone is
mounted directly on the board. When used in noisy locations, a phone
jack or fahnestock clips should be provided for a pair of headphones.
Plug the line cord into a source of 120-volt a -c and after a short
warmup period, touch the test leads together. This will produce a
j PAGE 174

Cl, C3- 25-mfd, 25-volt electrolytic capacitor (G-E QTl-11)
C2- 0.005-mfd capacitor (G-E
MPC-6D5 )
CRI, CR2-1N34AS diode
Rl- 150 ohms, ½-watt carbon
resistor
R2- 470K ohms, ½ -watt carbon
resistor
R3-250K ohms, potentiometer
(any value between 200K ohms

tone in the earphone whose pitch may be varied by adjusting R3. If
no tone is heard, reverse either winding on transformer T2.
To check for continuity, touch the test leads to the circuit and
listen for the tone. If a tone is heard, but a path through an electrolytic capacitor is suspected, simply reverse the test leads. If the path
is direct or through a resistor, the tone will be the same as before.
When the path is through an electrolytic capacitor, the tone will
start and then die away in a second or so, depending on the capacity
in the circuit.
The resistance of the measured path determines the tone produced.
A rough idea of the magnitude of the resistance may be obtained by
comparing t h e toue obtained with the test leads shorted to that obtained with the test leads connected in the circuit. The sensitivity of
the tester to high resistance paths depends upon the tube type used
and the setting of R3. This sensitivity eau be determined by connectPAGE
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ing known values of resistors to the test leads until a resistance value
is reached at which no tone is produced.
Tube VIA is connected as a tickler-feedback oscillator using the
audio transformer in its plate and grid circuits to supply the required
inductances. The plate circuit of the oscillator must be completed
through the test leads before oscillation can occur. An audio output
from the first half of tube VIA is fed to the other half of the tube VIB
through capacitor C2. In the second of the tube (VIB ) the audio is
amplified and used to drive the earphone in the plate circuit.
Plate power for the oscillator and amplifier is obtained from a
simple half-wave rectifier circuit when a I2.6-volt transformer is
used. If a 6.3-volt transformer is used, a voltage doubler rectifier
circuit provides plate power.
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DC Meterless Voltmeter
Rugged and small, this voltmeter can be dropped without damage
or loss of calibration. lt bas only one scale, reading from O to 500
volts, but the low-voltage end (0 to 100 volts ) is expanded allowing
flashlight batteries and transistor circuits to be tested accurately.
The 0.5 meghom input impedance keeps to a minimum the meter's
effect on the tested circuit. A mercury battery, with long shelf life
and excellent voltage regulation, is used to obtain accuracy at a low
cost.
The operating principle involves comparing the voltage at the
input to the voltmeter with a fixed reference voltage. A potentiometer is used to adjust the input voltage until it is exactly equal to the
reference. Since each input voltage requires a different setting of the
potentiometer, the potentiometer can be readily calibrated to indicate this input voltage.
A unijunction transistor, the GE-Xlü, as shown in Figure WS.I is
used to generate the reference and to detect when both the input and
reference voltages are equal. Whenever the input voltage exceeds the
reference voltage, the unijunction transistor generates an audio tone.
The tone drops in frequency as the voltages approach each other,
and stops when the voltages are equal.
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The tone can be detected easily in either of two ways. A crystal
earphone across capacitor Cl is a suitable detector. In place of the
earphone, any radio can be placed close to the voltmeter to detect
the high-frequency harmonies generated by means of the pickup loop.
Best performance is obtained by tuning the radio to a quiet spot on
the low frequency end of the band and turning up the volume. The
pickup loop should be close to the radio aerial for maximum tone
volume. An audio tone is heard whenever the unijunction transistor,
Ql, is oscillating.
SI

R5

200 K

R7
3 3
' K

RI
500 K

TEST
LEADS
0 - 500 V

e,ri~,:"'1

=

8.4 V

-=- MERC URY
-=- BATTERY

wa

is measured. The change in pitch is also useful in detecting the lack
of regulation in power supplies.
To calibrate the voltmeter, the easiest and most accurate method
is to mark its scale to agree with t hat of an accurate conventional
voltmeter. If this method is used, the zero-set, R6, and full-scale-set
R4, potentiometers can be replaced with fixed resistors of 3.9K and
3.3K respectively. This reduces both the number of components and
the cost.
An alternate calibration procedure permits the use of the scale
shown in Figure W8.2. Adjust the voltage indicating potentiometer
R2, to its maximum value and short the test leads. Adjust the zero~
set potentiometer, R6, until the tone just stops. Align the pointer on
the voltage-indicating knob with the 0 mark on the scale. This gives
reasonable accuracy at the low voltage end of the scale. Connect the
test leads to a higher known d-c voltage source up to 500 volts. Set
the voltage indicating pointer to this voltage. Adjust the full-scale-set
potentiometer, R4, until the tone is heard and the scale reading is
correct. For higher accuracy, readjust both the zero and full-scale
- potentiometers a second time, as previously described.

QI

GE-X 10
R4
10 K
( FULL- SCALE
ADJUSTl

D.C. METERLESS VOLTMETER
30

20

12

PICKUP LOOP
FOR RADIO

50
Parts List

Cl-0.01-mfd (G -E MPC-4S1)
JI - Phono jach
Ql-GE-Xl0 unijunction transistor
Rl- 500000-ohm, ½-watt resistor
R2- 500000-ohm, 2-watt potentiometer (a udio taper)
Figure W8. l

R3- 3900-ohm, ½-watt resistor
R4, R6- 10000-ohm,2-watt potentiometer (see text)
R5-200000-ohm, ½ -watt resistor
Rl- 3300-ohm, ½ -watt resistor
S1- SPST switch (part of R2)
M iscellaneous-Test leads, crystal
earphone

DC Meterless voltmeter schematic diagram

100

Figure W8.2

.5

Scale used with calibrating potentiometers

To use the voltmeter, the input leads are connected to the voltage
under test. Then, while listening to the earphone, or radio, turn on
the voltmeter and rotate the potentiometer, R2, until an audio tone
is just heard. The dial then indicates the input voltage. Any ripple
or a -c signal superposed on the d-c voltage can be detected by a
change in the tone character.
Two nearly equal voltages can be recognized by setting the potentiometer, R2 , to produce a low-frequency audio tone with one
voltage and then noting the change in pitch when the other voltage
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Dual-Voltage Transmitter Power Supply
The key-happy ham need no longer sweat out 30 seconds for his
mercury vapor rectifiers to warm up before answerîng that intriguing
CQ. Silicon rectifiers have no filaments- they start their rectifying
job the instant power is applied . Here is a simple silicon power supply
ample for handling a typical 100-watt transmitter. Thanks to the
simplicity of silicon rectifier circuits, this supply provides two voltage
outputs from a single circuit:
+800 volts at 175 ma, intermittent duty, 1 % ripple, 16% load
regulation, for a final amplifier, and
+450 volts at 25 ma. 0.02% ripple, for preamplifier and oscillator
circuits.
Both supplies have a common ground. With an adjustable transformer in the line ahead of the step-up transformer, this circuit makes
an excellent variable voltage power supply for laboratory experimental use.
Figure W9.1 shows the circuit of the dual voltage power supply
while the components beneath the chassis are shown in Figure W9. 2.
The four legs of silicon rectifier CRI form a rectifier bridge for the
high-voltage Vl supply. The two right-hand legs of CRI also double
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as a full-wave centertap rectifier furnishing d-c to the lower voltag
supply V2. A terminal strip makes an excellent means of mounting
the 16 individual "top hat" rectifiers. A choke input filter is employed
for Vl in order to achieve optimum load regulation. The V2 supply
uses a capacitor input filter for minimum ripple content. The current
rating for the low-voltage supply V2 can be increased by selecting L3
with a higher current rating. The voltage of V2 can be lower ed t o
approximately 375 volts by removing C3 from the circuit. Both of
these changes will result in somewhat higher ripple on V2.

FI
3AMP

GE-X14

i

1
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1

t

Tl
Cl

4pf
IOOOV

+

e----------<

-

C2
4µf
IOO OV

RI
50K
25 WATTS
1

1

C3
20pf
600V
+

-

C4

20pf 600V
R2
IIOK

V2

~ 450V

TWO 220K, 2 WATT
\
( RESISTORS IN PARA LLEL )

GROUND

Parts List

Cl, C2- 4-mfd, 1000-volt capacitor (G-E 23F1027)
C3, C4-20-mfd, 600-volt electrolytic capacitor
CRl-16 G-E Type 1N1696 silicon rectifier diodes connected in
groups of four
CR2-GE-X14 Thyrector diodè
(optional transient voltage suppressor)
Fl-3AGC fuse, 3-amp
Il-120-volt, 6-watt pilot lamp
Ll- 5 /25-henry choke, 175-ma
(UTC S-30, or equivalent)
Figure W9. l
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L2 - 10-henry choke, 175-ma
(UTC S -29, or equivalent)
L3 - 30-henry choke, 25-ma
(UTC S-25, or equivalent)
Rl-50000-ohm, 25-watt resistor
R2- 110000-ohm, 4-watt resistor
(2-220K, 2-watt resistors in
parallel)
S1-DPST switch
Rl-200-ma transformer: primary, 120-volt a-c, 60 cps; secondary, 800-volt (Stancor PC8412, or equivalent)
Chassis- Aluminum, 12" x 8" x 3"

Dual voltage power supply schematic diagram

Figure W9.2

Pictorial diagram of components beneath the chassis

Thyrector CR2 protects the silicon rectifiers against voltage transients generated by switching the transformer primary. Bleeder resistors Rl and R2 discharge the filters when the circuit is de-energized
and also improve load regulation. A pilot light is particularly desirable for safety reasons in solid-state power supplies because of the
absence of tube filament or gas glow to indicate that the circuit is
energized. For the same r,e ason, door interlocks are a wise precaution.
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One-Compactron Regulated Power Supply
This supply does not have the capacity or refinements of some of
the more elaborate regulated supplies. However, its voltage range of
150 to 250 volts, maximum output current of 60 milliamperes, and
ability to compensate for normal line voltage changes make it ideal
for small receivers, converters, and other gear that benefits from
stable plate voltages.
Before describing this regulated supply, observe the unregulated,
full-wave power supply shown in Figure WIO.l. When this power
supply is turned on without a load, the voltage across the output
terminais will equal about 1.4 times the a-c voltage of one-half the
transformer secondary. As soon as a load is placed on the power supply, the output voltage drops, as more current is drawn, the lower
the voltage drops. This happens for several reasons: first, with no
load, the capacitors in the filter charge to the peak voltage of the
power transformer. As the load is increased the capacitors tend to
discharge faster than they are charged and the voltage drops. Second,
the transformer winding, tube, and filter choke all have resistance.
As the current flow through thèse components increases, the greater
the sum of their voltage drops. Sorne relief from this situation may
PAGE
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be obtained by using semiconductor r ectifiers, which have very low
forward resistance, but this does not decrease the voltage drops in
the oth er power supply components. To add to the difficulty, the
output voltage also goes up and down with the line voltage.

-7

I +__

LOADt

I
Figure Wl 0.1

1

J

.,.

sample~ and the grid of the tube in series with the power supply output. Fmally, a gas tube is placed in the cathode circuit of the damplifier to provide the amplifier with a stable reference voltage for
comparison with the power supply output voltage.
Figure WI0.3 ~hows the practical circuit of a regulated supply.
The pentode section of a 6JZ8 compactron is placed in series with
the supply output to act as the variable resistor; and the triode section of the 6JZ8 controls the grid bias applied to the pentode. A neon
lamp, connected in the cathode circuit of the triode, serves the dual
purpose of both voltage reference source and pilot lamp. The grid of
the triode section is connected to the output voltage of the supply
through R3, R4 and R5.
To understand the operation of the regulator, assume that the load
on the supply is increased. When this occurs, the output voltage

f

Unregulated full-wave vacuum tube power supply

A power transformer could be selected with an output voltage
higher thah needed . Then wit h a variable resistor in series with the
output of the power supply, as shown in Figure WI0.2, the variable
r esistor could be adjusted to apply the voltage required across the
load. As the load changes, the resistor would have to be adjusted to
maintain the proper voltage. Although the load remains constant,
changes in line voltage will cause the output voltage to vary, and
require adjustment of t h e resistor to compensa te for these lin e ch anges.

6JZ8

qPINS
l l ,.,,
6.3V

To----..rv-YT'---...J'v
RECTIFIER

I I
Figure Wl 0.2

<
LOAD?

.r->

Variable resistors to maintain voltage under changing load

What is needed is a n automatic variable r esistor Which will compensate for both load changes and line voltage changes. This can b e
done by using an electron tube in place of the variable resistor. The
tube is placed in series with the output of the supply and its resistance is changed by varying the bias on the grid. Since it is desirable
to compensate for relatively small ch anges in output voltage, a d-c
a m plifier is Ùsed between the point where the output voltage is
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Parts List

Cl-10-mfd, 10-mfd, 450 volts
(General Electric QT2-3)
CRI, CR2, CR3, CR4-G-E
1N1696 silicon rectifiers
LI - 8 -henry, 75-milliampere
choke (Stancor C1 355 or equivalent)
Rl-2.2-megohm, 1-watt resistor
R2~ 1-megohm, 1-watt resistor
R3- 1-megohm, 1-watt resistor
R4- 1-megohm potentiometer
R5-470000-ohm, 1-watt res istor
Figure Wl 0.3

S1-SPST toggle switch
Tl - Power transformer: primary;
117 volts, 60 cycles : secondary
l; 6. 3 volts, 3 amperes : secondary 2; 480 volts, center
tapped, 70 milliamp eres (Stan.
cor PC-8419 or equivalent)
Chassis box 2½" x 3" x 5¾"
Compactron socket, ETR-2976
6JZ8 Compactron (General Electric)
4 binding posts

One compactron regulated power supply
schematic diagram
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tends to drop and this drop decreases the positive voltage at the
triode grid. Since the triode cathode is maintained positive by the
neon lamp, and the resistors R3, R4, and R5 are proportioned to
make the grid somewhat less positive than the cathode, a decrease in
positive voltage at the grid increases the bias and causes the plate
current of the triode to decrease. The triode plate current flows
through R2, and this decrease in current causes the positive voltage
at the plate end of R2 to rise, since there is less voltage drop across
R2 •during reduced current flow. The control grid of the pentode is
connected to the plate of the triode. A rise in positive voltage on the
pentode grid decreases its grid bias and thus lowers the effective
resistance of the pentode. This in turn, allows the output voltage to
rise to the value it had before the load was increased. When the load

Figure Wl 0.4
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is decreased, the reverse of the foregoing reactions occurs. Of course,
all of this takes place practically instantaneously.
The power supply construction is not particularly difficult. As in
any compact gear, parts should be installed in their proper sequence,
and care must be taken to avoid shorts b etween closely spaced parts.
In this supply the neon lamp, potentiometer, and switch should be
installed before the filter choke is mounted in place. The neon lamp is
mounted by pushing it partly through a rubber grommet mounted on
the chassis box. Since the cases of the semiconductor rectifiers are not
insulated, care must be taken that they do not contact one another
or other uninsulated parts.
All tie points used are those with 5 lugs and the unused lugs are
clipped off. This is a convenient way to fit tie points into crowded
places without obtaining a variety of types.
The output voltage of the power supply can be set at any value
between 150 and 250 volts by means of the potentiometer R4. To
avoid exceeding the dissipation rating of the 6JZ8, the current drawn
from the supply should be limited to 40 milliamperes at 150 volts
and 60 milliamperes at 250 volts. With the power transformer specified, about 1 ½ amperes may be drawn from the 6.3-volt winding to
operate the filaments of other tubes.

Regulated power supply pictorial diagram
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Silicon Rectifier
Replacements for Rectifier Tubes
Many hobbyists may desire to replace tube rectifiers with silicon
rectifiers. Direct substitution of gas, mercury or vacuum type tube
rectifiers may be clone if certain precautions are observed.
With the low forward drop of the silicon rectifier, the d-c output
voltage will increase when r eplacing tubes When substituting for gas
or mercury rectifiers this increase will be approximately 10 volts and
is not usually objectionable In rare cases it may cause excess heating
of resistors, or excessive voltage on capacitors, etc. With vacuum
tube rectifiers as shown in Figure Wll.1, the tube drop may be as
high as 50 volts at rated load Sorne resistance must therefore be
added either in series with each silicon rectifier or in the d-c output
to reduce the d-c voltage to the desired value. Figure Wll.2 and
Wll.3 are examples of where the resistance m ay be placed. Note also
that this added resistance acts as a surge current suppressor for
capacitor input filters.
The value of this resistance will depend upon the voltage drop of
the rectifier tube and the current flowing. As a first approximation,
this resistance could be calculated from the voltage drop of the tube
rectifier (which is usually given in the tube rating sheet) divided by
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Alternate silicon rectifier replacement circuitresistance in load

the output current. In the Tube Handbook, the 5U4GB has a 44-volt
drop at 225 ma d-c output. Under these maximum rated conditions,
44
the tube resistance would be:
= 195 ohms_ Figure Wll.3 shows
.225
that adding 200 ohms in each leg or 200 ohms in the load, Figure
6
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Figure Wl 1.3
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Alternate silicon rectifier replacement circuitresistance in each leg

30µ1

Wll.2, gave very nearly the same d-c output. Generally, the add d
resistance will run between 150 and 500 ohms_ For exact duplication
of output voltage we suggest the use of a t apped wire-wound resistor.
In our example the wattage may be calculated from either FR or
E 2 / R, where I is the rms current through R, and E is the rms voltage
across R. ln a capacitor input filter, these rms values may be difficult
to determine. For the resistor added in the load ahead of the :filter,
use an rms voltage and current approximately twice the d-c average
values. For the resistor added in each leg, the wattage will be half
that necessary for the load resistor. It is suggested that somewhat
higher wattage than that calculated be used to assure cool and safe
operating temperature. Twenty-five watts minimum is recommended
for the resistor added in the load, and 15 watts minimum is recomm ended for the resistors in each leg.
A transient voltage suppressor, such as a Thyrector is suggested
for the standard type silicon rectifiers, like the 1N1693 and 1N560
series, across the primary of the input transformer to absorb any
switching or line transients that might occur. These Thyrector diode
transient voltage suppressors are small and quite economical insurance against excessive voltage appearing across the silicon rectifier. If
the controlled avalanche r ectifier is used, no Thyrector is needed,
since the controlled avalanche rectifier is designed to absorb voltage
transients that m ay occur.
The Thyrector diode, suggested GE-Xl4, is for use in normal 120
volt rms -circuits. If economy and space are not critical, placing the
Thyrector diode of the proper rms voltage rating (units available up
to 600V rms) in the secondary is preferred, because the smaller transformer kva would help lirait the peak transient current.
Thyrector diodes begin to suppress transients at about 150% of
their peak rated voltage. It is therefore recornmended that the transient voltage rating of the silicon rectifier be at least 150 % preferably
175 % , above the transformer secondary peak voltage. In many casee,
this may necessitate using two silicon rectifiers in series. ln the example in Figure Wll.l, the peak reverse voltage on each anode of
the 5U4GB is 650V2 = 920 volts. 175 % of 920 volts= 1610 volts
Note that two-600 volt rectifiers (1N1697), each with a transient
rating of 800 volts (total 1600 volt transient capability), are suggested.
(For more detailed discussion of the Thyrector diode voltage sup- .
pressors, refer to General Electric Application Note 200.5 or the
General Electric Rectifier Components Guide, Chapter Il.)
With the controlled avalanche rectifier, the voltage rating need
only be equal to or above the peak (V2 RMS) voltage of the transformer secondary.
Added transient protection may also be obtained by adding a .005
mfd ceramic bypass capacitor from Point A of Figure Wll.2 or
Wll.3 to ground.
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The silicon rectifier supplies output power immediately after turnon. This immediate d-c voltage applied to the plates (anodes) of
other vacuum tubes in the circuit, might possibly strip the cathode
coating and eventually destroy vacuum tubes. For this reason, many
circuit designers have selected a rectifier tube with an indirectly
heated cathode such that the rectifier cathode heats at the same
rate as other cathodes in the circuit. Special precautions are needed
that will delay the d-c power from the silicon rectifier 5 or 10 seconds
after filament power is applied to other tubes in the circuit. Special
time delay switches such as an Amperite thermal delay relay or a
temperature activated switch could be -used. With this precaution,
silicon rectifiers may be substituted for the indirectly heated cathode
vacuum rectifiers similar to that for the filamentary type.
For the filamentary type tube rectifier (directly heated ), the warmup time is very fast, and the original equipment designer has usually
taken special precautions to prevent any possible detrimental effect
on other tubes in the circuit.
When silicon rectifiers replace tube rectifiers, the filament power
supply may, of course, b e removed. With directly heated filamenta_ry
type tube rectifiers, the positive d-c output lead may be made to m1dtap of the filament transformer. This lead should now be coni:iect~d
to the cathode of the silicon rectifier. If the filament power 1s still
left on the socket, make sure when making this connection that half
the filament transformer is not shorted out. As shown in Figure
Wll.l the 5U4GB, d-c output voltage is usually taken from one side
of the filament, and the above does not have to be considered.
When the peak reverse voltage of the circuit exceeds approximately
1000 volts, direct substitution of a single silicon rectifier cell is not
recommended. This is beyond the reverse voltage rating of the general purpose silicon device. Two or more silicon rectifiers may be
connected in series for higher voltages. In the example given, each
anode of the 5U4GB was subjected to a steady state peak reverse
voltage of 920 volts. With a possible 10 % increase in supply voltag~,
this peak reverse voltage could reach 1012 volts. Two 600-volt rectifiers (1Nl697) were therefore selected in series. These have a combined reverse rating of 1200 volts. This gives a satisfactory 17 %
voltage margin. However, as noted in the section above on transient
voltage suppressors, the governing factor in selecting the proper
rectifier will probably be the transient rating.
To simplify the charts, we have not listed the variations of a tube
type such as the 5U4G, 5U4GT, 5U4GA, etc. However, the maximum voltage and current rating of each group is recorded. Since the
current capability of the silicon rectifier is usually above that of the
tube and the silicon rectifier is usually selected on the basis of voltage
or transient voltage capability, the rectifier selected should perform
satisfactorily for any variation of the tube type.
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Rectifier tube types with higher filament voltag lil Lh 25Z6,
50Y6, etc. are not listed because their filaments are usu lly J)f\t"C f a
series string. This filament is needed for proper filament volt g of
other tubes in the circuit. Other tubes listed may also h v Lh lr ntaments in a series string and, of course, should not be repla cl with a
silicon rectifier unless provision is made in the filament
match the filament impedance.
Replacement of higher voltage rectifiers above 1500 volts and
higher current rectifiers above one ampere require special engine ring
considerations and are not usually of concern to the hobbyist or h a m .
The mercury vapor rectifier tubes Type 816 and 866A, when us d
above 1500 volts peak, should be replaced by specially designed highvoltage potted assemblies like the G-E Type A 725EH series.

suggested silicon rectifier replacements, see charts on following pages.

For
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SUGGESTED SILICON RECTIFIER REPLACEMENTS FOR VACUUM RECTIFIERS
CHART 1 - DIRECTL Y HEATED FILAMENT ARY TYPES

.,,::,,
"',.,

~

.,,

Suggested Silicon Rectifiers (one diode per leg)
PK
Max
1
I Max D-c I Thyrector
1 Max RMS 1 Reverse
Transient
Current
fo r Sec•
Voltage
Type (i)
Voltage
100°C
ondary
Voltage
TransAmbienl (Optional)
Rating
former @ \ Rating

Tube Rating

Vacuum
Rectifier

Max
PK
PK
D-c
1
I Current
I Max
Current
RMS · R
everse
Volt- 1 Volta e Amps per Amps per
g
Anode
Anode
age
.275
1.0
1550
450
.325
1,075
1400
400
,250
.750
1550
450
,175
.525
1400
350
.125
.375
1400
350
.225
.675
1550
450
.275
1.000
1550
450
.415
1.400
1550
550
1.00
.300
1400
350
.125
,440
1400
350
.1 25
.375
1400
350
.300
1.100
1700
'600

1G-E dBase No.l

<O

5AS4-A
5AU4
5AW4
5AX4-G T
5AZ4
5T4
5U4,G,etc
5V3
5W4
5Y3
5Z4
5931

0

_Con-

"

nect1ons

w
#5T

•

- - - -

• 50

5X4GA
5Y4G

- -- 6004

0

1550
1400

.9
.4

----

----

450
350

7

-ZAJ

(2)

375

w.
#<C

450
350

5Z3
80

.,,,

(!)

81

235

f

~
..
7

.120

1550
400

.675
.400

.113
.063

- -- - - - - 700

.5

...

. . .. .

330

.010

\!'
·y
y
•

\!
l

,085

- - - - - -- - - - - - -- -

4'9AX

6BC7
6BJ7

.375

~

- - - - - - - - - - - - -- -

2 •

----

1400

.125
.063

Connections

.0 12
.00 1

9

'

IN1693
1N1694
1 Nl 695
1 Nl 696
1N1697
1N560
1N561

140
180
240
282
325
385
485 @

Al 3B2
Al 3D2
A13M2

140
282
435

200
300
400
500
600
800
1000@

350
450
600
700
800
960
1200@

.250
.250
.250
.250
.250
.250
,250

6RS20SP
or
6RS20SC
-5B8
-6B6
-8B8
-9B9
-11B11
-13B13
-16B16

200
400
600

240
480
720

,600
.600
.600

..... . .
.. . .

'.'

.

''

NOTES:
(D A n y of the silicon rectifiers lisled will handle the current. Se lect on the basis
of voltage and transient capacity.
~ For higher voltages, use rect ifiers in series.
For the standard rectifiers, the maximum RMS voltage of th e transformer
secondary has been calcu lated ·f rom the rating of the Thyrector di o de {GEX14), if used on the 120-volt O•C transformer primary . Transient voltages
will be suppressed below 175% of the rated peak
RMS) transformer
primary ond secondary voltages.

(Vl
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SUGGESTED SILICON RECTIFIER REPLACEMENTS FOR VACUUM TUBES
CHART Il - INDIRECTL Y HEA TED CATHODE TYPES - RECOMMEND FIRST APPL YING FILAMENT POWER TO OTHER TUBES IN CIRCUIT - SEE NOTE 4
Tube Rating
Max
I
I Max
PK
PK
D-c
Vacuum 1G-E Base No. l RMS 1
Current
Reverse
Current Am s er
R l'f'
and ConVoltec I ier
nections
Voltage
Amps
A~od~
age
,2 50
450
1500
.750
5AR4
•OL
.525
5V4G
375
1400
.175
,800
550
1500
2.25
5AT4
1400
.400
.125
5CG4
1400
.125
350
.375
5Z4
1400
.125
6087
350
.375
,4 15
350
1550
.125
6106
---,

w
...
"

6X4
12X4
6202

6Z5

- --6AX5G

6X5
6W5-G
6ZY5-G
5838
5839
5852

- -- -

.,,
::,,
...,
"'
..,
=

6CA4
6V4

~
@

- .....__

...

325
325

•

7

....

~.
.'

.245
.245
.220

.045
.045
.055

---.. . . .

1500
----

2 ' •

~

1250
1250
1375

.180

.030

4

6

V
V
8

1

6

7

V

IN1693
1N1694
1N1695
INl 696
1N1697
IN560
1N561

140
180
240
282
325
385
485 @

Al 3B2
Al 3D2
Al3M2

140
282
435

200
300
400
500
600
800
1000@
200
400
600

350
450
600
700
800
960
1200@

.250
.250
.250
.250
.250
.250
.250

240
480
720

.600
.600
.600

6RS20SP
or
6RS20SC
-5B8
-6B6
-8B8
-9B9
-11B11
-13813
-16B16

.'

....

4

- - - -

350
360
325
325
300
300
300

1250
1250
1250
1250
1375
1375
1375

.375
.245
,270
.120
.270
.270
.270

.125
.080
.090
.D40
.065
.065
,065

1000

350

......

.450
. ....

.150
.090

---

Suggested Silicon Rectifiers (one diode per leg)
PK
I Max D-c I Thyreclor
Max
1 Max RMS I Reverse 1 Transient
Current
for SecVoltage
Type (i)
Voltage
Voltage
I00°C
ondary
Trans Rating
Ambienl (Optional)
former ©[ Raling

, Connecfions

NOTES:
3

5

V
8

y

(!) Any of the silicon rectif iers listed will handle the tube curre nt ex cept the
SAT4. Select on the basis of voltage and transient capability. For the 5AT4
use the A22 series.
~ For higher voltages, use rectifiers in series.
For the standard rectifiers, the maximum RMS voltage of the transformer
secondary has been calculated from the rating of the Thyrecfor diode
(GE-X14), if used on the 120-volt a•c transformer primary . Transiont voltages will be suppressed below 175% of the rated peak (-v'2 RMS) Irons.
former primary and secondary voltage·s.
© A 5. ta 10-second lime delay of the rectified power output is s uggested
where one is not already present to protect other vacuum tubes in the circuit
from the po ssib le detrifflental affect of immediate d•c voltage, see Text.
1

1

1

1

1

1

..,
>
"'"'
<.C>

ex,

SUGGESTED SILICON RECTIFIER REPLACEMENTS FOR VACUUM TUBES
CHART Il - INDIRECTL Y HEATED CATHODE TYPES - RECOMMEND FIRST APPLYING FILAMENT POWER TO OTHER TUBES IN CIRCUIT - SEE NOTE 4
V
R

Tube Rating
Max
PK
PK
D-c
I
I Max
Current
1G-E Base No, I RMS 1
Reverse
Current Am 5 er
and ConVoltier
nections
Voltage
Amps
A~od~
age

act:m

ec

I

6AX6-G
6H6
12H6
117Z6-GT

350
150
150
235

#7~

_,.·,@
•

- - - - - - - .-- --

2 7 · B

- -- -

2 7 ~,

'"®
Z B
. . 7.1,J

2

1 8

7

# ◄ AD

83V

1 •

117Z3

1250
1250
1250
1250

.210
.300
.2 10
.300

.070
.100
.070
.100

150
235

700

.045
.450

.008
.075

- - - - --- - - --

~

84 / 6Z4

- - - - - - --

- - --

.525

1400

•

. 175

. 175

1400

375

375

"'è
z •

.008

325
325
325
325

•

1

~

----

- - - ---- - - -- - - - -

7

ë
®

7A6
7X6

.250
.008
.00 8
.060

.048

420

' 150

6H 4-GT

7Y4
7Z4
14Y4
28Z5

.6 00
.048
.048
.3 60

1250
420
4 20
700

.175

- - -- - --- ---.540

330

1 17

.090

•

Suggested Silicon Rectifiers (one diode per leg)

PK

Connecfions

Type (D

1 Max
RMS 1 Reverse
Voltage

1

Voltage

Trans·fo rmer ®

Rating

Max
I Max D-c I Thyrector
Tra nsient
Current
for SecVoltage
100°C
ondary
Rating
Ambient (Optional )

J J

1

V
!f
V
V
4

4

1 N1693
1Nl 694
1N l 695
1Nl696
1 N1 697
1N560
1N56 1

140
180
240
282
325
3 85
485 @

Al 3 82
Al 3D2
A13M2

140
282
435

200
300
400
500
600
800
1000 0

350
450
600
700
800
960
1200 0

.250
.250
.250
.250
.250
.250
.250

200
400
600

240
480
720

.600
.600
.600

6RS20 SP
or
6RS20SC
-588
-6 86
-888
-989
- 1 1811
-1 3 813
- 16816

...

. . ·· •··

.. .. ...

NOTES:
© A ny of the sili con re ctifie rs listed will hand le th e tu be cu rren t ex cept th e
5AT4. Se le ct on th e basis of voltage and tran sient capability. For the 5AT4
u se the A2 2 series.
@ Fo r h ig hc r v o ltages , use rectifiers in series.
@ for the sta nda rd rectifiers , the maximum RMS voltage of the tran sfo rme r
seconda ry hos been calcu lated from the ratlng o f th e Thy reclo r diode
(GE-X14) , if used o n the 120-vol t a-c tran sformer Primary. Transient v o ltages will be suppressed be low 175 % of the ra ted peak
RMS) trans fo rmer p-rimary and seco nda r y voltages.
© A 5 - to 10 -seco nd lime d e la y of the re ctified power o utp ut is suggestecl
wh e re one is not a lready present to pro tect other vacu um tubes in the circuit
fro m the poss i b le d e trimental e ffecl of immediate d-c voltage, see Tex t.
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SUGGESTED SILICON RECTIFIER REPLACEMENTS FOR GAS OR TUBE RECTIFIER
CHART Ill - GAS OR MERCURY TUBE RECTIFIERS
Suggested Silicon Rectifier (one diode per leg)

Tube Rating

Gas or Hg
Tube
Type
Rectifier

OY4 and
OY4G

Gos

Cathode

Cold

- - -- - OZ4,0Z4G
{0Z4A)

Go s
Go s

----

-Hg
Hg

82
83
---- -

816

Cold
Cold

- - - Hg

Hot

-- --866 / 866A Hg

G-E Base No.
and Con•
nections

'

#

Hot

verse

Volts

D-c
Peak

Current

Amp
Amps
per
Anode

Current

48U

0.....

300

0

880
880

•
.. ,c

Hot
Hot

Peak
Re-

'Q'•

---

-

FILAMENT

- -.075
.110

- - - --

- --

1550
1550

.6
1.0

.060
.11 5

.5

.125

5000
2500

1.0
2.0

J
'Y'

·y,
î

A<ODE 1<I

TO MIDTAP OF
FIL TRANSF.

- --

Max RMS
Voltage of
Type (D

Transformer

Sec . @
(end to end)

1 OR 4 OR Jril 10 T AP
OF FI L TRA NS F

- --

5000

FILAMENT

<J;iDE

.075

.200
.3 30

1

. .@"

.500

Connecfions

tANODE 14 1
.25
.50

1 Nl 694
1N1 695
1N1 6\16
1N1697
1N560
1N561

180
240
282
325
387
4 80 0

Al 382
Al 302
Al 3M2

140
282
435

4 JA 1 OC
4 JA 10 0
4 JA 1OE
4 JA10M

150
210
262
3 15 0

Peak

Max

Reverse

Transient

Voltage

Voltage

Rating

Rating

D-c
Cufrent

Max Amp
100°C
Ambient

300
400
500
600
800
1000 0

4 50
600
700
800
960
1200 0

.250
.250
.250
.250
.250
.250

200
400
600

240
480
720

.600
.600
.600

300
400
500
600 0

400
525
650
775 0

.650 ®
.650 ®
.6 50 ®
.650 ®

Thyrector
for Secondary

(Optional)

6RS20SP
or
6RS20SC
-6 86
-888
-989
-11811
-13813
-1 6 816

-

. ·······
6RS20SP
or
6RS20SC
-585
-7 87
-9B9
- 11811

TO MIDTAP OF
FIL. TRANSF•

NOTES :

..,
>
.,,
"'
a,
a,

(D An y of the silicon reclifie rs listed will handle th e current. Select on th e basis of voltage and transient capability .
!)For higher voltages, use rectifiers in series.
!)The ma xi mum RMS voltage of the tran s former secondary has been calculated fr o m the rating of the Thyre ctor diode (GE-X14), if used on the 120-volt a-c transformer primary. Transient voltages will be suppressed below 175 % of the ratecl p eak (
RMS) transformer primary and secondary voltages .
© A 15- to 20 -second lime delay of the rectified power output is suggested where on e is not a lready present to prole ct other vac u um tubes in the circuit from th e p o ssible
detri men tal affect of immediate d-c voltage. See Text.
© Average current redu ced to 0 .4 amp for 300 mfd capa citor load and 3.3 -ohm surge res istor .
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